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Abstract

In recent years the massively increased availability of data has created significant interest in data-driven methods in engineering and business. This has created a need both for more scalable algorithms to process larger data sets as well as new methods for leveraging data in decision making and optimization. In this dissertation we consider both of these broader questions for a variety of relevant problems. The first part of this dissertation is concerned with the question of scalability via parallel and distributed algorithms, while the second part considers questions within the growing field of algorithms with predictions.

In Chapter 1, we consider the weighted longest common subsequence problem and its all-substrings generalization. This problem arises in computational biology applications, where there is a need to scale to larger inputs. We give efficient parallel algorithms which yield nearly optimal solutions for both problems.

Hierarchical clustering is a fundamental data analysis tool, and one of the most widely used clustering methods in practice. Typical approaches suffer from issues of scalability, either due to needing at least quadratic time or having an inherently sequential nature. To get around these barriers, we consider approximations. Our main results for Chapter 2 are efficient distributed algorithms which approximate the wide class of divisive $k$-clustering methods.

In algorithms with predictions we augment our usual algorithms with additional information representing (potentially erroneous) predictions about the input or desired solution. These predictions can be useful in resolving future uncertainty in the online setting or improving the average case running time of an algorithm when a problem must be solved repeatedly on similar inputs. In general, we want to design and analyze algorithms whose performance is tied to prediction error, as well as to show how to appropriately construct these predictions from past data.

Chapter 3 considers online load balancing with restricted assignments. We show the existence of predictions which can help guide the online algorithm in constructing a fractional assignment. These predictions are robust to small errors and they can be efficiently learned from past instances of the problem. To complete the result, we give an online rounding algorithm.

Finally, Chapter 4 considers the Hungarian algorithm for minimum cost bipartite matching. Usually this algorithm is given a naïve initial dual solution. We show, both theoretically and practically, that a learned initial dual solution can significantly improve the running time of this algorithm. This can be seen as using past instances of the problem to set a “warm-start” solution, which is more likely to be close to an optimal solution, and thus require fewer iterations to reach optimality.
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Introduction

In recent years the massively increased availability of data has created significant interest in data-driven methods in engineering and business. This has created a need both for more scalable algorithms to process larger data sets as well as new methods for leveraging data in decision making and optimization. In this dissertation we consider both of these broader questions for a variety of problems, including string comparison, hierarchical clustering, online scheduling, and bipartite matchings.

The first part of this dissertation is concerned with the question of scalability via parallel and distributed algorithms, while the second part considers questions within the growing field of algorithms with predictions.

Parallel and Distributed Algorithms

While data sets have greatly increased in size, the availability of large amounts of cheap computing resources has also increased through online cloud computing platforms such as Amazon Web Services [9], Microsoft Azure [112], and Google Cloud Platform [73]. Thus a common approach to achieving greater scalability is to utilize multiple computing resources in tandem. This could take the form of a multi-core CPU or a distributed network of several machines across which the computation takes place.

In order to design and analyze algorithms we need to consider models which capture aspects of these practical settings. In this dissertation we will describe algorithms within the (Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) [65] and Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) [90, 72, 36] models of computation. These models are designed to distill the essential components of the practical settings of a multi-core CPU or a distributed network of machines, respectively. This allows algorithm designers to devise new algorithms which can better leverage multiple computing resources to achieve greater scalability.

PRAM: In the PRAM model, there are a fixed number $p$ of parallel processors with a shared memory where the input is initially stored. Issues of synchronization will not be important as our algorithms will parallelize naturally, so we will ignore them here. The main quantity of interest will be the parallel running time of our algorithms.

MPC: In the MPC model there is a collection of $M$ machines each with their own local memory of size $S$. Initially, the input of size $N$ is distributed across the $M$ machines so that each machine has a different piece of the input. Computation is carried out in rounds. In a single round, each machine is allowed to carry out computation on data stored in its
local memory, after which there is a synchronous communication step where machines are allowed to exchange information. The total amount communicated by each machine (both sending and receiving) should be $O(S)$. This model is widely used to capture the class of algorithms that scale in programming frameworks such as Spark and MapReduce.

We will require that $S \cdot M = \tilde{O}(N)$, which enforces that we cannot communicate all of the data to one machine and apply a sequential algorithm. Here the main quantity of interest is the number of rounds needed to carry out a computation under the previous constraints, which we would like to be polylogarithmic in $N$. A typical setting of the parameters has $S = \tilde{O}(N^\delta)$, for some constant $\delta \in (0, 1)$. This way we have both $S$ and $M$ sublinear in $N$.

**Breaking Dependencies:** Ideally, when designing a parallel algorithm, we want to break up a computation into several independent parts which can be handled in parallel by separate machines/processors. One of the main challenges in designing an efficient parallel algorithm is dealing with *chains of dependencies*. Dependencies occur when one step in a computation depends on a previous one. If an algorithm has a long chain of dependencies, then this creates a bottleneck for parallelizing it. For the problems considered in this dissertation, standard algorithms will suffer from this problem.

To understand this issue more concretely, let’s consider the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem and its standard dynamic programming algorithm. In this problem, there are strings $x$ and $y$ over a common finite alphabet $\Sigma$. We will let the length of $x$ be $n$ and the length of $y$ be $m$. The goal is to find a subsequence that is common to both strings that is as long as possible. A standard dynamic programming algorithm computes an optimal solution in time $O(nm)$ by setting up the following recurrence. Let $L(i, j)$ be the length of the longest common subsequence between $x[1 : i]$ and $y[1 : j]$ (where $x[1 : i]$ refers to the substring of $x$ consisting of the first $i$ characters). Ignoring base cases, for $i, j > 1$ we recursively compute:

$$L(i, j) = \max\{L(i - 1, j), L(i, j - 1), L(i - 1, j - 1) + 1_{\{x[i]=y[j]\}}\}.$$ 

Since the goal is to finally compute $L(n, m)$, observe from the recurrence above that doing so will have dependency chains of length $\Theta(n + m)$, thus making it difficult to parallelize this algorithm.

Thus, a key challenge for algorithm designers is to find algorithms with significantly smaller chains of dependencies which can be implemented efficiently in parallel and distributed settings. In this dissertation, we will do this through the use of approximation. That is, rather than insisting on producing an optimal solution or making exact decisions, we will relax our algorithms and allow them to produce nearly optimal solutions or make approximate decisions throughout their execution. A natural question to ask is: when can approximations be leveraged to break long chains of dependencies and allow us to achieve better scalability? We will answer this question affirmatively for a weighted version of the LCS problem described above and also for divisive hierarchical clustering methods.
Chapter 1: Parallel Approximation Algorithms for Weighted Longest Common Subsequence

In the weighted longest common subsequence (WLCS) problem we are given strings $x$ and $y$ over a common finite alphabet $\Sigma$ (of length $n$ and $m$, respectively) as well as a non-negative scoring function $f : \Sigma \times \Sigma \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$. The objective is to output a correspondence with maximum total weight. A correspondence between $x$ and $y$ is a sequence of index pairs $(i_1, j_1), (i_2, j_2), \ldots, (i_\ell, j_\ell)$ such that $i_k < i_{k+1}$ and $j_k \leq j_{k+1}$ for all $k$. The weight of a correspondence is given by $\sum_{k=1}^{\ell} f(x[i_k], y[j_k])$. This problem generalizes the longest common subsequence problem and a simple modification of the dynamic programming algorithm described above can be used to find an optimal solution in $O(nm)$ time (sequentially).

This problem has applications in bioinformatics, where the strings $x$ and $y$ correspond to DNA sequences which may be millions to billions of characters long. Thus there is a need to develop more scalable approaches since the sequential $O(nm)$ running time may be prohibitive at these scales.

In Chapter 1, we develop efficient parallel approximation algorithms for this problem. Our algorithms take in a parameter $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$ and will output a solution with weight at least $1 - \epsilon$ times the weight of an optimal correspondence. The main result of this chapter is a parallel algorithm with running time

$$O\left(\frac{\sigma mn}{p} + \frac{m}{\epsilon^2} \log^2(\sigma m) \log^2(n) \log(p)\right),$$

where $\sigma$ is an upper bound on the scoring function (which is usually small in practice). We also note that our algorithms can be adapted to run in $O(\log n)$ rounds in the MPC setting when $m = O(\sqrt{n})$.

Chapter 2: Distributed Algorithms for Hierarchical Clustering

In hierarchical clustering, we are given a set of $n$ points $S$ along with a dissimilarity function $d : S \times S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ and the goal is to output a binary tree on $n$ leaves, where each leaf corresponds to one of the points in $S$. Internal nodes in the tree represent clusters which contain all of the leaf nodes in the sub-tree rooted at the node. Ideally, more dissimilar points are separated near the top of the tree, while more similar points are separated closer to the bottom of the tree.

A natural method for constructing a hierarchical clustering tree is to first use a clustering method such as $k$-means with $k = 2$ to divide the set $S$ into two parts, and then continue recursively on each part. While it is known how to compute a $k$-means clustering efficiently in the MPC setting, adapting this divisive algorithm to the MPC setting is not immediate. It is possible for the $k$-means clustering to produce unbalanced clusters in each step, causing long chains of sequential dependencies and resulting in an inefficient parallel algorithm. In Chapter 2 we will show that we can overcome this issue while retaining an $O(1)$-approximate solution to the clustering problem in each step. In particular, we will give divisive hierarchical clustering algorithms in the MPC setting.
running in $O(\log n)$ rounds under mild assumptions, which guarantee that the split at each step is an $O(1)$-approximation for the clustering cost used by the divisive algorithm.

**Algorithms with Predictions**

Recent advances in machine learning have revolutionized how problems in computer vision, natural language processing, and perception are addressed. Improvements to predictive models and increased availability of large data-sets have contributed to this rapid progress. One might also ask if it’s possible to leverage machine learning and predictive models to improve the design of algorithms for optimization problems. Machine learning models use past data to infer structure in the (unknown) target distribution that allow them to make accurate predictions on new examples from the same distribution. Could we use past instances of an optimization problem in order to learn something which can assist in solving new instances of the problem, ideally with some sort of improved performance?

Following a rekindled interest in beyond worst case analysis of algorithms [129], there has been significant effort in developing methods for incorporating machine learning and data-driven methods into algorithm design for combinatorial problems. This area has come to be known as *learning-augmented algorithms* or *algorithms with predictions* [116]. In this dissertation we will use the latter term to refer to this area. The aim of this area is to design algorithms which incorporate predictions so that the algorithm can go beyond worst-case lower bounds when the prediction is accurate and retain similar worst-case performance otherwise.

A natural setting where predictions and learning can help is in *online optimization*. In online optimization, each piece of the problem is revealed one at a time and the algorithm must commit to a decision before seeing more of the problem. For example, in online scheduling the algorithm must decide how to schedule a newly arrived job before seeing future jobs. This commitment to a decision before seeing the entire input means that we usually expect the online algorithm to find sub-optimal solutions. Thus we want to quantify and upper bound how sub-optimal the algorithm is. Usually this is done in a worst case sense. For some instance $I$ of a problem, say that $\text{ALG}(I)$ is the cost incurred by an online algorithm and $\text{OPT}(I)$ is the cost of an optimal solution in hindsight (which knows the entire input sequence). Then we say that an algorithm is $c$-competitive (or has competitive ratio $c$) if for all instances $I$ we have $\text{ALG}(I) \leq c \cdot \text{OPT}(I)$. Since this is worst-case, usually one can show strong lower bounds on possible values of $c$.

In the setting of online algorithms with predictions, we hope that accurate predictions can allow an online algorithm to go beyond worst-case lower bounds on the competitive ratio, but perform nearly the same as in the worst-case setting when the predictions are very inaccurate, with a smooth degradation in-between. This line of work was initiated by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [107, 108], who studied the online caching problem in the presence of predictions. On the arrival of each page request, they assume that the online algorithm is also given a prediction of when it will arrive again in the future. They quantify the competitiveness of their algorithm in terms of the $\ell_1$-distance between the vector of predicted arrival times and the vector of true arrival times. More recently there has been
an explosion of work in this area, covering many classic online settings such as the ski rental problem [126, 69, 11], further work on caching [128, 85, 148, 32], page migration [82], scheduling [126, 115, 20], online covering [31], bipartite matching [15, 103, 1], metrical task systems [14], and Steiner tree [22, 150]. In terms of online algorithms with predictions, this dissertation will consider online load balancing with restricted assignments, a classic online scheduling problem with strong lower bounds in the worst-case setting.

In addition to competitive ratios in the online setting, there has been significant interest in using predictions to improve other aspects of an algorithm’s performance, such as running time and space complexity. For example, Kraska et al. [94] use learning to improve query times in index structures, a standard tool for data retrieval. Mitzenmacher [114] uses predictions to improve the space complexity of bloom filters. Hsu et al. [80] using predictions to improve the errors in sketches for heavy-hitters in the streaming setting. Chmiela et al. [48] consider learned primal-heuristic schedules to improve primal performance in mixed integer programming solvers, which can also help to improve running time. In this dissertation we will study how to improve the running time for weighted bipartite matching algorithms through predictions of the optimal dual solution.

Another related area is data-driven algorithm design [24, 75, 28, 27, 26, 25]. Here a parameterized family of algorithms is considered, and the goal is to use data on past problem instances to learn a setting of the parameters for the algorithm so that it performs well on instances drawn from the same population as the past problem instances used in learning. Usually, the main goal is to understand the sample complexity of learning the parameter, i.e. how much data is needed. We will make use of ideas from this area in order to show that the predictions we propose are also learnable. Additionally, work within the algorithms with predictions community has also recognized that learnability is an important and interesting property for a prediction to have [11, 10, 55].

Research Questions: In this dissertation we will consider the setting of algorithms with predictions in the context of optimization problems. This raises several questions to address when faced with a concrete optimization problem:

1. What quantity should be predicted? This should depend on the structure of the problem at hand.

2. How do we incorporate the predictions in the design of the algorithm? Ideally, more accurate predictions should yield improved performance.

3. How do we construct the prediction from past problem instances? Can we guarantee the prediction we learn will generalize to new problem instances?

In the final two chapters of this dissertation, we will consider all of these questions for two classic optimization problems: online makespan minimization and improving running time for minimum cost bipartite matchings.

Chapter 3: Online Load Balancing with Predictions

In this chapter, we will consider online makespan minimization with restricted assignments in the algorithms with predictions setting. In this problem, there is a collection of $n$ jobs
which arrive online to be scheduled on $m$ machines. Upon a job $j$’s arrival, it reveals its size $p_j$ and a subset $N(j) \subseteq [m]$ of feasible machines where it can be assigned. The algorithm must irrevocably assign the job to some machine $i \in N(j)$ before seeing future jobs. The objective is to minimize the maximum load of a machine, where the load of machine $i$ is the total size of jobs assigned to it.

Online makespan minimization with restricted assignments is a fundamental problem in online scheduling and well understood from the perspective of worst-case analysis. Notably, all online algorithms are $\Omega(\log m)$-competitive and the natural greedy algorithm which assigns each job to the least loaded feasible machine is $O(\log m)$-competitive \cite{21}. We will be interested in finding quantities to predict that succinctly captures the structure of an instance, so that highly accurate predictions can go beyond this worst-case lower bound. Our approach will construct fractional assignments, and thus we also study the problem of rounding a fractional assignment online in order to be competitive with the in-hindsight makespan of the fractional assignment, providing both upper and lower bounds for this online rounding problem. Additionally, we will show that our proposed prediction is in some sense learnable from past data.

Chapter 4: Speeding up the Hungarian Algorithm with Learned Duals

Another natural setting where predictions can help is in the context of improving running times. In addition to ensuring that our algorithm has a good worst-case running time, we can use learned predictions to tailor our algorithm to the inputs that are typically seen in practice. In Chapter 4 we do this for the minimum cost perfect matching problem in bipartite graphs. In this problem, there is a bipartite graph $G = (V, E)$ with integer costs $c$ on the edges of the graph. The goal is to output a perfect matching $M$ which minimizes the cost $c(M) = \sum_{e \in M} c_e$.

A standard algorithm for solving this problem is the Hungarian algorithm \cite{97}, which is based on updating dual variables for a linear programming formulation of the problem in order to reach optimality. Usually, these dual variables are initialized in a naïve way in order to guarantee dual feasibility. The main idea for this chapter is to predict initial values for the dual variables with the hope that they are likely to be closer to the optimal dual solution for a new instance, and thus require fewer iterations of the Hungarian method to reach optimality. There are several challenges we have to address:

1. What if the predicted duals are infeasible for the new problem instance?
2. Does a more accurate prediction of the duals lead to an improved running time?
3. How do we use past data to predict values for the dual variables?

We will answer all three of these questions, which will give us an end-to-end framework for incorporating predicted duals into the Hungarian algorithm.

In addition to these theoretical results, we conduct experiments based on both synthetic and real data which demonstrate the capability of learned duals to significantly outperform standard initialization methods for the Hungarian algorithm in terms of running time.
Chapter 1
Parallel Approximation Algorithms for Weighted Longest Common Subsequence

This chapter is based on "A Scalable Approximation Algorithm for Weighted Longest Common Subsequence" [42], which appeared in the proceedings of the 27th International European Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing (EURO-PAR 2021). Collaborators on the project were Jeremy Buhler, Kefu Lu, and Benjamin Moseley.

1.1 Introduction

Technologies for sequencing DNA have improved dramatically in cost and speed over the past two decades [125], resulting in an explosion of sequence data that presents new opportunities for analysis. To exploit these new data sets, we must devise scalable algorithms for analyzing them. A fundamental task in analyzing DNA is comparing two sequences to determine their similarity.

A basic similarity measure is weighted longest common subsequence (WLCS). Given two strings $x$ and $y$ over a finite alphabet $\Sigma$ (e.g. \{A,C,G,T\}), a correspondence between them is a set of index pairs $(i_1, j_1) \ldots (i_\ell, j_\ell)$ in $x$ and $y$ such that for all $k < \ell$, $i_k < i_{k+1}$ and $j_k < j_{k+1}$. A correspondence need not use all symbols of either string. We are given a non-negative scoring function $f : \Sigma \times \Sigma \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ on pairs of symbols, and the goal is to find a correspondence (the WLCS) that maximizes the total weight $\sum_{k=1}^{\ell} f(x[i_k], y[j_k])$. We assume, consistent with actual bioinformatics practice [138], that the maximum weight $\sigma$ returned by $f$ for any pair of symbols is a small constant [88], so that the maximum possible weight for a correspondence between sequences is proportional to their length. WLCS is a special case of the weighted edit distance problem [120] in which match and mismatch costs are non-negative and insertion/deletion costs are zero. This problem is sufficient to model similarity scoring with a match bonus and mismatch and gap penalties, provided we can subsequently normalize alignment weights by the lengths of the two sequences [141]. If $f$ scores $+1$ for matching symbol pairs and $0$ for all others, the problem
reduces to unweighted LCS.

A generalization of WLCS is the all-substrings WLCS or AWLCS problem. In this variant, the goal is to compute a matrix $H$ such that $H[i, j]$ is the weight of a WLCS between the entire string $x$ and substring $y[i..j]$. This “spectrum” of weights can be used to infer structure in strings, such as approximate tandem repeats and circular alignments [135]. Of course, $H$ includes the weight of a WLCS between the full strings $x$ and $y$ as an entry.

Throughout this chapter, we let $|x| = n$, $|y| = m$ and assume that $n \geq m$.

**Sequential Methods** The WLCS problem, like the unweighted version, can be solved by dynamic programming in time $O(nm)$. In particular, the well-known Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [120] for weighted edit distance, which is the basis for many practical biosequence comparison tools [137, 132, 133, 134], solves the WLCS problem as a special case. Sub-quadratic time algorithms are also known for the WLCS problem based on the “Four Russians” technique [110], which works for integer weights. In addition, there is the work of Crochemore et al that works for unrestricted weights and also achieves sub-quadratic time [51]. At the same time, the sequential complexity of the LCS and WLCS problem is well understood - results in fine-grained complexity give strong lower bounds assuming the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis, see e.g. [40, 39] and [2].

Schmidt [135] showed that AWLCS, which naively requires much more computation than WLCS, can be solved in time $O(nm \log m)$ as a special case of all-substrings weighted edit distance. Alves et al. reduced this cost to $O(nm)$ for the special case of unweighted all-substrings LCS (ALCS) [8].

**Parallel Methods** One way to solve large WLCS problems more efficiently is to parallelize their solution. Krusche and Tiskin [96] study parallelization of standard dynamic programming algorithms for LCS. However, the straightforward dynamic programming approaches for LCS and WLCS do not easily parallelize because they contain irreducible chains of dependent computations of length $\Theta(n + m)$. The fastest known parallel algorithms for these problems instead take a divide-and-conquer approach (such as [16]), combining the all-substrings generalization of LCS with methods based on max-plus matrix multiplication as we will describe.

Let $x_1$ and $x_2$ be two strings, and let $H_1$ and $H_2$ be AWLCS matrices on string pairs $(x_1, y)$ and $(x_2, y)$, respectively. Defining matrix multiplication over the ring $(\max, +)$, $H_1 \times H_2$ is the AWLCS matrix for strings $x_1 \cdot x_2$ and $y$ [142]. Hence, we can compute the AWLCS matrix for the pair $(x, y)$ on $p$ processors by subdividing $x$ into $p$ pieces $x_k$, recursively computing matrices $H_k$ for each $x_k$ with $y$, and finally multiplying the $H_k$ together. Given a base-case algorithm to compute AWLCS in time $B(m, n)$ and an algorithm to multiply two $m \times m$ AWLCS matrices in time $A(m)$, this approach will run in time $B(m, \frac{2}{p}) + A(m) \log p$.

Fast multiplication algorithms exist that exploit the Monge property of AWLCS matrices: for all $1 \leq i < k \leq m$ and $1 \leq j < \ell \leq n$, $H[i, j] + H[k, \ell] \leq H[i, \ell] + H[k, j]$. Tiskin [142] showed that for the special case of unweighted ALCS, $A(m) = O(m \log m)$, yielding an overall time of $O\left(\frac{mn}{p} + m \log m \log p\right)$.

For AWLCS, $A(m) = O(m^2)$ using an iterated version of the SMAWK algorithm [4] [131].
No faster multiplication algorithm is known for the general case. Practically subquadratic multiplication has been demonstrated for specific scoring functions \( f \) [131], but the performance of these approaches depend on \( f \) in a difficult-to-quantify manner. In [127] a complex divide-and-conquer strategy was used to achieve an optimal running time for the pairwise sequence alignment problem, which is similar but more general than our problem. In our work we use an alternative divide-and-conquer strategy to obtain a fast parallel algorithm.

**Contributions:** This chapter introduces a new approach to parallelizing AWLCS and therefore WLCS. We introduce algorithms that are \((1 - \epsilon)\) approximate. Our algorithm’s running time scales with \( o(m^2) \) in the PRAM setting as the number of processors increases.

The new algorithm is our main contribution. Our algorithm sketches a sequential dynamic program and uses a divide-and-conquer strategy which can be parallelized. This sketch comes with a cost of approximating the objective to within a \( 1 - \epsilon \) factor for any parameter \( \epsilon \in (0, 1) \). By relaxing the algorithm’s optimality guarantee, we are able to obtain subquadratic-time subproblem composition by building on recent results on parallelizing dynamic programs for other problems [81]. Additionally, we develop and utilize a new base case algorithm for AWLCS that takes advantage of the small range of weights typically used [88]. The following theorem summarizes our main result.

**Theorem 1.1.1.** Let \( W \) be the largest possible correspondence weight and let \( p \) be the number of processors. For any \( \epsilon \in (0, 1) \), there is a PRAM algorithm running in time \( O(B(m, n) + \frac{m}{\epsilon^2} \log^2(W) \log^2(n) \log(p)) \) that computes a \((1 - \epsilon)\)-approximate solution to the WLCS problem.

Using Schmidt’s algorithm \((B(m, n) = O(mn \log m))\) for the base case, we obtain a parallel algorithm with running time:

\[
O \left( \frac{mn \log m}{p} + \frac{m}{\epsilon^2} \log^2 W \log^2 n \log p \right),
\]

where \( W \) is the largest possible correspondence weight between strings (which, by our assumption of bounded weights, is \( O(\min(n, m)) \)). As mentioned, this is the first parallel algorithm for weighted LCS for which the running time scales as \( o(m^2) \), and also the fastest \((1 - \epsilon)\)-approximation algorithm for weighted LCS in BSP. In contrast, previous methods’ running times have a \( \Theta(m^2) \) term that does not diminish as the number of processors \( p \) increases.

Using Schmidt’s algorithm for the base case dominates the running time. We would like to improve the \( O(mn \log m) \) running time of the base case to get as close to \( O(mn) \) as possible. We develop an interesting alternative base case algorithm by extending Alves’s \( O(mn) \) algorithm for ALCS [8] to the weighted case of AWLCS. This is our second major contribution. This algorithm, like our overall divide-and-conquer strategy, exploits the small range of weights typically used by scoring functions for DNA comparison.

**Theorem 1.1.2.** Let \( \sigma \) be the highest weight produced by the scoring function \( f \). There is a sequential algorithm running in time \( O(\sigma mn) \) time for computing an implicit representation of the AWLCS matrix using space \( O(\sigma m) \).
Using this algorithm as the base case in Theorem 1.1.1 we achieve an overall running time of $O(\frac{\sigma m}{p} + \frac{m}{\epsilon^2} \log^2(\sigma m) \log^2(n) \log(p))$.

**Algorithmic Techniques** We leverage two main techniques. The first is parallelizing a natural dynamic program for a problem via sketching. Let $C(i, j)$ be the weight of a WLCS between $x[1 : n]$ and $y[i : j]$; we want to compute this quantity for all $1 \leq i < j \leq m$. One may add a third index to specify $C_s(i, j)$, the weight of a WLCS between $x[1 : k]$ and $y[i : j]$. $C_k$ can be computed via the following recurrence: $C_k(i, j) = \max\{C_{k-1}(i, j), C_k(i, j-1), C_{k-1}(i, j-1) + f(x[k], y[j])\}$. But this recurrence is both inefficient, requiring time $O(mn^2)$, and difficult to parallelize, with dependent computation chains of size $\Omega(n+m)$.

To improve efficiency, we abandon direct computation of $C(i, j)$ and instead compute some $D(i, w)$ which is subsequently be used to derive the entries of $C(i, j)$. $D(i, w)$ is the least index $j$ s.t. there exists a correspondence of weight at least $w$ between $y[i : j]$ and $x[1 : n]$. We compute and store $D(i, w)$ only for values $w$ that are powers of $1 + \epsilon'$ for some fixed $\epsilon' > 0$. This sketched version of $D$ effectively represents the $O(m^2)$ sized matrix $C$ using $O(m \log_{1+\epsilon} m\sigma)$ entries. Although our sketching strategy is not guaranteed to find the optimal values $C(i, j)$, we show that it exhibits bounded error as a function of $\epsilon'$.

A straightforward computation of $D(i, w)$ entails long chains of serial dependencies. Thus, we use a divide-and-conquer approach instead. Let $D_{r_1, r_2}(i, w)$ store the the minimum index $j$ s.t. a correspondence of weight at least $w$ exists between $y[i : j]$ and $x[r_1 : r_2]$. We will show how to compute $D_{r_1, r_3}(i, w)$ given $D_{r_1, r_2}(i, w')$ and $D_{r_2+1, r_3}(i, w')$ for values $w' \leq w$. If we compute $D$ matrices for non-overlapping substrings of $x$ in parallel and double the range of $x$ covered by each $D$ matrix at each step, we can compute $D_{1, n}(i, w)$ in a logarithmic number of steps.

In realistic applications, we seek to compare sequences with millions of DNA bases; the number of available processors is small in comparison, that is, $p \ll \min(n,m)$. Speedup is therefore limited by the base-case work on each processor, which must sequentially solve an AWLCS problem of size roughly $m \times \frac{n}{p}$. Solving these problems using Schmidt’s algorithm, which is insensitive to the magnitude of weights, takes time $O(\frac{n}{p} m \log m)$. However, Schmidt’s algorithm involves building complex binary trees which proved to have high overhead in practice. Our second main technique is developing a weight-sensitive AWLCS algorithm utilizing an efficient and compact implicit representation.

We show that if the scoring function $f$ assigns weights at most $\sigma$ to symbol pairs, the matrix $C(i, j)$ can be represented implicitly using only $O(m\sigma)$ storage rather than $O(m^2)$. Moreover, we can compute this representation in sequential time $O(\frac{n}{p} m\sigma)$. The algorithm computes and stores values of the form $h_s(j)$, which is the least index $i$ such that $C(i, j) \geq C(i, j-1) + s$, for $1 \leq s \leq \sigma$. These $h$ values indicate where there is an increase of $s$ in the optimal correspondence weight when the index $j$ increases. The key to the technique is showing that these values contain information for reconstructing $C$ and how to compute them efficiently without complex auxiliary data structures.

**Roadmap** Section 1.3.1 presents the main dynamic program which can be parallelized via a divide-and-conquer strategy, while Section 1.3.2 shows how to use sketching to make this step time and space efficient while retaining $(1 - \epsilon)$-approximate solutions.
Section 1.3.3 presents our new algorithm for AWLCS which we use as an efficient local base case algorithm on each processor. Finally, Section 1.4 completes our analysis.

1.2 Preliminaries

We denote by $x[i:j]$ the contiguous substring of $x$ that starts at index $i$ and ends at index $j$. The goal of AWLCS is to find correspondences of maximum weight between $x[1:n]$ and $y[i:j]$ for all $1 \leq i \leq j \leq m$. We develop a method to obtain the weights of the desired correspondences; the alignments can be recovered later by augmenting the recurrence to permit traceback of an optimal solution. However, for AWLCS, the weights alone suffice for many applications [135]. Finally, we denote by $W$ the highest possible weight of a WLCS between $x$ and $y$, which we assume to be $O(\sigma \min(n, m))$. Here $\sigma = \max_{c,c' \in \Sigma} f(c,c')$ is the maximum possible weight of matching two characters. We note that in practice, $\sigma$ is a constant and typically less than 20.

We now define two key matrices utilized in the design of our algorithms. $C(i,j)$ will denote the maximum weight of a correspondence between $x$ and $y[i:j]$. The AWLCS problem seeks to compute $C(i,j)$ for all $1 \leq i < j \leq m$. An alternative way to view these weights is via the matrix $D$, where we swap the entry stored in the matrix with one of the indices. Let $D(i,w) = \min\{j \mid C(i,j) \geq w\}$. If no such $j$ exists, we define $D(i,w) = \infty$. $D$ stores essentially the same information as $C$; a single entry of $C(i,j)$ can be queried via the matrix $D$ in time $O(\log W)$ by performing a binary search over possible values of $w$. However, the matrix $D$ will be a substantially more compact representation than $C$ once we introduce our sketching strategy.

1.3 All-Substrings Weighted Longest Common Subsequence

Here we present our algorithm for AWLCS. Following the divide-and-conquer strategy of prior work, we initially divide the string $x$ equally among the processors, each of which performs some local computation using a base-case algorithm to solve AWLCS between $y$ and its portion of $x$, yielding a solution in the form of the $D$ matrix defined above. We then combine pairs of subproblem solutions iteratively to arrive at a global solution. We first describe the algorithm’s divide and combine steps while treating the base case as a black box, then discuss the base-case algorithm.

1.3.1 Divide-and-Conquer Strategy

Let $D_{r_1,r_2}$ be the $D$ matrix resulting from the AWLCS computation between strings $x[r_1:r_2]$ and $y$. Our goal is to compute $D_{1,n}$, which encompasses all of $x$ and $y$.

Our algorithm first divides $x$ into $p$ substrings of length $\frac{n}{p}$, each of which is given to one processor along with the entire string $y$. We assume that consecutive substrings of $x$ are given to consecutive processors in some global linear processor ordering. If a processor is
Algorithm 1 Combining Subproblems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>procedure COMBINE($D_{r_1,r_2}$, $D_{r_2+1,r_3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for $i = 1$ to $m$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $w = 0$ to $W$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{r_1,r_3}(i, w) \leftarrow \infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $w_1 = 0$ to $w$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_2 \leftarrow w - w_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j' \leftarrow D_{r_1,r_2}(i, w_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j \leftarrow D_{r_2+1,r_3}(j' + 1, w_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{r_1,r_3}(i, w) = \min(D_{r_1,r_3}(i, w), j)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

given a substring $x[r_1 : r_2]$, it computes the subproblem solution $D_{r_1,r_2}$ using our new local, sequential base-case algorithm described in Section 1.3.3. It then remains to combine the $p$ subproblem solutions to recover the desired solution $D_{1,n}$. We compute $D_{1,n}$ in $O(\log p)$ rounds. In the $j$’th round, the algorithm computes $O(2^{\log(p)/j})$ subproblem solutions, where each solution combines two sub-solutions from adjacent sets of $2^{j-1}$ consecutive processors.

Let $D_{r_1,r_2}$ and $D_{r_2+1,r_3}$ be adjacent sub-solutions obtained from previous iterations. We combine these solutions to obtain $D_{r_1,r_3}$. To compute $D_{r_1,r_3}(i, w)$, we consider all possible pairs $w_1, w_2$ for which $w = w_1 + w_2$. For each possible $w_1$, we use the solution of the first subproblem to find the least index $j'$ for which there exists a correspondence of weight $w_1$ between $x[r_1 : r_2]$ and $y[i : j']$. We then use the solution of the second subproblem to find the least $j$ such that a correspondence of weight $w_2 = w - w_1$ exists between $x[r_2 + 1 : r_3]$ and $y[j' + 1 : j]$. (Clearly, $j \geq j'$.) These two correspondences use non-overlapping substrings of $x$ and $y$ and can be combined feasibly. The exact procedure can be found in Algorithm 1.

### 1.3.2 Approximation via Sketching

Algorithm 1 solves the AWLCS problem exactly; the cost to combine two subproblems is $O(mW^2)$. For unweighted ALCS, $W = m$; the combine step is $O(m^3)$. To overcome this cost, we sketch the values of $w$. Sketching reduces the number of distinct weights considered from $W$ to $O(\log W)$ and hence reduces the cost to combine two subproblems from $O(mW^2)$ to $O(m\log^2 W)$. We analyze its precise impact on solution quality and overall running time in Section 1.4.

Our sketching strategy fixes a constant $\epsilon > 0$ and sets $\beta = 1 + \frac{\epsilon}{\log n}$. Define $D^*(i, s)$ to be the least $j$ such that there exists a correspondence between $x$ and $y[i : j]$ with weight $w \geq \lfloor \beta^s \rfloor$. Define $D^*_{r_1,r_2}$ analogously to $D_{r_1,r_2}$ for substrings of $x$. To compute $D^*_{r_1,r_3}$
We now describe a sequential algorithm, inspired by the work of [7], to obtain the initial which better fits our setting.

For any Corollary 1.3.3. For any Corollary 1.3.2. Let \( j' = D_{r_1, r_2}(i, s_1) \) and \( j = D_{r_2+1, r_3}(j' + 1, s_2) \). Then there exist non-overlapping correspondences with weights at least \( \beta_{s_1} \) and \( \beta_{s_2} \), and hence a combined correspondence of weight at least \( \beta_{s} \), between \( x[r_1 : r_3] \) and \( y[i : j] \). We take \( D_{r_1, r_3}(i, s) \) to be the least \( j' \) that results from this procedure. In Section 1.4, we formally show that this sketching strategy preserves \((1 - \epsilon)\)-approximate solutions and analyze the runtime and space usage of our algorithm.

1.3.3 Base Case Local Algorithm

We now describe a sequential algorithm, inspired by the work of [7], to obtain the initial matrices \( D_{r_1, r_2}(i, w) \) for each individual processor.

In theory, one could continue the divide and conquer approach on each local machine until the entry to compute is of the form \( D_{r_1, r_1+1}(i, w) \), yielding a simple base case to solve. However, this procedure proves computationally inefficient with a fixed number \( p \) of processors. Instead, we propose a different base case algorithm for computing \( D_{r_1, r_2}(i, w) \) which better fits our setting.

For this section, we will drop the indices \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) and create an algorithm for computing \( D \) for strings \( x \) and \( y \). Each processor applies this same algorithm, but to different substrings \( x[r_1 : r_2] \).

The algorithm works in two steps. First, we calculate two sequences of indices, referred to as the \( h \)- and \( v \)-indices. Then, we use these indices to compute \( D(i, w) \) for all desired \( i, w \). Intuitively, these indices give compact information about the structure of the \( C \) matrix (and hence the \( D \) matrix), specifically the magnitude of change between weights in adjacent rows and columns of \( C \).

**Definition of the Indices** Recall the definition of the AWLCS matrix \( C \), and let \( C^\ell \) be the \( C \) matrix corresponding to the strings \( x[1 : \ell] \) and \( y \). Before proceeding with the definition of the \( h \)- and \( v \)-indices, we note a lemma concerning the Monge properties of \( C^\ell \). These properties are well-known; see, e.g., [7].

**Lemma 1.3.1.** For any triple of indices \( i, j, \ell \), \( C^\ell(i - 1, j - 1) + C^\ell(i, j) \geq C^\ell(i - 1, j) + C^\ell(i, j - 1) \), and \( C^\ell(i - 1, j) + C^{\ell - 1}(i, j) \geq C^{\ell - 1}(i - 1, j) + C^\ell(i, j) \).

The following corollaries result from rearranging terms in the previous lemma.

**Corollary 1.3.2.** For any \( i, j \), \( C^\ell(i, j) - C^\ell(i, j - 1) \geq C^\ell(i - 1, j) - C^\ell(i - 1, j - 1) \).

**Corollary 1.3.3.** For any \( i, j \), \( C^\ell(i, j) - C^{\ell - 1}(i, j) \leq C^\ell(i - 1, j) - C^{\ell - 1}(i - 1, j) \).

We now consider the implications of Corollary 1.3.2. Fix \( i, j \) and \( \ell \) with \( C^\ell(i, j) - C^\ell(i, j - 1) = s \) for some \( s \). This \( s \) is the difference in WLCS weight if the second string is allowed one extra character at its end \( (y[j]) \), since it is comparing \( x[1 : \ell] \) with either \( y[i : j] \) or \( y[i : j - 1] \). The corollary states that this difference is only greater for a substring of \( y \) that starts at \( i' > i \) instead of \( i \). Therefore, for each pair of fixed \( j, \ell \), there exists
some minimal \( i \) such that \( C^\ell(i, j) - C^\ell(i, j - 1) \) is first greater than \( s \), as it will be true for all \( i' > i \). For different values of \( s \), there are possibly different corresponding \( i \) which are minimal. Similar implications can be derived from Corollary 1.3.3.

Using this insight, we can define the \( h \)-indices and \( v \)-indices. These values \( h_1, \ldots, h_\sigma \) and \( v_1, \ldots, v_\sigma \) are the key to our improved base case algorithm. For \( s \in [\sigma] \), \( h_s(\ell, j) \) is the smallest index \( i \) such that \( C^\ell(i, j) \geq C^\ell(i, j - 1) + s \). That is, each \( h_s(\ell, j) \) for a fixed \( \ell \) and \( j \) marks the row of \( C^\ell \) where we start to get a horizontal increment of \( s \) between columns \( j - 1 \) and \( j \). The \( v \)-indices are slightly different; \( v_\sigma(\ell, j) \) is the smallest index \( i \) such that \( C^\ell(i, j) < C^{\ell-1}(i, j) + s \). The \( v \)-indices mark the row where we stop getting a vertical increment of \( s \) in column \( j \) between \( C^{\ell-1} \) and \( C^\ell \). The entire matrix \( C^\ell \) can be computed recursively as a function of the indices as follows:

\[
C^\ell(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
C^\ell(i, j - 1) & i < h_1(\ell, j) \\
C^\ell(i, j - 1) + s & h_s(\ell, j) \leq i < h_{s+1}(\ell, j) \\
C^\ell(i, j) & i \geq h_{s+1}(\ell, j) 
\end{cases} \tag{1.1}
\]

\[
C^\ell(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
C^{\ell-1}(i, j) + \sigma & i < v_\sigma(\ell, j) \\
C^{\ell-1}(i, j) + s & v_{s+1}(\ell, j) \leq i < v_s(\ell, j) \\
v_1(\ell, j) & i \geq v_s(\ell, j) 
\end{cases} \tag{1.2}
\]

The \( h \) and \( v \)-indices provide an efficient way to compute the entries in \( D(i, w) \). If we can compute \( C^\ell(i, j) \) for all \( i, j \), then \( D(i, w) \) is the smallest \( j \) for which \( C^\ell(i, j) \geq w \). The indices actually correspond to a recursive definition of the values of \( C^\ell(i, j) \).

The following intuition may help to interpret the \( h \)-indices. Consider \( h_1(\ell, j) \) for a fixed \( \ell \) and \( j \). This is the smallest value of \( i \) for which \( C^\ell(i, j) > C^\ell(i, j - 1) \) by at least 1. Suppose we compare the best WLCS of \( x \) and \( y[i : j - 1] \) against that of \( x \) and \( y[i : j] \). There is a gain of one character (the last one) in the second pair of strings, so the second WLCS might have more weight. There is a unique value \( h_1(\ell, j) \) of \( i \) for which the difference in weight first becomes \( \geq 1 \). The uniqueness of this value can be inferred from Corollary 1.3.2.

The increment in the WLCS weight due to adding \( y[j] \) may become greater as \( i \) increases, i.e., as we allow fewer opportunities to match \( x \) to earlier characters in \( y \). However, the increment cannot exceed \( \sigma \), the greatest possible weight under \( \ell \) of a match to \( y[j] \). Note that if \( h_s(\ell, j) \geq j \), there is no index fulfilling the condition since the substring \( y[h_s(\ell, j) : j] \) has no characters.

Given the \( h \)-indices for every \( \ell, j \), we may compute \( C^\ell(i, j) \) for any fixed \( \ell \) as follows. \( C^\ell(i, i) = 0 \) by definition, and \( C^\ell(i, j + 1) \) can be computed from \( C^\ell(i, j) \) by comparing \( i \) against each possible \( h_s(\ell, i + 1) \). One may then compute \( D(i, w) \) from \( C^n(i, j) \). However, one may directly compute \( D \) from the \( h \)-indices more efficiently using an approach described in Section 1.3.3.

The \( v \)-indices can be interpreted similarly, though the ordering of \( v_1 \ldots v_\sigma \) is reversed. Consider \( v_\sigma(\ell, j) \) for some fixed \( \ell \) and \( j \). This is the smallest value of \( i \) for which \( C^\ell(i, j) \) does not exceed \( C^{\ell-1}(i, j) \) by at least \( \sigma \). Here, the comparison is between the WLCS of \( x[1 : l] \) and \( y[i : j] \) and that of \( x[1 : l - 1] \) and \( y[i : j] \). The first WLCS might have more
We now show how to compute the weight, and so there is unique index where the difference in weight first becomes less than \( \sigma \).

In this case, due to Corollary 1.3.3, the difference between \( C^\ell(i,j) \) and \( C^{\ell-1}(i,j) \) can only be less than the difference between \( C^\ell(i-1,j) \) and \( C^{\ell-1}(i-1,j) \). Now \( v_\sigma(\ell,j) \) is the unique value of \( i \) after which the difference can be no more than \( \sigma - 1 \). Similar intuition applies to all the other \( v \)-indices.

We note that the \( v \)-indices are not explicitly involved in the procedure for computing entries of \( D \); however, they are necessary in computing the \( h \)-indices.

**Recursive Computation of the Indices**

We now show how to compute the \( h \)-indices \( h_s(\ell,j) \) for all \( \ell,j \). We first show a general recursive formula for these indices, then show a more efficient strategy to compute them.

In the formula, \( h_s \) will always refer to \( h_s(\ell-1,j) \) unless indices are specified. Similarly, \( v_s \) will always refer to \( v_s(\ell,j-1) \) unless indices are specified.

Let \( d = f(x\ell,y_j) \), where \( f \) is the scoring function. For the general case \( \ell, j > 0 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  h_s(\ell,j) &= \begin{cases} 
    \text{if } d < s : & \min_{z \in [s,\sigma]} (\max(h_z, v_{z-(s-1)})) \\
    \text{if } d \geq s : & \min( \min_{z \in [d+1,\sigma]} (\max(h_z, v_{z-(s-1)})), v_{d-(s-1)} ) 
  \end{cases} \\
  v_s(\ell,j) &= \begin{cases} 
    \text{if } d < s : & \max_{z \in [s,\sigma]} (\min(h_{z-(s-1)}, v_z)) \\
    \text{if } d \geq s : & \max( \max_{z \in [d+1,\sigma]} (\min(h_{z-(s-1)}, v_z)), h_{d-(s-1)} ) 
  \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(1.3) (1.4)

The base cases are \( h_s(0,j) = j \) and \( v_s(\ell,0) = 0 \) for all \( s \). The first corresponds to an empty substring of \( x \), which has an empty WLCS with any substring of \( y \). The second corresponds to an empty substring of \( y \), which has an empty WLCS with any substring of \( x \). Recurrences (1.3) and (1.4) generalize the recurrences for \( h \) and \( v \) for unweighted LCS in \([7]\), which can be recovered as a special case of our recurrence for \( \sigma = 1 \).

We now describe the calculations for these indices, beginning with the \( h_s(\ell,j) \) calculations. To calculate \( h_s(\ell,j) \), we use the entries \( v_s(\ell,j-1) \) and \( h_s(\ell-1,j) \) (for all possible \( s \)) in addition to the value of \( d \). It is useful to visualize the situation using Figure 1.1. In the figure, \( a \) represents the weight of the WLCS between \( x[1 : l-1] \) and \( y[i : j-1] \) for some \( i \). Similarly, \( u \) represents the weight of the WLCS between \( x[1 : l] \) and \( y[i : j-1] \), and \( v \) is the WLCS between \( x[1 : l-1] \) and \( y[i : j] \). Finally, \( t \) represents the WLCS between \( x[1 : l] \) and \( y[i : j] \). The edges represent the relationship between the WLCS weights. First, \( u \) and \( v \) are both at least \( a \). Further, one possible value for \( t \) could be \( a + d \), since one may take the WLCS which corresponds to \( a \) and add in the match between \( x[l] \) and \( y[j] \), which has weight \( d \). Alternatively, \( t \) could also be the same value as either \( u \) or \( v \). If \( t = u \), then \( y[j] \) is unused in the WLCS; similarly, if \( t = v \), the character \( x[l] \) is unused.

The value of \( h_s(\ell,j) \) has a natural interpretation: it is the first value of \( i \) for which the difference between \( t \) and \( u \) is at least \( s \). Recall \( h_s \) will always refer to \( h_s(\ell-1,j) \) unless
Figure 1.1: Relationship between four points.

indices are specified; similarly, \( v_s \) will always refer to \( v_s(\ell, j - 1) \) unless indices are specified. Thus, \( h_s \) is exactly the minimum \( i \) where there is a difference of at least \( s \) between \( v \) and \( a \). Similarly, \( v_s \) is the minimum \( i \) where there is a difference less than \( s \) between \( u \) and \( a \). We will relate \( t \) and \( u \) by comparing both to \( a \). Then we can determine the correct \( h_s(\ell, j) \) where \( t \geq u + s \) for any \( i \geq h_s(\ell, j) \).

Suppose we seek to calculate \( h_s(\ell, j) \) for a fixed \( s > d \). One possible weight for \( t \) is \( a + d \), but this edge cannot determine \( h_s \) as \( u \geq a \), and hence \( a + d \) is not greater than \( u \) by at least \( s \). The WLCS which involves \( a \) never yields any information about the minimum \( i \) where \( t \geq u + s \). However, if \( i \) is greater than both \( h_s \) and \( v_1 \), then the difference between \( t \) and \( u \) is at least \( s \). Hence, it would seem that \( h_s(\ell, j) \) is just equal to \( \max(h_s, v_1) \). However, there are many other pairs which also fulfill this condition, e.g. if \( i \) is greater than both \( h_{s+1} \) and \( v_2 \). In general, if \( i \) is greater than any \( h_x \) and \( v_{x-(s-1)} \) for some positive integer \( \sigma \geq x > s \), then the difference between \( t \) and \( u \) is at least \( s \). Therefore, in the case where \( s > d \) the expression for \( h_s(\ell, j) \) is the minimum of the pairwise maximum of such pairs. This is formalized in equation (1.3).

The other case is when we seek to compute \( h_s \) for a fixed \( s \leq d \). Here, the weight \( a + d \) is always possible for \( t \). The expression in equation (1.3) is essentially a truncated version of the expression for \( s > d \). Namely, we do not need to consider the pairs involving \( h_s \) where \( s \leq d \). (If \( i \geq v_{d-(s-1)} \) then immediately we already know that \( t \geq u + s \) regardless of whether \( i \) is also greater than some \( h \) value.)

The \( v_s(\ell, j) \) computations are similar. We are interested in the difference between \( t \) and \( v \), so we will relate both \( t \) and \( v \) to \( a \). First, consider computing \( v_s(\ell, j) \) where \( s > d \). In this case we can again ignore the case where \( t = a + d \). Recall that \( v_s(\ell, j) \) defines the value of \( i \) where if \( i > v_s(\ell, j) \), then the \( t < v + s \). Consider the case where only a single important pair of values exist, \( h_1 \) and \( v_s \). If \( i \) is greater than \( v_s \) then \( t = u < a + s \). A similar property holds if \( i > h_1 \). Hence, \( v_s(\ell, j) \) is the value of the minimum of \( v_s \) and \( h_1 \) if that is the only pair. Once again, when there are multiple pairs of \( v_s, h_1 \) and \( v_{s+1}, h_2 \) and so on, the expression becomes more complex as it becomes the maximum of the minima of these pairs.
The case for computing \( v_s(\ell, j) \) when \( s \leq d \) is similar to the case for the \( h_s(\ell, j) \) computations in equation (1.3) except where the formula is truncated; no pairs which involve \( v_s \) for \( s \leq d \) are used. Since a weight of \( a + d \) can always be attained, only \( h_{d-(s-1)} \) needs to be checked for any of the lesser \( v_s \) pairs.

Equations (1.3) and (1.4) give a recursive computation for all of the \( h \)-indices and \( v \)-indices. There are \( O(mn\sigma) \) total entries to compute, and following the two equations above yield a \( O(mn\sigma^2) \) time algorithm for computing the \( h \)- and \( v \)-indices. However, using a clever observation, it is possible to compute these entries in \( O(mn\sigma) \) time, which we show next.

**Faster Computation of \( h \)- and \( v \)-Indices** Naively computing the recurrences (1.3) and (1.4) for each \( 1 \leq s \leq \sigma \) takes \( O(\sigma^2) \) time. We show how to improve this to \( O(\sigma) \) now.

We start with the following definitions. For \( 1 \leq s \leq \sigma \) define \( z^*(s) \) to be the value such that the following holds: (1) \( z < z^*(s) \implies v_{z-s+1} > h_z \) and (2) \( z \geq z^*(s) \implies v_{z-s+1} \leq h_z \). Similarly, define \( z^#(s) \) to be the value such that (1) \( z < z^#(s) \implies h_{z-s+1} < v_z \) and (2) \( z \geq z^#(s) \implies h_{z-s+1} \geq v_z \). These values are well defined since the sequences \( h \) and \( v \) are respectively non-decreasing and non-increasing, so either the inequalities above trivially hold, or there is a point where the sequences cross. The existence of a crossing point is not affected by applying an offset to one of the sequences. We will simultaneously compute \( z^*(s) \) and \( z^#(s) \) while computing new values of \( h_s \) and \( v_s \).

To see why the above definitions are useful, consider substituting them into (1.3) and (1.4). First, consider the calculation of \( h_s \) when \( d < s \):

\[
h_s(\ell, j) = \min_{z=s} (\max(h_z, v_{z-s+1}))
\]

\[
= \min \left( \min_{z < z^*(s)} \max(h_z, v_{z-s+1}), \min_{z \geq z^*(s)} \max(h_z, v_{z-s+1}) \right)
\]

\[
= \min \left( \min_{z < z^*(s)} v_{z-s+1}, \min_{z \geq z^*(s)} h_z \right) = \min \left( v_{z^*(s)-s}, h_{z^*(s)} \right)
\]

where we again use the property that \( h \) and \( v \) are respectively non-decreasing and non-increasing. Similar calculations can be done with \( z^#(s) \) for computing \( v_s(\ell, j) \) and for the case when \( d \geq s \). This shows that given \( z^*(s) \) and \( z^#(s) \), it is possible to compute \( h_s(\ell, j) \) and \( v_s(\ell, j) \) in constant time.

The only remaining task is to compute \( z^*(s) \) and \( z^#(s) \) for each weight \( s \). This can be done by sweeping through \( h \) and \( v \) in \( O(\sigma) \) time. We may then compute \( h_s(\ell, j) \) and \( v_s(\ell, j) \) for each \( s \) in \( O(\sigma) \) time.

**Computing the \( D \) Matrix**

We now show how to compute the entries \( D(i, w) \) directly from the \( h \)-indices. The computation requires only the indices \( h_s(n, j) \); in this section, we drop the \( n \) and refer to these indices simply as \( h_s(j) \). We compute the entries of \( D(i, w) \) row by row, iterating through one value of \( i \) at a time. At each iteration, we will keep \( T \), a data structure storing pairs of the form \( (j, h_s(j)) \). During iteration \( i \), we may insert pairs into \( T \) or delete pairs from \( T \), maintaining the following invariant:
Algorithm 2 Reconstruct the $D$ matrix from the $h$-indices

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE {$T \leftarrow \emptyset$, $j \leftarrow 1$, $s \leftarrow 1$}
\FOR {$i = 1, \ldots, m$}
\WHILE {$h_s(j) \leq i$}
\IF {$j > i$} \Comment{Insert pairs w/ $j > i$.}
\STATE {$T$.insert($((j, s, h_s(j))$)}
\ENDIF
\STATE {$s \leftarrow s + 1$}
\IF {$s > \sigma$}
\STATE {$s \leftarrow 1$}
\STATE {$j \leftarrow j + 1$}
\ENDIF
\ENDWHILE
\FOR {$k \in K$} \Comment{Compute $D(i, k)$ $\forall k$}
\STATE {$(j', s', h') \leftarrow T$.search_by_rank($k$)}
\STATE {$D(i, k) = j'$}
\ENDFOR
\STATE {Remove from $T$ all $(j, s, h)$ where $j = i$}
\ENDFOR
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\[(j, h_s(j)) \in T \iff j > i \text{ and } h_s(j) \leq i. \quad (1.5)\]

The invariant guarantees two useful properties. First, all pairs in $T$ have $h_s(j) \leq i$, the existence of such a pair in $T$ means that the difference between $C(i, j)$ and $C(i, j - 1)$ is $s$. Note that if $(j, h_s(j)) \in T$, then clearly $(j, h_{s'}(j)) \in T$ for all $s' < s$ since $h_{s'}(j) \leq h_s(j)$. Thus, one can think of each pair in $T$ as representing an increase of 1.

Second, if the pairs in $T$ are sorted increasingly by $j$, then $D(i, k)$ is exactly the $j_k$ which corresponds to the pair of rank $k$ within $T$. This can be shown as follows: Let $j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_k$ denote the pairs of rank 1 through $k$ (represented by say $(j_k, h_s(j_k))$) within $T$. Each fixed $j_x$ among these means that there is a difference of 1 between $C(i, j_x - 1)$ and $C(i, j_x)$. There are $k$ pairs here, each denoting a difference of 1 between some $C(i, j_x)$ and $C(i, j_x - 1)$ and they are a total of $k$ such differences. Note by the invariant, $j_1 > i$. Furthermore, clearly $j_1 \leq j_k$. Thus, between $C(i, i)$ and $C(i, j_k)$ there are a total of $k$ differences of 1 each. Since $C(i, i) = 0$ the difference between $C(i, i)$ and $C(i, j_k)$ is exactly $k$. Hence, $j_k$ is exactly the value of $D(i, k)$.

This analysis yields Algorithm 2 where $T$ is a balanced tree data structure.
1.4 Analysis of Approximation and Runtime

We now formally describe the sketching strategy for the $D$ matrix and prove the claims about the performance of Algorithm 1 under our sketching procedure.

Recall that our sketching strategy fixes a constant $\epsilon > 0$ and sets $\beta = 1 + \frac{\epsilon}{\log n}$. Define $D^*(i, s)$ to be the least $j$ such that there exists a correspondence between $x$ and $y[i : j]$ with weight $w \geq [\beta^s]$. Define $D^*_{r_1, r_2}$ analogously to $D_{r_1, r_2}$ for substrings of $x$. To compute $D^*_{r_1, r_3}$ from $D^*_{r_1, r_2}$ and $D^*_{r_2+1, r_3}$, we modify Algorithm 1 as follows. For each power $s$ s.t. $[\beta^s] \leq W$, we consider each power $s_1 \leq s$ and compute the least $s_2$ such that $[\beta^{s_1}] + [\beta^{s_2}] \geq [\beta^s]$. Let $j' = D^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, s_1)$ and $j = D^*_{r_2+1, r_3}(j' + 1, s_2)$. Then there exist non-overlapping correspondences of weights at least $\beta^{s_1}$ and $\beta^{s_2}$, and hence a combined correspondence of weight at least $\beta^s$, between $x[r_1 : r_3]$ and $y[i : j]$. We take $D^*_{r_1, r_3}(i, s)$ to be the least $j'$ that results from this procedure.

1.4.1 Quality of the Solution

In Section 1.3.2 we showed how to reduce the space and time requirement of computing the $D$ matrix using Algorithm 1 via sketching. We consider only weights of the form $[\beta^s]$ for $\beta = 1 + \epsilon/\log n$ and so will not obtain the exact optimum. However, we show that we can recover a $(1 - \epsilon)$ approximation to the optimum.

Computationally, we only need to construct the matrix $D^*$ in order to extract solutions to the AWLCS and WLCS problems. However, for analysis purposes it is useful to define $C^*$, an approximate version of the matrix $C$. Let $C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)$ be the optimal weight of a WLCS between $x[r_1 : r_2]$ and $y[i : j]$. Equivalently, we have $C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) = \max \{w \mid D_{r_1, r_2}(i, w) \leq j\}$. This motivates defining $C^*$ as follows. Let $C^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) = \max \{[\beta^s] \mid D^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, s) \leq j\}$.

We prove the following lemma which shows that the $C^*$ matrices approximate the $C$ matrices well, and hence the matrices $D^*$ implicitly encode good solutions.

Lemma 1.4.1. Let $x[r_1 : r_2]$ be a substring of $x$ considered by our algorithm in some step. Then for all $i, j$ we have

$$C^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) \geq (1 - \epsilon) C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)$$

Proof. We prove the following stronger claim by induction. Let $\ell$ be the level at which we combined substrings to arrive at $x[r_1 : r_2]$ in our algorithm. Then for all $i, j$ we have

$$C^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) \geq \left(1 - \frac{\epsilon}{\log n}\right)^\ell C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)$$

In particular this implies the lemma since we can use the inequality $(1 - z)^\ell \geq 1 - \ell z$ for all $z \leq 1$ and $\ell \geq 0$, and the fact that $\ell \leq \log n$.

$$C^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) \geq \left(1 - \frac{\epsilon}{\log n}\right)^\ell C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)$$

$$\geq \left(1 - \frac{\epsilon \ell}{\log n}\right) C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) \geq (1 - \epsilon) C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)$$
Now to prove the claim by induction on the levels \( \ell \). Fix a pair of indices \( i, j \) in \( y \). If \( x[r_1, r_2] \) was considered at the first level, then we computed the exact matrix \( D_{r_1, r_2} \) using our base case algorithm, so the base case follows trivially. Now suppose that we considered \( x[r_1, r_2] \) at some level \( \ell \) after the first. Our algorithm combines the subproblems corresponding to \( x[r_1, r'] \) and \( x[r'+1, r_2] \) that occur at level \( \ell - 1 \). where \( r' = \lfloor (r_1 + r_2)/2 \rfloor \). To compute the solution for \( r_1, r_2 \) and \( i, j \) we concatenate solutions corresponding to \( x[r_1, r'] \) and \( y[i : j'] \) and \( x[r'+1, r_2] \) and \( y[j'+1 : j] \), for some \( j' \). We get the sum of their weights, but rounded down due to sketching. Thus we have:

\[
C^*_r(i, j) \geq \frac{C^*_r(i, j') + C^*_{r+1}(j', j)}{1 + \epsilon/ \log n}.
\] (1.6)

Now \( C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) = C_{r_1, r'}(i, j'') + C_{r'+1, r_2}(j'' + 1, j) \) for some \( j'' \), since the solution corresponding to \( C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) \) can be written as the concatenation of two sub-solutions between \( x[r_1 : r'] \), \( y[i : j'] \) and \( x[r' + 1 : r_2] \), \( y[j'' + 1 : j] \). Note that our algorithm chooses \( j' \) such that \( C^*_{r_1, r'}(i, j') + C^*_{r'+1, r_2}(j', j) \geq C^*_{r_1, r'}(i, j'') + C^*_{r'+1, r_2}(j'' + 1, j) \). Now applying the induction hypothesis to \( C^*_{r_1, r'}(i, j'') \) and \( C^*_{r'+1, r_2}(j'' + 1, j) \) we have:

\[
C^*_{r_1, r'}(i, j') + C^*_r(j', j) \geq C^*_{r_1, r'}(i, j'') + C^*_{r'+1, r_2}(j'' + 1, j)
\]

\[
\geq \left( 1 - \frac{\epsilon}{\log n} \right)^{\ell-1} \left( C^*_{r_1, r'}(i, j'') + C^*_{r'+1, r_2}(j'' + 1, j) \right)
\]

\[
= \left( 1 - \frac{\epsilon}{\log n} \right)^{\ell-1} C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)
\]

Now combining this with (1.6) we have:

\[
C^*_{r_1, r_2}(i, j) \geq \frac{\left( 1 - \frac{\epsilon}{\log n} \right)^{\ell-1} C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j)}{1 + \frac{\epsilon}{\log n}} \geq \left( 1 - \frac{\epsilon}{\log n} \right)^\ell C_{r_1, r_2}(i, j),
\]

which completes the proof of the general case. \( \square \)

### 1.4.2 Running Time

We now analyze the running time of our algorithm, starting with the combining procedure in Algorithm 1.

**Lemma 1.4.2.** Let \( n' = r_3 - r_1 + 1 \) be the number of characters of the string \( x \) assigned to one call to Algorithm 1. Let \( \ell = \epsilon/2 \log(n) \) and \( t = \log_{1+\ell}(\sigma \min(n', m)) \). Then the procedure described in Algorithm 1 uses \( O(mt) \) space and runs in \( O(mt^2) \) time.

**Proof.** First note that \( \sigma \min(n', m) \) is an upper bound on the maximum weight for the instance passed to Algorithm 1. The matrix \( D \) contains an entry for each pair of starting indices and each weight. There are \( m \) starting indices. To prove the space bound, it suffices to show that the number of possible weights is \( O(t) \). Recall that sketching the
weights yields an entry for each weight of the form \((1 + \epsilon'/2 \log_2 n)^\ell = (1 + \epsilon')^\ell\) for integer \(\ell\), up to some upper bound on the weight. Hence, taking \(t\) as in the statement of the lemma implies that \((1 + \epsilon')^t \geq \sigma \min(n', m)\), so \(O(t)\) different weights suffices.

The bound on the running time follows by noting that each of the \(O(m)\) iterations of the algorithm iterates through all pairs of weights, yielding total time \(O(mt^2)\).

\(O(\log(p))\) rounds of combining are required to merge the \(p\) base-case results into the final \(D\) matrix, since each round reduces the number of remaining sub-problems by half. To analyze the entire algorithm, we separately consider the two steps.

**Lemma 1.4.3.** Let \(B(m, n)\) be the running time of a base-case algorithm computing \(D\). Then our algorithm runs in time \(B(m, n/p) + O(m \log_2^2 (\sigma m) \log(p))\) on \(p\) processors.

**Proof.** The base case algorithm is run on subproblems of size \(n/p \times m\). Each of the \(O(\log(p))\) rounds of merging has cost \(O(m \log_2^2 (\sigma m))\) by the previous lemma.

Finally, since \(\log_2(\sigma m) = O(\log(\sigma m)/\epsilon') = O(\log_2(n) \log(\sigma m)/\epsilon)\), our algorithm achieves the claimed runtime and local memory per processor.
Chapter 2

Distributed Algorithms for Hierarchical Clustering

This chapter is based on “A Framework for Parallelizing Hierarchical Clustering Methods” [99], which appeared in the proceedings of European Conference on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECML-PKDD) 2019.

2.1 Introduction

Thanks to its ability in explaining nested structures in real world data, hierarchical clustering is a fundamental tool in any machine learning or data mining library. In recent years the method has received a lot of attention, with some work developing new foundations and objective functions for hierarchical clustering [53, 130, 45, 146]. Other work has looked at scaling specific methods such as single-linkage [87, 34]. Despite these efforts, almost all proposed hierarchical clustering techniques are sequential methods that are difficult to apply to large data sets.

The input to the hierarchical clustering problem is a set of points and a function specifying either their pairwise similarity or their dissimilarity. The output of the problem is a rooted tree representing a hierarchical structure of the input data, also known as a dendrogram. The input points are the leaves of this tree and subtrees induced by non-leaf nodes represent clusters. These clusters should also become more refined when the root of the corresponding subtree is at a lower level in the tree. Hierarchical clustering is useful because the number of clusters does not need to be specified in advance and because the hierarchical structure yields a taxonomy that allows for interesting interpretations of the data set. For an overview of hierarchical clustering methods refer to [118, 95, 77].

Several algorithms have emerged as popular approaches for hierarchical clustering. Different techniques are used depending on the context because each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. There are various classes of data sets where each method outperforms the others. For example, the centroid-linkage algorithm has been used for biological data such as genes [63], whereas, an alternative method, bisecting k-means, is popular for document comparison [139]. The most commonly used methods can be
categorized into two families: agglomerative algorithms and divisive algorithms.

Divisive algorithms are top-down. They partition the data starting from a single cluster and then refine the clusters iteratively layer by layer. The most commonly used techniques to refine clusters are $k$-means, $k$-median, or $k$-center clustering with $k = 2$. These divisive algorithms are known as bisecting $k$-means (respectfully, median, center) algorithms [83].

Agglomerative algorithms are based on a bottom up approach (see [76] for details). In an agglomerative algorithm, all points begin as their own cluster. Clusters are then merged through some merging strategy. The choice of merging strategy determines the algorithm. Common strategies include single-linkage, average-linkage and centroid-linkage.

Most of these algorithms are inherently sequential; they possess a large number of serial dependencies and do not lend themselves to efficient parallelization. For example, in a divisive method lower splits in the tree depend upon splits higher up in the tree, so if the depth of the resulting tree is large then there will be a large number of serial dependencies.

Recently, there has been interest in making hierarchical clustering scalable. Nevertheless most prior work has focused on scaling the single-linkage algorithm; efficient MapReduce and Spark algorithms are known for this problem [86, 87, 34, 153]. This is unsurprising because single-linkage can be reduced to computing a Minimum-Spanning-Tree [74], and there has been a line of work on efficiently computing minimum spanning trees in parallel and distributed settings [23, 90, 101, 12]. Unfortunately this approach does not extend to other hierarchical clustering techniques such as divisive methods.

**Contributions:** In this chapter we introduce scalable hierarchical clustering algorithms. The main results are the following:

**A Theoretical Framework:** We develop a theoretical framework for scaling hierarchical clustering methods. We introduce the notion of *closeness* between two hierarchical clustering algorithms. Intuitively, two algorithms are close if they make provably close or similar decisions. This enforces that our scalable algorithms produce similar solutions to their sequential counterpart. Using this framework, we formalize the root question for scaling existing methods.

**Provably Scalable Algorithms:** We introduce fast scalable algorithms for the bisecting $k$-means, $k$-median and $k$-center algorithms. These new algorithms are the main contribution of the chapter. The algorithms are proved to be close to their sequential counterparts.
and efficient in parallel and distributed models. These are the first scalable algorithms for divisive $k$-clustering, moreover they are applicable to data belonging to any metric space.

### 2.2 Preliminaries

In this section we formally define the hierarchical clustering problem, describe popular sequential approaches, and provide other necessary background information.

**Problem Input:** The input is a set $S$ of $n$ data points. The distance between points specifies their dissimilarity. Let $d(u, v) \geq 0$ denote the distance between two points $u, v \in S$. It is assumed that $d$ is a metric.

**Problem Output:** The output is a rooted tree where all of the input points are at the leaves. Internal nodes represent clusters; the leaves of the subtree rooted at a node correspond to the points in that specific cluster.

**Computational Model:** We will analyze our algorithms in the context of the MPC model as described in the Introduction to this dissertation. Here the input size $N$ is given by the number of data points $n$ and we assume that the distance function $d$ is given by an oracle which we can query for any two points on the same machine.

**$k$-Clustering Methods:** We recall the definitions of $k$-{center,median,means} clusterings. Let $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_k\}$ be $k$ distinct points of $S$ called centers. For $x \in S$ let $d(x, C) = \min_{c \in C} d(x, c)$ We say that these centers solve the $k$-{center,median,means} problem if they optimize the following objectives, respectively:

- **$k$-center:** $\min_C \max_{x \in S} d(x, C)$
- **$k$-median:** $\min_C \sum_{x \in S} d(x, C)$
- **$k$-means:** $\min_C \sum_{x \in S} d(x, C)^2$.

The choice of centers induces a clustering of $S$ in the following natural way. For $i = 1, \ldots, k$ let $S_i = \{x \in S \mid d(x, c_i) = d(x, C)\}$, that is we map each point to its closest center and take the clustering that results. In general it is NP-hard to find the optimal set of centers for each of these objectives, but efficient $O(1)$-approximations are known [78, 47, 89].

**Classic Divisive Methods:** We can now describe the classical divisive $k$-clustering algorithms. The pseudocode for this class of methods is given in Algorithm 3. As stated before, these methods begin at the root of the cluster tree corresponding to the entire set $S$ and recursively partition the set until we reach the leaves of the tree. Note that at each node of the tree, we use an optimal 2-clustering of the current set of points to determine the two child subtrees of the current node.

**Notation:** We present some additional notation and a few technical assumptions. Let $X$ be a finite set of points and $x$ a point in $X$. We define the ball of radius $R$ around $x$, with notation $B(x, R)$, as the set of points with distance at most $R$ from $x$ in the point set $X$, i.e. $B(x, R) = \{y \mid d(x, y) \leq R, y \in X\}$. Let $\Delta(X) = \max_{x, y \in X} d(x, y)$ be the maximum distance between points of $X$. Finally, WLOG we assume that all points and pairwise
Algorithm 3 DivisiveClustering($S$)

1: if $|S| = 1$ then
2:     Return a leaf node corresponding to $S$
3: else
4:     Let $S_1, S_2$ be an optimal 2-clustering of $S$ ▷ One of the means, median, or center objective is used
5:     $T_1 \leftarrow$ DivisiveClustering($S_1$)
6:     $T_2 \leftarrow$ DivisiveClustering($S_2$)
7:     Return a tree with root node $S$ and children $T_1, T_2$
8: end if

Distances are distinct and that the ratio between the maximum and minimum distance between two points is polynomial in $n$.

2.3 A Framework for Parallelizing Hierarchical Clustering Algorithms

We now introduce our theoretical framework that we use to design and analyze scalable hierarchical clustering algorithms. Notice that both divisive and agglomerative methods use some cost function on pairs of clusters to guide the decisions of the algorithm. More precisely, in divisive algorithms the current set of points $S$ is partitioned into $S_1$ and $S_2$ according to some cost $c(S_1, S_2)$. Similarly, agglomerative algorithms merge clusters $S_1$ and $S_2$ by considering some cost $c(S_1, S_2)$. So in both settings the main step consists of determining the two sets $S_1$ and $S_2$ using different cost functions. As an example, observe that $c(S_1, S_2)$ is the 2-clustering cost of the sets $S_1$ and $S_2$ in the divisive method above and that $c(S_1, S_2) = d(\mu(S_1), \mu(S_2))$ in centroid linkage.

The insistence on choosing $S_1, S_2$ to minimize the cost $S_1, S_2$ leads to the large number of serial dependencies that make parallelization of these methods difficult. Thus, the main idea in this chapter is to obtain more scalable algorithms by relaxing this decision making process to make near optimal decisions. This is formalized in the following definitions.

**Definition 2.3.1** ($\alpha$-close sets). Let $c$ be the cost function on pairs of sets and let $S_1, S_2$ be the two sets that minimize $c(S_1, S_2)$. Then we say that two sets $S'_1, S'_2$ are $\alpha$-close to the optimum sets for cost $c$ if $c(S'_1, S'_2) \leq \alpha c(S_1, S_2)$, for $\alpha \geq 1$.

**Definition 2.3.2** ($\alpha$-close algorithm). We say that a hierarchical clustering algorithm is $\alpha$-close to the optimal algorithm for cost function $c$ if at any step of the algorithm the sets selected by the algorithm are $\alpha$-close for cost $c$, for $\alpha \geq 1$.

---

1. We can remove this assumption by adding a small perturbation to every point.
2. Note that the guarantees is on each single choice made by the algorithm but not on all the choices together.
A necessary condition for efficiently parallelizing an algorithm is that it must not have long chains of dependencies. Now we formalize the concept of chains of dependencies.

**Definition 2.3.3 (Chain of dependency).** We say that a hierarchical clustering algorithm has a chain of dependencies of length $\ell$, if every decision made by the algorithm depends on a chain of at most $\ell$ previous decisions.

We now define the main problem tackled in this chapter.

**Problem 1.** Is it possible to design hierarchical clustering algorithms that have chain of dependencies of length at most $\text{poly}(\log n)$ and that are $\alpha$-close, for small $\alpha$, for the $k$-means, $k$-median, and the $k$-center cost functions?

It is not immediately obvious that allowing our algorithms to be $\alpha$-close will admit algorithms with small chains of dependencies. In Section 2.4.1 we answer this question affirmatively for divisive $k$-clustering methods\(^3\). Then in section 2.4.2 we show how to efficiently implement these algorithms in the MPC model.

### 2.4 Algorithms and Theoretical Guarantees

#### 2.4.1 Distributed Divisive $k$-Clustering

We now present an $O(1)$-close algorithm with dependency chains of length $O(\log(n))$ under the assumption that the ratio of the maximum to the minimum distance between points is polynomial in $n$.

As discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the main drawback of Algorithm 3 is that its longest chains of dependencies an be linear in the size of the input\(^4\). We modify this algorithm to overcome this limitation while remaining $O(1)$-close with respect to the clustering cost objective. In order to accomplish this we maintain the following invariant. Each time we split $S$ into $S_1$ and $S_2$, each set either contains a constant factor fewer points than $S$ or the maximum distance between any two points has been decreased by a constant factor compared to the maximum distance in $S$. This property will ensure that the algorithm has a chain of dependency of logarithmic depth. We present the pseudocode for the new algorithm in Algorithms 4 and 5.

The goal of this subsection is to show the following theorem guaranteeing that Algorithm 4 is provably close to standard divisive $k$-clustering algorithms, while having a small chain of serial dependencies.

**Theorem 2.4.1.** Algorithm 4 is $O(1)$-close for the $k$-center, $k$-median, and $k$-means cost functions and has a chain of dependencies of length at most $O(\log n)$.

---

\(^3\)In prior work, Yaroslavtsev and Vadapalli [153] give an algorithm for single-linkage clustering with constant-dimensional Euclidean input that fits within our framework.

\(^4\)Consider an example where the optimal 2-clustering separates only 1 point at a time.
The main difference between Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 is the reassignment step. This step’s purpose is to ensure that the invariant holds at any point during the algorithm as shown in the following lemma. Intuitively, if both $S_1$ and $S_2$ are contained within a small ball around their cluster centers, then the invariant is maintained. However, if this is not the case, then there are many points “near the border” of the two clusters, so we move these around to maintain the invariant.

**Lemma 2.4.2.** After the execution of Reassign($S_1, S_2$) in Algorithm 4 either $|S_1| \leq \frac{7}{8}|S|$ or $\Delta(S_1) \leq \frac{1}{2}\Delta(S)$. Similarly, either $|S_2| \leq \frac{7}{8}|S|$ or $\Delta(S_2) \leq \frac{1}{2}\Delta(S)$.

**Proof.** Let $S_1, S_2$ be the resulting clusters and $v_1, v_2$ be their centers. Consider the sets $B_i = B(v_i, \Delta(S)/8) \cap S$, for $i = 1, 2$. If $S_1 \subseteq B_1$ and $S_2 \subseteq B_2$, then both clusters are contained in a ball of radius $\Delta(S)/8$. By the triangle inequality the maximum distance between any two points in either $S_1$ or $S_2$ is at most $\Delta(S)/2$.

Otherwise, consider $U$, the set of points not assigned to any $B_i$. We consider $c = 4$ as in the default case. If $|U| \leq |S|/4$, then the algorithm assigns $U$ to the smaller of $B_1$ and $B_2$ and the resulting cluster will have size at most $3|S|/4$ since the smaller set has size at most $|S|/2$. Furthermore the other cluster is still contained within a ball of radius $\Delta/8$ and thus the maximum distance between points is at most $\Delta(S)/2$. If $|U| \geq |S|/4$ then the points in $U$ are distributed evenly between $S_1$ and $S_2$. Both sets in the recursive calls are guaranteed to have less than $|S| - |U|/2 \leq \frac{5}{8}|S|$ points since $U$ was evenly split. Similar properties can be shown for other values of $c$.

Next we can show that the algorithm is $O(1)$-close by showing that the algorithm is an $O(1)$-approximation for the desired $k$-clustering objective in each step.

**Lemma 2.4.3.** Let $p$ be the norm of the clustering objective desired (i.e. $p = 2$ for $k$-means, $p = \infty$ for $k$-center or $p = 2$ for $k$-median). The clustering produced in each iteration is a constant approximation to any desired $k$-clustering objective with any constant norm $p \in (0, 2]$ or $p = \infty$.

**Proof.** Fix $p$ to be a constant in $(0, 2]$ or $\infty$ and let $k = 2$ be the desired number of centers. Consider a two clustering solution with centers $v_1$ and $v_2$ that is a $c$-approximation. The proof considers the cases for $p$ constant or $p = \infty$ separately.

For $p$ constant. For any two centers $v_1$ and $v_2$ the cost of the solution is $\sum_{u \in S_1} d(u, v_1)^p + \sum_{u \in S_2} d(u, v_2)^p$. So by definition of $U$, this is at least

$$O := \sum_{u \in S_1 \setminus U} d(u, v_1)^p + \sum_{u \in S_2 \setminus U} d(u, v_2)^p + |U|(\Delta(S)/8)^p.$$

Now the algorithm reassigns points in $U$ and the maximum distance between any point and its new center is upper-bounded by $\Delta(S)$. So the cost of the algorithm’s solution is at most $\sum_{u \in S_1 \setminus U} d(u, v_1)^p + \sum_{u \in S_2 \setminus U} d(u, v_2)^p + |U|(\Delta(S))^p \leq 4^pO$. Thus the solution

---

5 By the generalized triangle inequality this is true for $p = 1, 2$ and it is true for $p = \infty$. So this is true for the cost of $k$-center, $k$-means and $k$-median.
computed by Algorithm 4 is at most a factor $8^p$ larger due to the reassignment and so it is a $8^p c$-approximation if we used a $c$-approximation algorithm to solve the clustering problem.

For $p = \infty$. If $|U|$ is empty the algorithm returns the $c$-approximation, otherwise the cost of the $c$-approximation algorithm is at least $\Delta(S)/8$ and our algorithm returns a solution of cost at most $\Delta(S)$. Thus, the algorithm computes an $8c$-approximation giving the lemma.

Combining Lemma 2.4.2 and Lemma 2.4.3 we obtain Theorem 2.4.1 as a corollary.

**2.4.2 From Bounded Length Dependency Chains to Parallel Algorithms**

We now discuss how to adapt our algorithms to run on distributed systems. In particular we show that every iteration between consequent recursive calls of our algorithms can be implemented using a small number of rounds in the massively parallel model of computation and so we obtain that both algorithms can be simulated in a polylogarithmic number of rounds.

**Parallelizing Divisive $k$-Clustering:** We start by observing that there are previously known procedures \cite{64,16,35} to compute approximate $k$-clusterings in the massively parallel model of computation using only a constant number of rounds. Here we use these procedures as a black-box.

Next, the reassignment operation can be performed within a constant number of parallel rounds. Elements can be distributed across machines and the centers $v_1$ and $v_2$ can be sent to every machine. In a single round, every element computes the distance to $v_1$ and $v_2$ and in the next round the size of $B_1, B_2$ and $U$ are computed. Finally given the sizes of $B_1, B_2$ and $U$ the reassignment can be computed in a single parallel round.

So steps 4, 5 and 6 of Algorithm 4 can be implemented in parallel using a constant number of parallel rounds. Furthermore, we established that the algorithm has at most logarithmic chain of dependencies. Thus we obtain the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.4.4.** There exist $O(\log n)$ round hierarchical clustering algorithms in the MPC setting that are $O(1)$-close to divisive $k$-means, divisive $k$-center, and divisive $k$-median.
Algorithm 4 $O(1)$-close divisive $k$-clustering algorithm

1: if $|S| = 1$ then
2: Return a leaf node corresponding to $S$
3: else
4: Let $S_1, S_2$ be an optimal 2-clustering of $S$ \(\triangleright\) One of the means, median, or center objective is used
5: \((S_1, S_2) \leftarrow \text{Reassign}(S_1, S_2, \Delta(S))\)
6: Recurse on each of $S_1$ and $S_2$, yielding trees $T_1, T_2$
7: Return a tree with root $S$ and children $T_1, T_2$
8: end if

Algorithm 5 $\text{Reassign}(S_1, S_2, \Delta)$

1: Let $v_1, v_2$ be the centers of each cluster
2: for $i = 1, 2$ do
3: \(B_i \leftarrow B(v_i, \Delta/8) \cap (S_1 \cup S_2)\) \(\triangleright\) Construct a ball of radius $\Delta/4$ around each cluster center
4: end for
5: if $S_1 \subseteq B_1$ and $S_2 \subseteq B_2$ then
6: Return $(S_1, S_2)$
7: else
8: \(U \leftarrow (S_1 \setminus B_1) \cup (S_2 \setminus B_2)\) \(\triangleright\) $U$ is the set of all points not assigned to any ball
9: if $|U| \leq n/c$ then
10: \{$c$ is a constant parameter. By default, $c = 4$\}
11: Assign $U$ to the smaller of $B_1$ and $B_2$.
12: else
13: Split $U$ evenly between $B_1$ and $B_2$
14: end if
15: Return $(B_1, B_2)$
16: end if
Chapter 3

Online Load Balancing with Predictions

This chapter is primarily based on the paper “Online Scheduling via Learned Weights” [100], which appeared in the proceedings of ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (SODA) 2020. Collaborators on the project were Silvio Lattanzi, Benjamin Moseley, and Sergei Vassilvitskii. We also include a result that appeared in “Learnable and Instance Robust Predictions for Online Matching, Flows, and Load Balancing” [103], as it complements the results which appeared in the preceding paper. Collaborators on the latter project were R. Ravi, Benjamin Moseley, and Chenyang Xu.

3.1 Introduction

Modern machine learning has had unprecedented success in speech and language understanding, vision, and perception. More recently, researchers have shown how to use machine learning to solve classical combinatorial optimization questions, for example finding the optimal decision strategy for the secretary problem [93], computing Optimal Auctions [61], or building faster look up tables [94].

The above approaches achieve notable empirical success, but come without any theoretical analysis. A complementary line of work has looked into ways to incorporate machine learned predictions to provide formal guarantees, for instance improving competitive ratios for online algorithms [108, 126]. These methods bound the performance of the algorithm in terms of the (ex-post) error of the predictor, and show that, with good, but imperfect, predictions, one can circumvent strong worst case lower bounds.

In this work we continue this line of research and extend it to one of the central scheduling problems: minimizing makespan under restricted assignment. In this problem there are $m$ machines, and jobs arrive one at a time, each annotated with its size and the subset of machines it can run on. The goal is to allocate jobs to machines online, to minimize the makespan, i.e. the maximum total size of the jobs on any machine. This is a key problem in scheduling, but has strong, $\Omega(\log m)$, lower bounds on the competitive ratio.
Online algorithms operate under worst case assumptions about the input, but, in practice, the input often has a repetitive nature to it. As an example, when scheduling jobs in a large data center, we may observe that some jobs happen daily around the same time (for instance, regular backup jobs), and so their presence is very predictable. Other jobs, for instance, payroll analysis jobs, may have some variability in terms of arrival time, but are known to happen weekly, or at the end of each month; overall traffic may be lighter on holidays, or during extreme weather events, and so on. Thus, it makes sense that we can predict something about the jobs and the congestion of machines using standard features, such as day of week, weekday vs. holiday, weather, etc.

While the predictions are not going to be perfect, they can still guide the allocation algorithm about which machines will be in contention in the future. The nature of the prediction then becomes part of the algorithm design process. There is a fine balance between offloading too much of the complexity onto the predictor on one side, versus having the prediction not provide any insights on the other. The former makes the algorithmic problem trivial, but the learning problem virtually impossible, the latter gives little additional benefit over worst case analysis. Thus, we strive for sparse representations that capture the complexity of the problem. For instance, for online bipartite matching, a problem closely related to our work (except for the choice of the objective function), previous work [54, 145] has shown that the dual variables associated with machines in the LP formulation of the problem are enough to reconstruct the optimum assignment. As we will show in Section 3.2.3 this representation is not sufficient when minimizing makespan, nor are other immediate quantities, such as the total load of each machine in the optimum solution, or the number of jobs that could potentially be assigned.

Our first contribution is in identifying a specific quantity that we will predict. We follow the work of [5] and associate a weight, \( w_i \) with each machine \( i \). We show that even if we are only given access to estimates, \( \hat{w}_i \) of the optimal \( w_i \), we can recover a near optimal fractional solution, with the approximation guarantee that scales logarithmically with the error.

**Theorem 3.1.1** (Theorem 3.3.3 restated). Let \( w \) be a set of machine weights that lead to a fractional solution with makespan \( T \). Let \( \hat{w} \) be predictions of \( w \) and let \( \eta = \max_i \hat{w}_i/w_i \) be the maximum error in our predictions. Then there exists an online algorithm (which is given \( T \) as an input) that generates a fractional assignment of jobs to machines with makespan at most \( O(T \log \eta) \).

We note that this result assumes that the algorithm knows the value of \( T \). Later in Section 3.9, we show how to remove this assumption, at a small cost of a factor of \( O(\log \log \log(m)) \) to the makespan of the resulting solution.

The learned weights allow us to recover an approximately optimal fractional solution; however, new algorithmic challenges arise when rounding this solution online to an integral solution. Our second technical contribution is an online rounding procedure that loses an \( O((\log \log m)^3) \) factor in the makespan. Thus converting from fractional to integer solutions is not as hard as obtaining good fractional solutions in the first place. We note that our rounding procedure can be used for the more general unrelated machines problem, where job sizes are machine dependent and uncorrelated.
Rounding a fractional solution online requires several new ideas. Prior rounding algorithms need access to the overall instance, and are inherently offline. For instance, the 2-approximation of Lenstra, Shmoys and Tardos \cite{105} requires preprocessing the fractional solution, iteratively transforming the assignment by shifting probability mass found in cycles in the corresponding bipartite graph. Obviously the full problem instance and assignment is necessary to perform this kind of rebalancing. Other methods utilize sophisticated configuration LPs\cite{84,140}, which cannot be easily modified to fit the online setting. Thus known makespan rounding methods are not good candidates to adapt to the online setting.

In an effort to design a good rounding algorithm, we first observe that any deterministic rounding procedure has a competitive ratio of \(\Omega(\log m)\) as compared to the fractional solution (See Section \ref{sec:lower_bound}). We resort to randomized approaches. Since simple randomized rounding will lead to a poor approximation ratio, we introduce a new rounding algorithm that involves carefully transforming the instance to ensure certain structural properties, then classifying jobs into different categories, and running different rounding algorithms for each category. The classification is critical, as rounding algorithms that are good for one category perform poorly for others. However, coupled together in the right way, we establish our results. See Section \ref{sec:upper_bound} for a proof overview and Section \ref{sec:proof} for the whole proof.

**Theorem 3.1.2** (Theorem \ref{thm:main} restated). Let \(x\) be a fractional assignment of restricted assignment jobs that is revealed online and let \(T\) be the fractional makespan of \(x\).\(^1\) There exists a randomized online algorithm that rounds a fractional assignment to an integer assignment such that the resulting makespan is at most \(O((\log \log m)^3 T)\) with high probability.

In addition to this, we show that our online rounding algorithm is nearly optimal. We show that no randomized online rounding algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than \(\tilde{O}(\log \log m)\) when rounding a given fractional solution online (See Section \ref{sec:optimal}).

**Theorem 3.1.3** (Theorem \ref{thm:main} restated). Let \(x\) be a fractional assignment of restricted assignment jobs that is received online and let \(T\) be the fractional makespan. No deterministic algorithm for converting \(x\) to an integer assignment can be \(o(\log / \log \log m)\)-competitive with respect to \(T\). Further, no randomized algorithm for the same task can be \(o(\log \log m / \log \log \log m)\)-competitive with respect to \(T\).

Combining the two upper bound results, we show that by learning approximate weights and applying our rounding algorithm one obtains an \(O(\log \eta(\log \log m)^3)\)-competitive algorithm, an exponential improvement over an algorithm that does not use any predictions, whenever the predictions are reasonably accurate. We also show that it’s easy to fall back to the traditional algorithm in case when the error is detected to be large. More formally:

**Corollary 3.1.4.** For any restricted assignment job sequence there exist machine weights \(w\) and an online algorithm that when given access to predictions \(\hat{w}\) of the weights, assigns the

\(^1\)We assume that \(T\) is at least the size of any job to deal with instances having poor integrality gap. See Section \ref{sec:proof} for a proper definition of \(T\)
jobs with competitive ratio $\tilde{O}(\min\{\log \eta (\log \log m)^3, \log m\})$ with respect to the makespan, where $\eta = \max_i \hat{w}_i / w_i$. The online algorithm is randomized and succeeds with high probability.

Finally, we show that the weights can in some sense be learned from past problem instances. The next result is concerned with a PAC-style model.

**Theorem 3.1.5** (Theorem 3.6.9 restated). Let $\epsilon, \delta \in (0, 1)$ and $R = O\left(\frac{n^2 \log(n)}{\epsilon^2}\right)$ be given and let $D = \prod_{j=1}^n D_j$ be a distribution over $n$-job restricted assignment instances such that $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq \Omega\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \log\left(\frac{n}{\epsilon}\right)\right)$. There exists an algorithm which finds weights $w \in \mathcal{W}(R)$ such that $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \min_{w' \in \mathcal{W}(R)} \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{ALG}(w', S)]$ when given access to $s = \text{poly}(m, \frac{1}{\epsilon}, \frac{1}{\delta})$ independent samples $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_s \sim D$. The algorithm succeeds with probability at least $1 - O(\delta)$ over the random choice of samples.

### 3.1.1 Related Work

There are multiple instances of augmenting classic online algorithms with additional information in order to improve competitive ratios. Broadly, the extra information can come in the form of assumptions on the data, or in terms of explicit hints about the future given to the algorithm.

The most prominent example of the former is the random arrival model, where the full set of arrivals is chosen adversarially, but the exact sequence seen by the algorithm is a random permutation of the worst case instance. These lead to a family of algorithms that use the first part of the input to learn the structure of the input, often via simple empirical risk minimization (ERM) methods, and then use the learned structure to guide the algorithm’s choices on the rest of the input. Notable examples include the secretary problem, where the learned structure is just the best candidate seen so far, to more delicate arguments, such as those in the work by Devanur and Hayes [54] and Vee et al. [145] for online bipartite matching. A line of work initiated by Cole and Roughgarden [50] and continued by Balkanski et al. [30] asks explicitly what kind of information can be learned just from a sample of the data, and strives to get tight bounds on the size of the sample necessary to achieve good results.

A related structural assumption is that input comes from a stochastic distribution. This too has been studied in the context of online matching [113] and bandit learning [41], where the authors show how to get improved guarantees if the assumption holds, and retain the worst case guarantees if it does not. Mahdian et al. [109] generalize this even further, allowing for an arbitrary optimistic algorithm, rather than assuming that the input is stochastic, and showing how to recover a constant fraction of either the optimistic or worst case performance.

In a new line of work, Kumar et al. [98] assume that the online input is a mixture of adversarial elements and elements arriving from a known sequence. They show how to achieve near optimal results for the online matching in this “semi-online” model of computation.

The work described above assumes that the input is restricted in some manner. Additionally, there has been increased interest in a model, where the input is not explicitly
restricted, but some information about it is available to the algorithm. The seminal work by Ailon et al. [6] considered “self-improving” algorithms that effectively learn the input distribution, and adapt to be nearly optimal in that domain.

In the online algorithms with advice model, the algorithm has access to an oracle that knows the exact input. The goal then is to reduce the amount of information the oracle needs to communicate to the algorithm, see Boyar et al. [38] for a recent survey. Critically, in this model the oracle is perfect, and makes no mistakes, whereas we explicitly assume that the predictions are going to be error-prone, and our goal is to tie the competitive ratio of the algorithm to the quality of the predictions.

Another closely related area of work is that of approximation and online algorithms for scheduling. There has been a considerable amount of work on approximate makespan minimization. The work of Lenstra, Shmoys and Tardos [105] gives a 2-approximation algorithm by rounding a natural LP relaxation and this result holds for the unrelated machines case. The breakthrough work of [84, 140] improves the approximation ratio for the restricted assignment problem. The work of Svensson [140] shows a 1.9412 approximation and Jansen and Rohwedder [84] improves this to a $2 - \frac{1}{6} + \epsilon$ approximation. This additionally bounds the integrality gap of the configuration LP by $2 - \frac{1}{6}$. For the unrelated machine case, the best known approximation is 2. Recently, Chakrabarty, Khanna and Li [44] show improved results for a special case. In the online setting there are tight bounds of $\Theta(\log m)$ on the competitive ratio for the restricted assignment problem [21].

Finally, we refer the reader back to the introduction of this dissertation for a review of recent work in algorithms with predictions and data-driven algorithm design.

### 3.2 Preliminaries

#### 3.2.1 Problem Definition and Notation

We study the online restricted assignment problem. In this problem there are $m$ machines (indexed from 1 to $m$) and a sequence of jobs that arrive online. Job $j$ has an integer size $p_j > 0$ and a subset of machines $\emptyset \subseteq N(j) \subseteq [m]$ where $j$ can be feasibly assigned. Throughout this chapter we refer to $N(j)$ as the neighborhood of job $j$. Similarly, we can define the neighborhood of a machine $i$, $N(i)$ as the set of jobs that can feasibly be assigned to $i$. The neighborhood structure induces a bipartite graph on the set of machines and the set of jobs. The algorithm must irrevocably assign each job $j$ to some machine $i \in N(j)$, and it must do so online, i.e. with no knowledge of the future jobs in the sequence. This assignment incurs a load on each machine, equal to the total size of the jobs assigned to each machine. The objective is to minimize the makespan, or maximum load across all machines. If $J_i$ is the set of jobs assigned to machine $i$, then $L_i = \sum_{j \in J_i} p_j$ and the makespan, $T = \max_{i \in [m]} L_i$.

A more general version of this problem is the online makespan minimization on unrelated machines problem. The setup for this problem is mostly the same as above, except that instead of jobs having a single size and a subset of feasible machines, the size of a job is completely machine dependent and uncorrelated between machines. That is, for each
machine-job pair \(i, j\), there is a size \(p_{ij} > 0\) that determines the size of job \(j\) if it were assigned to machine \(i\). The objective is still to minimize the makespan. The restricted assignment problem can be reduced to unrelated machines by taking \(p_{ij} = p_j\) if \(i \in N(j)\) and \(p_{ij} = \infty\) otherwise.

We study our algorithms in the setting of competitive analysis. If \(T\) is the optimal makespan for a sequence of jobs in hindsight, then we seek to give online algorithms that output assignments with makespan at most \(\alpha T\), for \(\alpha \geq 1\) as small as possible. If an online algorithm achieves such a guarantee, then we say that the algorithm is \(\alpha\)-competitive. For the case of the online rounding problem we define competitiveness similarly, but instead with \(T = \max\{\max_{i \in [m]} \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_j x_{ij}, \max_j p_j\}\). In the case of randomized algorithms, we compare our online algorithm to oblivious adversaries. The adversary does not have access to the randomness used by our algorithm to make assignments. That is, the adversary fixes the (worst case) sequence of jobs in the beginning, then our algorithm runs and assigns the jobs.

In analyzing randomized algorithms we will often say that some event occurs with high probability. We take this to mean that the event occurs with probability at least \(1 - 1/m^c\), for any constant \(c > 0\). This implies that we can union bound over any polynomially in \(m\) many “bad” events and retain high probability. We will use concentration inequalities to establish high probability bounds several times in our analysis, see below for precise statements.

**Theorem 3.2.1** (Upper Chernoff Bound). Let \(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\) be independent random variables with \(X_i \in [0, 1]\) for \(1 \leq i \leq n\). Let \(X = \sum_i X_i\) and \(\mu \geq E[X]\), then for all \(\epsilon > 0\) we have

\[
\Pr[X \geq (1 + \epsilon)\mu] \leq \exp\left(-\frac{\epsilon^2}{2 + \epsilon}\mu\right)
\]

**Theorem 3.2.2** (Lower Chernoff Bound). Let \(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_t\) be a collection of independent Bernoulli RV’s with \(\Pr[X_i = 1] = p_i\). Let \(X = \sum_i X_i\) and \(\mu = \sum_i E[X_i]\). Then for all \(\delta \in (0, 1)\)

\[
\Pr[X < (1 - \delta)\mu] \leq \exp\left(-\frac{\delta^2\mu}{2}\right).
\]

**Theorem 3.2.3** (Bernstein’s Inequality). Let \(X_1, \ldots, X_t\) be independent Bernoulli RV’s with \(\Pr[X_i = 1] = p_i\) and let \(a_1, \ldots, a_t\) be non-negative scalars. Let \(X = \sum_i a_i X_i\), \(v = \sum_i a_i^2 p_i\), and \(a = \max_i a_i\). Then for all \(\lambda > 0\)

\[
\Pr[X > E[X] + \lambda] \leq \exp\left(-\frac{-\lambda^2}{2v + 2a\lambda/3}\right).
\]

**Theorem 3.2.4** (Two-Sided Hoeffding Bound). Let \(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\) be independent random variables with \(a_i \leq X_i \leq b_i\) for \(1 \leq i \leq n\). Let \(X = \sum_i X_i\) and \(\mu = E[X]\). Then for all \(t > 0\) we have

\[
\Pr[|X - \mu| \geq t] \leq 2 \exp\left(-\frac{t^2}{\sum_i (b_i - a_i)^2}\right)
\]
**Theorem 3.2.5** (Union Bound). Let $A_1, \ldots, A_t$ be a collection of events, then

$$\Pr[A_1 \cup \ldots \cup A_t] \leq \sum_{i=1}^t \Pr[A_i]$$

**Technical Assumptions.** Throughout the rest of this chapter, we assume that our algorithms know the optimal makespan $T$. In the offline setting this assumption can typically be removed by a simple binary search. In Section 3.9, we show how to remove this assumption in the online setting. We also assume that the job sizes are at least 1 and are polynomially bounded, i.e. $p_j = O(m^k)$ for some constant $k$. This assumption can be made with negligible increase in the competitive ratio.

### 3.2.2 ML Oracles

When incorporating predictions into an online algorithm, an important consideration is deciding what to predict. At a high level, the predictions should give a parsimonious representation of the problem instance. Specifically, we want the prediction to satisfy three properties:

- The performance of the algorithm should degrade gracefully with the error in predicted quantities.
- The predictions should be robust to inconsequential changes in the problem instance.
- The predictions should be efficiently learnable, that is they should be concise and come from a limited domain.

The first point is critical to good algorithm design. Machine learned approaches are never perfect, and errors are to be expected, and any algorithm that is not robust to errors in the predictions is bound to perform poorly in practice. In their definition of the model, Lykouris and Vassilvitskii [108] further insist that algorithms are **consistent**, that is they recover the optimal solution as the prediction error goes to zero.

The next two properties describe what it means for the learning to be meaningful. For instance, some quantities may be easy to predict, but give no insight into the structure of the problem instance. For instance, predicting the total load on each machine in the optimal solution is not a good prediction—one can easily extend any example to make sure that the total load on each machine is identical. We give other examples of poor options for predictions, and further describe the qualities of a meaningful prediction in Section 3.2.2.3.

In contrast, the last point puts limits on the nature of the predictions, making sure they can be efficiently learned. For instance, one may propose predicting the exact instance that will appear and then execute the offline algorithm on the learned prediction. The field of computational learning theory has developed strong bounds on the number of examples needed to effectively learn a function from a given class. Specifically, it is well known that if the hypothesis class contains $N$ functions, one needs at least $\log N$ examples to learn the best function (this is the weakest lower bound, typically many more examples are...
necessary) \cite{117}. In the case of restricted assignment, each of the jobs can be matched to $2^m$ machines, therefore an instance with $n$ jobs arriving, can take on $2^{mn}$ different values. Thus learning the jobs requires at least $\Omega(mn)$ examples, which is prohibitively expensive even for relatively small $m$ and $n$. On the other hand, learning a single parameter per machine is a much easier learning task, requiring many fewer examples.

In much of the previous work the choice of the prediction was relatively straightforward. For instance for the classic ski rental problem, Purohit et al. \cite{126} predict the number of skiing days, and then base their decision on the value of the prediction vis-à-vis the cost of buying the skis. In streaming heavy hitters, Hsu et al. \cite{80} predict whether an element is likely to be a heavy hitter, and if so, maintain its count exactly, rather than resorting to a sketch. Finally, for the online caching problem, Lykouris and Vassilvitskii \cite{108} focus on predicting the subsequent arrival time of each element, and then modify the Marking algorithm to take advantage of this new information. In contrast, in online scheduling, the question of what to predict is not obvious.

### 3.2.3 Predictions for Online Scheduling

The decision of what to predict obviously influences the design of the algorithm using these predictions. However, even without an algorithm in mind, we can eliminate some choices because they fail to satisfy one of the criteria listed above.

For the online scheduling problem, the quantity we predict should intuitively guide us how congested a particular machine is going to be. Consider a restricted version of the problem, where the optimal makespan has value one. Then each instance is equivalent to a bipartite graph between jobs and machines, and the offline problem is to compute a matching between jobs and machines. Given the full instance, what is a good representation that can be used to guide the online algorithm?

One natural approach is to look at the degree of each machine, i.e. the number of jobs that could be assigned to it. However, by adding a small number of dummy jobs and machines it is easy to modify each instance so that all machines have identical degree, in which case, this prediction does not carry any additional information. A similar fate befalls predictions of the load of each machine in the optimal solution, the degree of the jobs, and other simple heuristics: for each of these there exists a simple transformation that makes this additional information vacuous.

A more robust approach is to look at the dual problem, and consider learning the dual variables corresponding to machines. This kind of a setting has been successfully used for online bipartite matching—Devanur and Hayes \cite{54} showed how to use duals learned on a random sample of the input to give approximately optimal solutions in an online setting. Critically, however, the choice of the objective plays a large role: while using $1 + \epsilon$ approximate duals gives a $(1 - O(\epsilon))$ solution to the bipartite matching, the same approach does not yield a constant competitive approximation to the makespan. The reason is that in job scheduling, we must match all of the jobs to machines and compare the resulting makespans, whereas in online matching, we only try to match as many jobs as possible to empty machines and compare the cardinality of the matching.

Another approach for online matching, advocated by Vee et al. \cite{145}, was to formulate
the online matching problem as a quadratic program, and then look at the dual variables
in that space. In addition to the mismatch in objective described above, we note that the
duals in the Vee et al. formulation are extremely sensitive, and approximately correct
duals may no longer lead to near optimal solutions on the primal.

3.3 A Robust Online Algorithm via Machine Weights

In this section we identify a quantity that compactly captures the structure of an offline
instance of the problem. We give an online algorithm to compute fractional solutions using
these quantities, and show that they are robust to errors, if we were to predict them.

The key idea is to assign a weight to each machine, and then allocate each job
proportionally to the weights of the machines that it can be assigned to. Intuitively,
the machine weight is inversely proportional to the contentiousness of the machine, i.e.
machines with very high demand have small weights.

Formally, let $w \in \mathbb{R}^m_+$ be a vector of non-negative weights, one per machine. Let $x_{ij}(w)$
denote the fractional assignment of job $j$ on machine $i$ when using weights $w$, we define
the assignment function as:

$$x_{ij}(w) = \frac{w_i}{\sum_{i' \in N(j)} w_{i'}}$$  (3.1)

We first need to show that the weights capture enough information for us to reconstruct
a good solution. In other words, we need to ensure that for any offline instance there are
a set of weights such that the corresponding fractional assignment has a near optimal
makespan. We build upon the work of Agrawal et al [5] who showed the existence of such
weights for $b$-matchings. Formally, we say that a set of weights $w$ is $c$-good if for every
machine $i$, $\sum_{j \in N(i)} p_j x_{ij}(w) \leq cT$ for some constant $c \geq 1$. In Section [3.7] we show that
good weights exist for arbitrarily small $c$ for the restricted assignment problem.

Given that weights are enough to reconstruct approximately optimal solutions, they will
be our target for predictions. Before analyzing what happens when weights are predicted
incorrectly, we observe that the allocation given by $w$ is scale invariant, i.e. that $\gamma w$ yields
the same allocation as $w$ for any $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}$.

**Remark 3.3.1.** The fractional assignment produced by $w$ is scale invariant, i.e. for any
$\gamma \in \mathbb{R}$, $x_{ij}(w) = x_{ij}(\gamma w)$.

3.3.1 Constructing Fractional Solutions Online Using Learned Weights

Suppose that $\hat{w}$ is a prediction of good weights $w$. Due to scale invariance, we can assume
that $\hat{w}_i \geq w_i$ for all $i$. First we consider using $\hat{w}$ directly to compute allocations online
using Equation [3.1]. To analyze this procedure we define $\mu_i = \hat{w}_i/w_i \geq 1$ to be the relative
error with respect to the $i$'th machine. We define the total error in the prediction to be
$\eta = \max_i \mu_i$. Consider the allocation $x_{ij}(\hat{w})$ given by the predictions. Intuitively, this
allocation is locally a good approximation to \(x_{ij}(w)\), which implies that the makespan of our complete solution is bounded. The following claim makes this intuition precise and implies that the naive algorithm will have a makespan of \(O(\eta T)\).

Claim 3.3.2. For all \(i\) and \(j\) we have that 
\[
x_{ij}(\hat{w}) \leq \eta x_{ij}(w).
\]

Proof. Using equation (3.1) we have:
\[
x_{ij}(\hat{w}) = \frac{\hat{w}_i}{\sum_{i' \in N(j)} \hat{w}_{i'}} = \frac{\mu_i w_i}{\sum_{i' \in N(j)} \mu_i w_{i'}} \\
\leq \eta \left( \frac{w_i}{\sum_{i' \in N(j)} w_{i'}} \right) = \eta \eta x_{ij}(w).
\]

Thus we see that the error in our prediction cleanly shows up in the competitive ratio of our algorithm. However we can use standard techniques from online algorithms to improve on this result exponentially. The key idea is that we do not have to continue using the current predictions \(\hat{w}\) if we believe the error is large. Rather than use the predictions statically, we update them over time to account for errors that have been detected. The following observation is important in formalizing this idea. If for all \(i\) \(1/2 \leq \hat{w}_i/w_i \leq 1\), then 
\[
x_{ij}(\hat{w}) \leq 2x_{ij}(w)
\]
This follows by applying the same style of analysis as above. This motivates the design of Algorithm 6.

**Algorithm 6** Improved algorithm for computing fractional assignments online

Let \(\hat{w}\) be predictions of \(w\)

Initialize \(L_i \leftarrow 0\) for each machine \(i\) \(\triangleright L_i = \text{fractional load of machine } i\)

for each job \(j\) do

For all \(i \in N(j)\), \(L_i \leftarrow L_i + p_j x_{ij}(\hat{w})\) \(\triangleright \text{Compute fractional assignment}\)

for \(i = 1, \ldots, m\) do

if \(L_i > 2T\) then

\(\hat{w}_i \leftarrow \hat{w}_i/2\), \(L_i \leftarrow 0\) \(\triangleright \text{Update } \hat{w}, \text{ start new phase}\)

end if

end for

end for

Algorithm 6 keeps track of the load of each machine in phases. At the start of a machine’s phase its load \(L_i\) is initialized to 0. As each job \(j\) arrives we update \(L_i\) by adding \(x_{ij}(\hat{w})\). At this point if \(L_i \leq 2T\) we do nothing, as we have no reason to believe that \(\mu_i = \hat{w}_i/w_i\) is very large. However, if \(L_i > 2T\), then by our observation we know that \(\mu_i\) is large, so we update \(\hat{w}_i\) by dividing it by 2 and start a new phase by resetting \(L_i\) to 0. Once the condition in our observation is satisfied, we know that this will be the last phase for all machines. So the question becomes, how many phases will each machine go through until the condition is satisfied. Let \(k_i\) be the number of phases that machine \(i\) starts. The condition is satisfied for machine \(i\) when \(1/2 \leq \frac{\hat{w}_i}{2k_i w_i} \leq 1\)
which implies that \( k_i \leq \lceil \log_2(\hat{w}_i/w_i) \rceil + 1 \). All machines satisfy the condition after \( k = \max_i k_i = \max_i \log_2(\hat{w}_i/w_i) = \max_i \log_2(\mu_i) \) phases.

How much does this algorithm lose in terms of the makespan? Each machine phase incurs a factor of 2 loss in the makespan, and each machine has at most \( k = \max_i \log_2(\mu_i) \) phases. Thus we see that the resulting makespan is \( O(kT) = O(\max_i \log_2(\mu_i)T) \). Since \( \mu_i \geq 1 \), we have that \( \max_i \log_2(\mu_i) = \log_2(\max_i \mu_i) = \log_2(\eta) \). Thus the competitive ratio is \( O(\log_2(\eta)) \), an exponential improvement over naively using the predictions. We state the above results in Theorem 3.3.3.

**Theorem 3.3.3.** Let \( \hat{w} \) be predictions of a set of good machine weights \( w \) and let \( \eta = \max_i \hat{w}_i/w_i \) be the maximum error in our predictions. Then Algorithm 6 is an \( O(\min\{\log \eta, \log m\}) \)-competitive algorithm for minimizing the fractional makespan online.

In order to get the stated competitive ratio of \( O(\min\{\log \eta, \log m\}) \), we run Algorithm 6 normally until assigning some job causes our algorithm to have makespan > \( 2T \log m \). In this case, the predictions are not helpful and we switch to a \( O(\log m) \)-competitive algorithm from the literature, such as the ones described in [21] or [18].

### 3.4 Rounding Algorithm Overview

Before delving into the technical details, we first describe an overview of the rounding algorithm. Recall that jobs arrive online and when job \( j \) arrives the algorithm learns \( x_{ij} \) for all machines \( i \). We assume that \( \sum_{i \in [m]} x_{ij} = 1 \) and the goal is to be competitive with the final fractional makespan. \( T := \max_{i \in [m]} \sum_{j \in [n]} p_{ij} x_{ij} \). To make the exposition simpler, we discuss the case of restricted assignment with unit sized jobs and the algorithm knows the exact fractional makespan \( T \) a priori. In this case, each job has size 1 or \( \infty \) on each machine.

First observe that if \( T \geq \Omega(\log m) \) then the rounding is easy. Each job \( j \) independently performs randomized rounding, selecting a machine \( i \) with probability \( x_{ij} \). Because the contribution of each job is much smaller than the total makespan, standard concentration bounds ensure that the makespan is bounded by \( O(T) \) with high probability. The challenging case is when \( T \) is small compared to \( \log m \). In the proof, we denote this the “large” job case.

We further break up the analysis into two cases. Let \( B_j = \{ i \mid x_{ij} \geq \frac{1}{\log^2 m} \} \) and \( S_j = \{ i \mid x_{ij} < \frac{1}{\log^2 m} \text{ and } x_{ij} > 0 \} \). The set \( B_j \) contains the machines where \( x_{ij} \) is big and \( S_j \) are the machines in the support where \( x_{ij} \) is small. Let \( B \) be the set of jobs \( j \) where \( \sum_{i \in B_j} x_{ij} \geq \frac{1}{2} \). These are jobs mostly assigned using large \( x_{ij} \) values. Let \( S \) be the remaining jobs. These are jobs assigned using mostly small \( x_{ij} \) values.

**Jobs in \( B \).** We begin by simplifying the instance. We show that at the cost of losing a factor of \( O(\log \log m) \) in the total cost, we can transform the instance to one with \( x_{ij} \in \{0, \frac{1}{\lambda}\} \) for a single value \( \frac{1}{\log^2 m} \leq \frac{1}{\lambda} \leq 1 \). This further implies that each job \( j \) has \( \Theta(\lambda) \) machines in the support of \( x_{ij} \). Let \( N(j) \) be this set of machines. Notice that each
machine can have at most $\tilde{O}(T\lambda) = O(\text{poly log } m)$ jobs that can be assigned to it. This case is hard because the fractional solution is revealing very little information. Indeed, each job is uniformly split across a neighborhood of size $\lambda$.

To reason about the rounding in this case, consider the bipartite graph $G$ corresponding to the problem instance. Nodes representing jobs are on one side, and machines are on the other, with an edge between a job and machine if the (job, machine) pair is in the support. By construction the maximum degree in this graph, $\Delta = O(\text{poly (log } m))$. Now to allocate jobs we use the following algorithm: when job $j$ arrives, it selects machines independently at random from $N(j)$, selecting machine $i$ with probability $\Theta(\text{log log}(m) \cdot x_{ij})$. The job can assign itself to any machine chosen so long as the machine has been assigned at most $O(T \text{log log } m)$ jobs so far. If the job does not select a machine or the machines are overloaded then the job “fails” and enters a set $F$ of failed jobs.

Let $G_F$ be the induced subgraph consisting only of the failed jobs and all of the machines. The key to the proof is showing that with high probability every connected component in $G_F$ is small. In particular, each connected component has fewer than $\text{poly log } m$ nodes. Intuitively, this is because the graph $G$ has maximum degree at most $\text{poly log } m$ and therefore the graph is broken into small pieces. This is reminiscent of the shattering idea in the parallel graph algorithms community [33, 67].

If this is the case, and the components are small then the problem becomes easy. Each failed job assigns itself greedily to the least loaded machine. It is known [21] that the greedy deterministic algorithm is a $O(\text{log } m')$-approximation for any input with $m'$ machines. We can think of each component as an individual instance, resulting in $m' \leq \text{poly log } m$ and these jobs contribute at most a $O(T \text{log log } m)$ amount to the makespan.

Finally, we argue that the components are indeed small. Notice that if there is a connected component of size $\text{poly log } m$ then there should exist a path in the graph of length at least $\frac{\text{poly log } m}{\lambda}$ because the maximum degree is $\lambda$. Thus, it suffices to show that no such path survives. The proof begins by establishing that each job fails with probability at most $\frac{1}{\text{log c } m}$ for some constant $c$ by simple concentration bounds. This means that every edge in $G$ remains in $G_F$ with probability at most $\frac{1}{\text{log c } m}$.

For sake of intuition assume that each edge were to be removed independently with this probability (this is not true and we will remove this assumption shortly). The probability a fixed path of length $\ell$ survives is at most $\left(\frac{1}{\text{log c } m}\right)^\ell = \frac{1}{\text{log c } m}$. Hence we can union bound over all possible paths to show that no long paths survive. More precisely, assume that the path starts at a machine node in $G_F$ and there are $m$ starting positions. Recall that the maximum degree is $\Delta$, thus the total number of paths of length $\ell$ is bounded by $m\Delta^\ell$. Ensuring that $\Delta \leq \text{log }^3 m$ and choosing $c \geq 4$ and $\ell \geq \text{log } m$ ensures no path exists with good probability. This implies there is no large connected component, completing the analysis of jobs in $B$.

The only issue that remains is the assumption on the independence of the edges. The proof establishes that edges or nodes sufficiently far apart survive to be in $G_F$ independently.

\footnote{Note that machines are chosen independently and this independence is crucial for the proof. A job may select more than one machine or no machines. It easily follows that the probability a job fails to chose a machine is bounded by $\exp(\Theta(-\text{log log } m))$}
By carefully counting ‘special’ sets of edges that survive independently because they are well separated, but still reachable in a few hops, allows us to effectively use the above argument.

**Jobs in $S$.** When we rely on machines with small assignment, we will run randomized rounding in phases. In phase $k$, each job $j$ that makes it to the phase selects a machine with probability $x_{ij}$. If the chosen machine’s makespan is smaller than $O(T)$ from jobs assigned during phase $i$ then the job goes to the machine. If not, then the job goes to phase $k + 1$.

Define the fractional makespan of phase $k$ to be the maximum fractional makespan on the machines only counting jobs that survive to phase $k$. Using concentration bounds, we can show that the fractional makespan decreases rapidly with each phase. Intuitively, this is because most jobs have a good probability of being successfully assigned. After $O(\log \log m)$ number of phases, the fractional makespan will drop below $O(\frac{1}{\log^2 m})$. This is the last phase. At this point, if a job still survives then the job chooses $\log m$ machines in $N(j)$ uniformly at random. Then the job goes to a machine that no other job from this phase selected. Because the fractional makespan is so small, concentration bounds will imply that with high probability one of the machines that each job picks with be chosen only by that job. Thus, the overall the makespan will be $O((\log \log m)T)$ from rounding jobs in $S$ with high probability.

### 3.5 Online Rounding Algorithm & Analysis

In this section we give a formal analysis of the online rounding algorithm. For this section we assume the more general unrelated machine problem. Recall the setup of the problem. Jobs arrive over time online. When each job $j$ arrives, the value of the fractional assignment, $x_{ij}$, and the job size $p_{ij}$ is revealed for all machines $i$. That is, at each time $t$ we know the fractional assignment $x_{ij}$ for all jobs $j$ that have arrived up to time $t$ and have no information about the future jobs. We assume that $\sum_i x_{ij} = 1$. That is, all jobs are fully fractionally assigned.

The goal is to assign jobs online to machines integrally using the fractional values as a guide so that the final makespan is as close as possible to the makespan of the fractional schedule. Since the integrality gap can be bad for the underlying linear relaxation\(^3\), we define the quantity $T := \max\{\max_{i \in [m]} \sum_{j \in [n]} p_{ij} x_{ij}, p^*\}$, where $p^* = \max\{p_{ij} \mid x_{ij} > 0\}$. Note that this assumption enforces $p_{ij} \leq T$ whenever $x_{ij} > 0$. It is known that the integrality gap is large if this condition is not met. Since we apply the result of this section to the case of restricted assignment, we note that the definition of $T$ above reduces to $T = \max\{\max_{i \in [m]} \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_j x_{ij}, \max_j p_j\}$ for this case.

An interesting challenge in our setting is that the assignment needs to be online so the algorithm only has partial knowledge of the instance. We assume no structural properties

\(^3\)If there is 1 unit size job with $x_{ij} = 1/m$ for all $i \in [m]$ then any assignment has makespan 1, a factor of $m$ larger than the fractional makespan.
on the fractional solution. In particular, we do not assume that the fractional assignment corresponds to a vertex of the linear program for makespan on unrelated machines, a key property used in offline rounding procedures \cite{105,136}.

Now we present an online randomized algorithm for rounding fractional assignments which achieves a competitive ratio of $O(\text{poly}(\log \log m))$ with high probability. Throughout the analysis, we will assume that $T$ is known. Later we discuss how we can remove the assumption on the knowledge of $T$ using a standard doubling analysis. We state our result formally as the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.5.1.** Let $x$ be a fractional assignment of unrelated machines that is received online and let $T$ be the fractional makespan of $x$, i.e. $T := \max_i \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_{ij} x_{ij}$. Further, $x_{ij} = 0$ if $p_{ij} > T$. There exists a randomized online algorithm that rounds a fractional assignment to an integer assignment such that the resulting makespan is at most $O((\log \log m)^3 T)$ with high probability.

### 3.5.1 Instance Transformation

The first step in our analysis is to convert the instance into a number of simpler instances as we receive it online. Depending on the properties of the job, it will be sent to a procedure for that particular job type.

We redefine the neighborhood for the unrelated case as $N(j) := \{i \mid x_{ij} > 0\}$ be the set of machines in the support for job $j$. We will refer to this as the neighborhood of job $j$. Recall that job sizes are bounded in the following way: $p_{ij} \leq T$ for all $i \in N(j)$. Now the first breakdown we make is to separate jobs into a notion of small and large jobs. For a job $j$ let $S_j = \{i \in N(j) \mid p_{ij} \leq T/\log m\}$. We say that a job is small if $\sum_{i \in S_j} x_{ij} \geq 1/2$, and otherwise it is large. Intuitively, a job is small if most of its fractional weight is on machines with small $p_{ij}$ as compared to $T$. Note that this separation can easily be done online because it only depends on $p_{ij}$ and $x_{ij}$ for a job $j$.

The interesting case is the large jobs, which we discuss next. The small jobs can be assigned by using randomized rounding as we show in Section 3.5.2. Because the jobs are small, Chernoff bounds ensure no machine is overloaded with high probability.

#### Transforming Large Jobs

We first consider how to round the large jobs. For this, we further break the jobs into cases. For each job $j$ let $B_j = N(j) \setminus S_j$ be the set of machines $i$ in $N(j)$ where $p_{ij} > T/\log m$. Let $\mathcal{B}$ be the set of large jobs. For each large job $j$ we have $\sum_{i \in B_j} x_{ij} \geq 1/2$. We now preprocess the large jobs online creating a new fractional solutions $x'_j$ where the following properties hold.

**Lemma 3.5.2.** At a loss of increasing the makespan by a $O(\log \log m)$ factor, the fractional solution $x$ can be converted to a fractional solution $x'$ where the following properties hold:

- $x'_{ij} \geq 0$ and $\sum_{i \in N(j)} x'_{ij} = 1$
- $x'_{ij} \leq 2 \log \log (m) x_{ij}$
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If \( x'_{ij} > 0 \) then \( p_{ij} = 2^k \frac{T}{\log m} \) for some fixed \( k \in [\log \log m] \)

This modification can be done for each job individually in an online manner.

This preprocessing step will allow us to assume that the size of the job is the same on all machines in the support of \( x' \) for the job.

Proof. Consider the intervals \( I_k = [2^{k-1} \frac{T}{\log m}, 2^k \frac{T}{\log(m)}] \) for \( k \in [\log \log m] \). We have that \( [T \log m, T] = \bigcup_{k=1}^{\log \log m} I_k \). Let \( B_{j,k} = \{ i \in B_j \mid p_{ij} \in I_k \} \). Since all large jobs have most of their fractional weight on machines with \( p_{ij} \in [T/\log m, T] \), by averaging there is a \( k \in [\log \log m] \) such that \( \sum_{i \in B_{j,k}} x_{ij} \geq \frac{1}{2 \log \log m} \). That is, a large fraction, at least \( \frac{1}{2 \log \log m} \), of a job’s fractional assignment is to machines where the sizes are within a factor 2 of each other. Set \( x'_{ij} = 0 \) for \( i \notin B_{j,k} \) and \( x'_{ij} = x_{ij}/\sum_{i' \in B_{j,k}} x_{i'j} \) for \( i \in B_{j,k} \). It is simple to verify the above properties for this transformation.

Since for all \( i \) such that \( x'_{ij} > 0 \) we have that \( p_{ij} \leq 2^k \frac{T}{\log m} \), we can think of the job as having a single size \( p'_j = 2^k \frac{T}{\log m} \) on its neighborhood of machines for some \( k \in [\log \log m] \) by rounding the size up by at most a factor two.

Thus we have reduced the more general unrelated machines instance to an instance of restricted assignment. In the new restricted assignment instance, a job has a fixed size, but can only be assigned to a subset of machines.

Let \( C_k \) be the set of large jobs in the \( k \)'th class that now have size \( 2^k \frac{T}{\log m} \). We say that \( j \in C_k \) is of class \( k \). In the remainder of this section we show how to round the jobs in the \( k \)'th class with small loss in the makespan. Since there are \( O(\log \log m) \) such classes and we increased each fractional value by at most an \( O(\log \log m) \) factor, we lose an extra factor of \( O((\log \log m)^2) \) overall. For simplicity we assume throughout the rest of the analysis that the solution \( x \) has the properties stated in the claim.

### 3.5.2 Rounding A Single Class of Large Jobs

We now focus on a single class \( C_k \) of large jobs. All jobs in this class have the same size \( p'_j = 2^k \frac{T}{\log(m)} \), but a job specific neighborhood \( N(j) \) of feasible machines. We break these down into two more cases.

For a job \( j \) let \( S'_j = \{ i \in N(j) \mid x_{ij} \leq \frac{1}{\log^2 m} \} \). We say that a job \( j \)'s fractional assignment has small support if \( \sum_{i \in S'_j} x_{ij} \geq 1/2 \), and otherwise it has large support. (This inference can be easily done online). We start by analyzing the jobs with large support.

**Jobs with Large Support**

For jobs with large support, we further preprocess the instance to give it more structural properties. In particular, we will show that by increasing the makespan by a \( \log \log m \) factor we can assume that for a fixed job \( j \) the values of \( x_{ij} \) are either 0 or a single positive value.
Lemma 3.5.3. Fix a class $C_k$ of large jobs. The fractional solution can be modified by increasing the makespan by a factor $O(\log \log m)$ to ensure the following property holds. For each job $j \in C_k$, for all $i$ either $x_{ij} = 0$ or $x_{ij} = \frac{2^\ell}{\log^2 m}$ for some fixed $\ell \in [\log \log m]$. This modification can be done for each job individually in an online manner.

Proof. For a job with large support we have that most of its fractional assignment is on machines $i$ with $\frac{1}{\log^2 m} \leq x_{ij} \leq 1$. Fix a job $j$. Consider grouping machines by their fractional values in powers of $2$. A machine is in group $\ell \in [2\log \log m]$ for job $j$ if $x_{ij} \in \left[\frac{2^\ell}{\log^2 m}, \frac{2^{\ell+1}}{\log^2 m}\right]$. Let $G_{j,\ell}$ contain all such machines.

By an averaging argument, there is a group $G_{j,\ell}$ of machines where the job $j$ has at least a $\frac{1}{2\log \log m}$ of its fractional assignment. That is, there is an $\ell \in [2\log \log m]$ where $\sum_{i \in G_{j,\ell}} x_{ij} \geq \frac{1}{4\log \log m}$. Let $\lambda_j$ be the number of machines in this group. Since all the fractional assignments in this group are off by at most a factor of 2 from each other, we might as well consider them to be the same at the cost of a factor of 2. We set $x'_{ij} = 1/\lambda_j$ to be the new fractional assignment for machines in this group and $x'_{ij} = 0$ for machines outside of this group. By construction we have that $\frac{\log^2 m}{2^\ell} \leq \lambda_j \leq \frac{\log^2 m}{2^{\ell+1}}$ for some $\ell$. Let $D_\ell$ be the set of large support jobs with $\lambda_j$ in the interval $[\frac{\log^2 m}{2^\ell}, \frac{\log^2 m}{2^{\ell+1}}]$. We will refer to a set $D_\ell$ of jobs as a group for some fixed $\ell$. Since there are $O(\log \log m)$ such groups of large support jobs, it suffices to consider only a single such group at the cost of increasing the makespan by a $O(\log \log(m))$ factor. 

Rounding a Single Group of Large Support Jobs

This section gives the algorithm for the case where jobs have large support. Fix a class $D_\ell$ of large support jobs. All of these jobs have a neighborhood of size at most $\lambda$ for some $\lambda \leq \log^2 m$. Our aim is to show that a single iteration of randomized rounding followed by a deterministic greedy assignments suffices to assign these jobs in a good way.

The algorithm we use to round these jobs is as follows. Each job $j$ chooses a random machine in its neighborhood $N(j)$, then checks the machine it chose. If the load incurred by other jobs in class $D_\ell$ on this machine is greater than $101 \log \log m T$, then the job rejects this assignment. In this case the job is added to the set $F_\ell$ of failed jobs for class $\ell$. The jobs in $F_\ell$ are assigned using a deterministic greedy algorithm.

The greedy algorithm works as follows. For a machine $i \in N(j)$ let its $\ell$-load be the number of jobs in $F_\ell$ that have already been assigned to it. A job $j \in F_\ell$ chooses to be assigned to the a machine with the minimum $\ell$-load. This can easily be done online.

By definition, the jobs assigned using randomized rounding contribute $O((\log \log m)T)$ to the makespan. Thus it suffices to bound the contribution of the jobs assigned using greedy.

Let $G_\ell$ be the bipartite graph consisting of nodes for each job in $F_\ell$ that rejected their random assignment. The set of machines are on the other side. A job $i \in F_\ell$ is connected to a machine $j$ with an edge if and only if $x_{i,j} \geq 0$. The proof will show that every connected component of $G_\ell$ has size $O(\text{poly}(\log m))$ with high probability. It then follows that the jobs assigned by greedy contribute $O(\log \log m T)$ to the makespan. This is because the deterministic greedy algorithm [21] is known to achieve a $O(\log \tilde{m})$ approximation for any
instance of restricted assignment on \( \hat{m} \) machines and each connected component is an instance of size \( O(\text{poly}(\log m)) \) with high probability. Thus, these are “instances” of size \( O(\text{poly}(\log m)) \) and the makespan of the greedy algorithm as compare to optimal can be at most a \( O(\log \log m)T \) factor larger.

In order to show that \( G_\ell \) has small connected components we apply a technique similar to shattering in the distributed computing literature. We will define a special substructure and show that if a connected component of \( G_\ell \) is large, then one of these substructures exist. We will then show that the probability of one of these substructures existing is small; after carefully counting the number of possible substructures and applying a union bound we can conclude that every connected component of \( G_\ell \) is small with high probability.

We start by defining the substructure.

**Definition 3.5.4.** Two jobs \( j \) and \( j' \) are machine disjoint if \( N(j) \cap N(j') = \emptyset \).

**Definition 3.5.5.** A sequence \( j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_\beta \) of jobs is special if all the jobs are pairwise machine disjoint and for each \( k \), \( j_k \) is within 4 hops of at least one of \( j_1, \ldots, j_{k-1} \) in \( G \).

Later on, machine disjointness will allow us to show that certain events are statistically independent. Note that by definition, all of the jobs in a special sequence must belong to the same connected component. Equipped with these definitions we prove the following lemma:

**Lemma 3.5.6.** Let \( C \) be a connected component of \( G_\ell \) of size at least \( \log^c m \) with \( c > 7 \), then there is a special job sequence of size \( \beta = \log m \).

**Proof.** We prove the lemma by induction on the size of the sequence. Every large connected component has at least one job, so the base case is trivial. Now for the induction step. Let \( C \) be a connected component with size at least \( \log^c(m) \). Suppose there is a special job sequence of \( \beta - 1 \) jobs. We combine these jobs into a single node and start a breadth first search in \( C \). Since the underlying graph is bipartite, the first level of this search consists of machines, the second jobs, and the third machines. If there is any job in the fourth level of this search, then it must be machine disjoint from the first \( \beta - 1 \). Suppose that there is no such job. Then 3 levels of this search suffices to explore all nodes of \( C \). Thus since the maximum degree of a job or machine is bounded by \( \lambda \), the size of \( C \) is at most:

\[
|C| \leq (\beta - 1)\lambda^3 \leq (\beta - 1)\log^6 m.
\]

This leads to a contradiction when \( \beta = \log m \) and \( c > 7 \). Thus such a job in the fourth level exists, yielding a special job sequence of size \( \beta = O(\log m) \).  

The proof above gave a way to construct the sequence of jobs given the graph. This also gives us a way to upper bound the number of such special sequences.

**Lemma 3.5.7.** Let \( C \) be a connected component of \( G_\ell \). There are at most \( m(\beta \lambda)^{4\beta} \) special job sequences for \( \beta = \log m \). So for \( \lambda \leq \log^2 n \), this is upper bounded by \( m(\log^{12} m)^{\log m} \leq m^{1+12\log \log m} \).
Proof. Let us count special job sequences by following the construction given in the proof of Lemma 3.5.6. There are at most $m$ jobs we can start with to construct a special sequence. At the $i$'th step of the construction there are at most $(i\lambda)^4$ possible jobs we can choose to append onto the sequence by traversing out 4 hops in the graph from the currently chosen jobs. Since $i \leq \beta$, this is at most $(\beta\lambda)^4$. Thus there are at most $m(\beta\lambda)^{13}$ such special job sequences.

The previous lemma bounds the number of possible special job sequences. Using this, we can bound the probability that all jobs in a fixed special job sequence fail to be assigned by randomized rounding, and then union bound over all possible special job sequences.

Lemma 3.5.8. Fix a special job sequence $\sigma$ of length $\beta = \log m$. The probability that all jobs in $\sigma$ fail to be assigned by randomized rounding is at most $m^{-100 \log \log m}$.

Proof. Recall that a job is failed to be assigned by randomized rounding if it chose a machine with load $> (100 \log \log m + 1)T$. Let $L_i$ be the load of jobs that sample machine $i$ in randomized rounding and let $X_{ij}$ be the random variable indicating whether or not job $j$ sampled machine $i$ in randomized rounding. Then we have $L_i = \sum_{j \in N(i)} p'_{ij}X_{ij}$ and in expectation:

$$E[L_i] \leq \sum_{j \in N(i)} p'_{ij} \leq T$$

Applying Theorem 3.2.3, we have that the probability that a machine becomes overloaded is:

$$\Pr[L_i > T(1 + 100 \log \log m)] \leq \exp\left(-\frac{(100 \log \log m)^2}{2 + \log \log m}\right) \leq \exp(-100 \log \log m)$$

Now let $\sigma$ be a special job sequence. For $j \in \sigma$, we have that the probability that $j$ fails to be assigned by randomized rounding is at most the probability that any machine becomes overloaded. Since $N(j) \cap N(j') = \emptyset$ for all $j, j' \in \sigma$, we have that the jobs in $\sigma$ fail to be assigned by randomized rounding independently. Thus the probability that all jobs in $\sigma$ fail to be assigned is at most

$$\exp(-100 \log \log m)^{\beta} = \exp(-100 \beta \log \log m) = m^{-100 \log \log m},$$

proving the lemma. □

We are now ready to show that every connected component in $G_\ell$ is small with high probability.

Lemma 3.5.9. With high probability, every connected component of $G_\ell$ has size $O(\log^c m)$. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.5.6 it suffices to show that no special sequence of jobs of length \( \beta = \log m \) exists in \( G_\ell \) with high probability. For a fixed special sequence of jobs, Lemma 3.5.8 states the probability that it is in \( G_\ell \) is at most \( m^{-100 \log \log m} \). Now taking a union bound over all special sequences, the probability that there exists a special sequence of jobs in \( G_\ell \) of length \( \beta = \log m \) is at most

\[
\left( m^{-100 \log \log m} \right) \left( m^{12 \log \log m} \right) \left( m^{1+12 \log \log m} \right) \leq m^{-5},
\]

where we use the bound on the number of special job sequences from Lemma 3.5.7. Thus no special sequence of length \( \log m \) exists in \( G_\ell \) with high probability.

Lemma 3.5.10. Fix a class \( \ell \) of large support jobs. We can round the jobs in this class with makespan at most \( O(\log \log m)T \) with high probability.

Proof. Each job in this class is assigned by randomized rounding or by a separate greedy assignment. The jobs assigned by randomized rounding contribute \( O(\log \log m)T \) to the makespan by definition of our algorithm. Looking at the instance after removing all jobs assigned by randomized rounding, by Lemma 3.5.9 every connected component in the underlying graph of this instance has size at most \( O(\log c m) \) for some constant \( c \) with high probability. Thus running Greedy on this remaining instance contributes an extra \( O(\log \log m)T \) to the makespan. In aggregate, the contribution to the makespan from this class of large support jobs is \( O(\log \log m)T \).

Rounding Jobs with Small Support

In this section we consider the case where for jobs \( j \) that have small support. Recall that this means that \( \sum_{i \in S'_j} x_{ij} \geq 1/2 \) where \( S'_j \) is the set of machines \( i \) where \( x_{ij} \leq \frac{1}{\log^* m} \).

In this case, we set \( x_{ij} = 0 \) for \( i \notin S'_j \). Then we re-normalize the remaining fractional assignment to ensure \( \sum_i x_{ij} = 1 \) for all \( j \), increasing each assignment by at most a factor of 2. Note that since we are rounding jobs of a single class, we may assume all jobs are unit sized and the makespan is \( T \) is bounded by \( O(\log m) \) by rescaling.

The algorithm that we use to handle this type of jobs, Iterated Randomized Rounding, works in several phases. Each phase \( k \) maintains a fractional load \( T_k \) and integer load \( L(i, k) \) for each machine. The load \( L(i, k) \) counts the total size of jobs assigned using this procedure in phase \( k \). In each phase we attempt to randomly assign a job to several machines, however this fails if \( L(i, k) \) is too large for the sampled machines. In the case of failure, the job goes on to the next phase. Our analysis will show that after \( O(\log \log m) \) phases only few jobs will be left and we will handle them separately.

Interestingly the procedure can be done for each job individually, where \( L(i, k) \) is the load assigned to the machine so far among jobs in phase \( k \). Thus the procedure can be done online.

In the first phase of Iterated Randomized Rounding, the fractional load of each machine is at most \( T \). The intuition behind this algorithm is that as the algorithm goes to higher
Algorithm 7 Iterated Randomized Rounding

1: for each job $j$ do
2:     for each phase $k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$ do
3:         For each $i \in N(j)$ assign $j$ to $i$ independently with probability $x_{ij}$
4:         If $L(i, k) > 10T$ for all sampled machines, then $j$ goes to the next phase
5:         Otherwise assign $j$ to $i$ such that $L(i, k) < 10T$ and increase the load of all
       sampled machines $i$ with $L(i, k) < 10T$
6:     end for
7: end for

and higher phases, then this fractional load should decrease quickly. Let $T_k$ be the bound
on the fractional load in phase $k$ of Iterated Random Rounding. We will to show that
$T_{k+1} \leq \rho T_k$ for some constant $\rho \in (0, 1)$ with high probability. We can continue running
Iterated Random Rounding while this bound is relatively large. When we reach a phase
where the fractional load becomes too small, any job that is still unassigned becomes a
“leftover” job and we assign it using a different technique. The number of phases of Iterated
Randomized Rounding we need will be $O(\log \log m)$, implying that the contribution to
the makespan of jobs with small support will be $O(\log \log m)T$ plus the contribution of
“leftover” jobs. We start the analysis with the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5.11. Let $T_k$ be an upper bound on the fractional load of all jobs that make it
to phase $k$ in Iterated Randomized Rounding, with $T_0 = T$. For all $k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$ we have
that $T_{k+1} \leq \rho T_k$ for some constant $\rho \in (0, 1)$ with high probability.

Proof. Consider a phase $k$ and let $T_k$ be as in the lemma statement. We need to upper
bound the fractional load of jobs that fail to be assigned in phase $k$, and hence contribute
to the fractional load in phase $k + 1$. Let $L(i, k)$ be the load of machine $i$ in phase $k$ and
let $N(i, k)$ be the set of jobs that can be assigned to machine $i$ in phase $k$. We have that

$$\mathbb{E}[L(i, k)] = \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} p_j x_{ij} \leq T_k$$

The probability that any job fails to be assigned in phase $k$ is at most the probability that
machine $i$ has load more than $10T$ in phase $k$. By Markov’s inequality this is at most

$$\Pr[L(i, k) > 10T] \leq \frac{\mathbb{E}[L(i, k)]}{10T} \leq \frac{T_k}{10T} \leq \frac{1}{10}$$

since $T_k \leq T$ for all $k$. Now fix a machine $i^*$. We are interested in how much fractional load
$i^*$ may potentially contribute to the next phase. Let $Z(k, i^*, i) = \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{i^*j}I(j \text{ picks } i)$.
Intuitively, if $j$ picks machine $i$ and $j$ ends up going to phase $k + 1$, then $j$ will contribute
$x_{i^*j}$ to $i^*$’s fractional load. First we bound $Z(k, i^*, i)$ with high probability.

Claim 3.5.12. For each $i$, $Z(k, i^*, i) \leq \left( \frac{d+1}{\log m} \right) T_k$ with high probability for some constant
d $d > 0$ when $T_k = \Omega(\frac{1}{\log m})$.  
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Proof. In expectation we have

\[ \mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*, i)] = \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{i^*, j}\mathbb{E}[I(j \text{ picks } i)] \]

\[ = \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{i^*, j}x_{ij} \]

\[ \leq \frac{2}{\log^2 m} \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{ij} \leq \frac{2T_k}{\log^2 m} \]

Since \( Z(k, i^*, i) \) is a sum of independent random variables in the form needed for Theorem 3.2.3, we apply this theorem with \( a \leq \frac{2}{\log^2 m} \) and \( v \leq \frac{2}{\log^2 m} \mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*, i)] \). Thus taking \( \lambda = \frac{dT_k}{\log^2 m} \), we have

\[ \Pr \left[ Z(k, i^*, i) > \frac{2T_k}{\log^2 m} + \lambda \right] \leq \exp \left( -\lambda^2 \right) \frac{4\mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*, i)]}{\log^2 m} \frac{4\lambda}{3\log^2 m} \]

\[ \leq \exp \left( -\frac{d^2T_k^2}{4T_k} + \frac{4dT_k}{3\log^2 m} \right) \]

\[ = \exp \left( -\left( \frac{d^2}{4 + 4d/3} \right) T_k \log^2 m \right) \]

\[ = \exp(-c' \log m) = m^{-c}, \]

for some constant \( c' \) depending on \( d \). Note from the second to last line to the last line we used the fact that \( T_k = \Omega(1/\log m) \). Now choosing \( c', d \) large enough and taking a union bound over all machines we see that \( Z(k, i^*, i) \leq \frac{d+1}{\log^2 m} T_k \) for all \( i \) with probability at least \( 1 - 1/m^{c'-1} \).

To bound the fractional load in the next phase define \( Z(k, i^*) = \sum_i Z_k, i^*, i \| i \text{ overloaded in phase } k \). Note that this is a bound on the fractional load that survives phase \( k \) and hence goes to phase \( k+1 \). Thus any bound on this random variable that holds for all \( i^* \) yields a bound on \( T_{k+1} \).

Claim 3.5.13. For each \( i^* \), \( Z(k, i^*) \leq \rho T_k \) for some \( \rho \in (0, 1) \) with high probability when \( T_k = \Omega(1/\log m) \).

Proof. For each \( i^* \), in expectation we have

\[ \mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*)] = \sum_i \mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*, i)] \Pr[i \text{ overloaded in phase } k] \]

\[ \leq \frac{1}{10} \sum_i \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{i^*, j}x_{ij} \]

\[ = \frac{1}{10} \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{i^*, j} \sum_i x_{ij} \]

\[ = \frac{1}{10} \sum_{j \in N(i, k)} x_{i^*, j} \leq \frac{1}{10} T_k. \]
By Claim 3.5.12 we have that \( Z(k, i^*, i) \leq \frac{d+1}{\log^2 m} T_k \) for all \( i \) with high probability. Now since \( Z(k, i^*) \) is defined as a sum of independent random variables\(^4\) we can again apply Theorem 3.2.3 to this random variable with \( a \leq \frac{d+1}{\log^2 m} T_k \) and \( v \leq \frac{d+1}{\log^2 m} T_k \mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*)] \).

Taking \( \lambda = qT_k \) we have

\[
\Pr \left[ Z(k, i^*) > \frac{1}{10} T + \lambda \right] \leq \exp \left( \frac{-\lambda^2}{2(d+1)T_k \mathbb{E}[Z(k, i^*)] + \frac{2(d+1)T_k \lambda}{3 \log^2 m}} \right)
\]

\[
= \exp \left( -\frac{-q^2 T_k^2}{2(d+1)T_k^2 + \frac{2(d+1)qT_k}{3 \log^2 m}} \right)
\]

\[
= \exp \left( -\left( \frac{q^2}{(d+1)/5 + 2q(d+1)/3} \right) \log^2(m) \right)
\]

Now we choose \( q \) such that \( \rho = \frac{1}{10} + q \in (0, 1) \) and the above expression becomes sufficiently small, i.e. \( \leq m^{-c} \) for some constant \( c > 1 \). Then taking a union bound over all machines \( i^* \), we have that \( Z(k, i^*) \leq \left( \frac{1}{10} + q \right) T_k = \rho T_k \) for all \( i^* \) with high probability.

By Claim 3.5.13 we can take \( T_{k+1} = \max_i Z(k, i^*) \), which is at most \( \rho T_k \) with high probability, proving the lemma.

Now we have a sequence of bounds \( T_0, T_1, \ldots, T_k, \ldots \) that hold with high probability. Note that in the proof of Claim 3.5.12 we required that \( T_k = \Omega(1/\log m) \). Thus it only makes sense to consider this sequence while this bound is true. We assume that \( T_0 = T = \Omega(1) \) and that \( T = O(\log m) \). Thus there are \( O(\log \log m) \) phases before \( T_k \) becomes \( O(1/\log m) \). Jobs that make it this far without being assigned become “leftover” jobs and we assign them using a different technique.

**Rounding the “Leftover” Large Jobs with Small Support**

The “leftover” jobs are small support jobs that survived too many phases of random assignments. The setup of this case is the following. Each job has \( x_{i,j} \leq \frac{1}{\log^2 m} \). Let \( T(i) = \sum_j x_{i,j} \) be the fractional load of machine \( i \). It is the case that \( T(i) \leq \frac{1}{64 \log m} \) for each machine \( i \in m \).

Consider the following algorithm. Each job \( j \) independently samples a set \( M(j) \) of machines from \( N(j) \) where machine \( i \in N(j) \) is in the set with probability \( 32 \log m \cdot x_{i,j} \). Each job \( j \) is assigned to the machine which has the smallest load in this phase. Now we show that with high probability that for each job \( j \) it is always the case that \( M(j) \) contains a machine \( i \) such that \( i \notin M(j') \) for all other jobs \( j \). Thus, with high probability each machine is assigned at most one job.

**Lemma 3.5.14.** With probability at least \( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \) it is the case that for all jobs \( j \) the set \( M(j) \) contains a machine \( i \) not in \( M(j') \) for all \( j' \neq j \).

\(^4\)Machines in the same phase become overloaded independently of one another because the machines are selected independently by each job and a job can increase the load of multiple machines in the same phase (even if it is assigned to a single one).
Thus, we show how the small jobs can be assigned. For each small job, we assign it to the machine with the minimum expected cost. The probability that a job is assigned to a machine is at least \( 1 - \frac{1}{m^4} \).

Indeed, let \( X_i \) be 1 if job \( j \) samples machine \( i \) and 0 otherwise. By definition of the algorithm, \( \mathbb{E}[X_i] = 32 \log m \cdot x_{i,j} \) and \( \mathbb{E}[\sum_{i=1}^{m} X_i] = 32 \log m \). Using Theorem 3.2.2, we have that the probability \( |M(j)| = \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{i,j} \) is smaller than 5 log \( m \) is at most \( \exp(-\frac{2 \log m}{8}) = \frac{1}{m^4} \). Thus \( |M(j)| \geq 5 \log m \) with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{1}{m^4} \).

Consider any machine \( i \). Let \( G_i \) be the random variable with value 1 if there is no job \( j' \neq j \) such that \( i \in M(j') \). Otherwise \( G_i \) has value 0. By definition of the algorithm we have the following.

\[
\Pr[G_i = 1] = \Pr[i \notin M(j') \forall j' \neq j] = \prod_{j' \neq j} \Pr[i \notin M(j')] = \prod_{j' \neq j} (1 - 32 \log m \cdot x_{i,j'}) \geq \exp(-32 \log m \sum_{j' \neq j} x_{i,j'}) \geq \exp(-32 \log m T(i)) \geq \frac{1}{e^{1/2}} \left[ T(i) \leq \frac{1}{64 \log m} \text{ by assumption} \right] \tag{3.2}
\]

Let \( E_j \) denote the event that \( |M(j)| \geq 5 \log m \). Consider the probability that \( G := \sum_{i \in M(j)} (1 - G_i) \) given that \( E_j \) occurs. This is the probability of the bad event where no machine in \( M(j) \) is selected only by \( j \) given \( E_j \). Given a set \( M(j) \), we know \( \mathbb{E}[G \mid M(j)] = \mathbb{E}[\sum_{i \in M(j)} G_i \mid M(j)] = \sum_{i \in M(j)} \mathbb{E}[G_i] = \sum_{i \in M(j)} \frac{1}{e^{1/2}} = \frac{|M(j)|}{e^{1/2}} \). This holds for all sets \( M(j) \). Thus, \( \mathbb{E}[G \mid E_j] \geq \frac{5 \log m}{e^{1/2}} \). Using Theorem 3.2.2, the probability that \( G := \sum_{i \in M(j)} (1 - G_i) \) given \( E_j \) is at most \( \exp(-\frac{5 \log m}{2e^{1/2}}) \geq \frac{1}{m^{3/2}} \).

We now put the above facts together. The probability \( E_j \) does not occur is at most \( \frac{1}{m^4} \). The probability that \( G = 0 \) given \( E_j \) occurs is at most \( \frac{1}{m^{3/2}} \). One of these events must occur for \( G \) to be 0. Thus, a union bound says that the probability \( G = 0 \) is at most \( \frac{1}{m^4} + \frac{1}{m^{3/2}} \leq \frac{1}{m} \). Therefore, the probability \( G \geq 1 \) happens with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \), implying that there is a machine \( i \) in \( M(j) \) such that no other job \( j' \) has \( i \in M(j') \). \( \square \)

### Assigning the Small Jobs

In this section we show how the small jobs can be assigned. For each small job, we preprocess its fractional assignment as follows. First we set \( x'_{ij} = 0 \) for \( i \notin S_j \), then set \( x'_{ij} = x_{ij} / \sum_{i \in S_j} x_{ij} \) for \( i \in S_j \). It is easy to verify that this transformation has the following properties.

- \( x'_{ij} \geq 0 \) and \( \sum_{i \in N(j)} x'_{ij} = 1 \)
- \( x'_{ij} \leq 2x_{ij} \)
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• If $x_{ij} > 0$ then $p_{ij} \leq T/\log(m)$

This is all the preprocessing we need to do for small jobs. Afterwards all small jobs are assigned using randomized rounding.

**Algorithm 8** Randomized Rounding
1: for each job $j$ do
2: Sample $i \in N(j)$ according to the distribution $\{x_{ij}\}_{i=1}^m$
3: Assign job $j$ to machine $i$
4: end for

Note that the preprocessing and the randomized rounding can be executed online.

**Lemma 3.5.15.** Let $S$ be the set of all small jobs. Applying randomized rounding with the preprocessed fractional assignments $x_{ij}'$ yields a makespan of $O(T)$ for just the jobs in $S$ with high probability.

**Proof.** Let $X_{ij}$ be the indicator random variable for the event that $j \in S$ is assigned to machine $i$. By definition of randomized rounding, we have that the random variables $X_{ij}$ are independent for varying $j$. Let $L_i^S = \sum_{j \in S \cap N(i)} p_{ij} X_{ij}$ be the load of the small jobs on machine $i$. Computing expectations we have

$$\mathbb{E}[L_i^S] = \sum_{j \in S \cap N(i)} p_{ij} x_{ij}' \leq 2 \sum_{j \in S \cap N(i)} p_{ij} x_{ij} \leq 2T.$$

Applying Theorem 3.2.3 with $v = \sum_{j \in S \cap N(i)} p_{ij}^2 x_{ij}' \leq 2T^2/\log m$, $a = T/\log m$, and $\lambda = cT$ for some large enough constant $c$ we have

$$\Pr[L_i^S > 2T + \lambda] \leq \Pr[L_i^S > \mathbb{E}[L_i^S] + \lambda] \leq \exp\left(-\lambda^2 \cdot \frac{-\lambda^2}{2v + a\lambda/3}\right) = \exp\left(-\lambda^2 \cdot \frac{-c^2T^2}{4T^2/\log m + cT^2/3}\right) = \exp\left(-\lambda^2 \cdot \frac{-c^2T^2}{\log m + cT^2/3}\right) = \exp\left(-d \log m\right) = m^{-d},$$

where $d = \frac{3c^2}{12+c}$ is a constant. Now taking a union bound over all machines, we have $L_i^S \leq (c+2)T$ for all $i$ with probability at least $1 - m^{d-1}$. Since $c$ is some constant, this proves the lemma.

**3.6 Lower Bounds for Online Rounding**

In this section we aim to prove the following result, as stated in Section 3.1.
Theorem 3.6.1. Let $x$ be a fractional assignment of restricted assignment jobs that is received online and let $T := \max\{\max_{i} \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_{j} x_{ij}, \max_{j} p_{j}\}$ be the adjusted fractional makespan. No deterministic algorithm for converting $x$ to an integer assignment can be $o(\log m / \log \log m)$-competitive with respect to $T$. Further, no randomized algorithm for the same task can be $o(\log \log m / \log \log \log m)$-competitive with respect to $T$.

3.6.1 Deterministic Lower Bound

In this section we give a bad instance for deterministic online rounding algorithms for makespan. A rounding algorithm converts a fractional solution $x_{ij} \geq 0$ in which $\sum_{i \in N(j)} x_{ij} = 1$ for each job $j$ into an assignment of job $j$ on some machine $i \in N(j)$. For a sequence of $n$ jobs with fractional solutions, the fractional makespan is $\max_{i} \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_{j} x_{ij}$. Due to bad integrality gaps for some instances, we compare our algorithms to $T := \max\{\max_{i} \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_{j} x_{ij}, \max_{j} p_{j}\}$, which we refer to as the adjusted fractional makespan. We show that for any deterministic online rounding algorithm there is an instance for which it incurs a large makespan when compared to $T$.

Lemma 3.6.2. For any deterministic online rounding algorithm $A$ there exists a sequence of unit size jobs such that $A$ has makespan $\log m / \log \log m$ while the fractional makespan is $1 / \log \log m$ and the optimal solution has makespan 1.

Proof. Fix the deterministic rounding algorithm $A$. Let $\lambda, p$ and $m$ be integers such that $\lambda^p = m$. The exact value of $\lambda$ will be chosen later. We consider an instance with $m$ machines. Each job in our sequence will have a size of 1 and a neighborhood of cardinality $\lambda$ and fractional solution $x_{ij} = \frac{1}{\lambda}$ for each $i \in N(j)$. The bad sequence of jobs will consist of $p$ phases. In the first phase, we release $m/\lambda$ jobs, each with disjoint neighborhoods of size $\lambda$. We observe where $A$ assigns these jobs. Since these jobs had disjoint neighborhoods they get assigned to different machines. Let $M'$ be the set of machines where a job got assigned and recurse on this set of machines, starting a new phase. Note that $|M'| = m/\lambda$. This recursion continues until we run out of machines. By our choice of $\lambda, p, m$, there are $p$ phases since $\lambda^p = m$.

Letting $\lambda = \log(m)$, we observe that the rounding algorithm’s makespan is $p = \log(m) / \log \log(m)$, while the optimal solution in hindsight has makespan 1. It is also easy to verify that the fractional makespan is $p/\lambda = 1 / \log \log(m)$.

For the above sequence $T = \max\{\frac{1}{\log \log m}, 1\}$, and so this implies the $\Omega(\log m / \log \log m)$ lower bound for deterministic algorithms. Note that using a uniform fractional assignment on other sequences of jobs such as the one described in [21] does not suffice. For an analysis of a deterministic algorithm on these sequences of jobs we would have $T = \Theta(\log m)$, while the algorithm’s makespan would be $\Omega(\log m)$. Thus the resulting ratio would be constant.

3.6.2 Randomized Lower Bound

Applying Yao’s principle [152], we aim to give a distribution over instances such that any deterministic algorithm $A$ has a large makespan in expectation when compared to the
corresponding fractional makespan. Lemma 3.6.2 implies that for each algorithm \( A \), there exists an instance \( I_A \) for which \( A \) has makespan at least \( \Omega(\log m / \log \log m) \) factor bigger than the corresponding value of \( T \) for the instance. We start by describing a distribution for instances on \( m \) machines. Afterwards we boost this to a distribution for instances on \( M := mk \) machines for some parameter \( k \). We conclude the lower bound by analyzing the resulting makespan in terms of \( M \).

**Distribution for instances on \( m \) machines**

As hinted above, our distribution over instances on \( m \) machines will be uniform over all possible instances described in Lemma 3.6.2. Fix integers \( \lambda, p \) and \( m \) such that \( \lambda^p = m \). In particular we use \( \lambda = \log m \) and \( p = \log m / \log \log m \) as in Lemma 3.6.2. Let \( \mathcal{I} \) be the set of all instances of the form given by Lemma 3.6.2 with parameters \( \lambda, p \) and \( m \). Then our distribution over instances is uniform over \( \mathcal{I} \), i.e. for any instance \( I \) we set

\[
\Pr[\text{send } I] = \begin{cases} 1/|\mathcal{I}| & \text{if } I \in \mathcal{I} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

We now analyze this distribution and state some key properties it has.

**Proposition 3.6.3.** The set of instances \( \mathcal{I} \) has the following properties:

1. \( |\mathcal{I}| \leq O\left(\lambda^O(p^2\lambda^p)\right) \)
2. \( |\mathcal{I}| \geq \Omega(\lambda^\Omega(p\lambda^p)) \)
3. For every \( I \in \mathcal{I} \), the corresponding fractional makespan is \( 1 / \log \log m \)
4. For every deterministic algorithm \( A \), there exists \( I_A \in \mathcal{I} \) such that \( A \) has makespan at least \( \log m / \log \log m \).

**Proof.** The last two points follow from Lemma 3.6.2 so we prove the first two points. To bound the number of such instances we describe a process to generate an instance of \( \mathcal{I} \). We start by choosing a set of \( \lambda \) machines from the set of \( m \) machines, then \( \lambda \) from the remaining \( m - \lambda \) machines, and so on. Each set corresponds to unit size job with the set of machines as its neighborhood. Afterwards, we choose of \( m/\lambda \) machines, one from each set, and recurse on these machines. We count the number of ways to pick the initial set of jobs as

\[
\binom{m}{\lambda} \binom{m - \lambda}{\lambda} \cdots \binom{m - (m/\lambda)\lambda}{\lambda} = \frac{m!}{(\lambda!)^{m/\lambda}}
\]

To see this equality note that corresponding terms in the numerators and denominators cancel out, leaving just the first \( m! \) and a \( \lambda! \) for each binomial term. After picking these jobs, there are \( \lambda^{m/\lambda} \) ways to choose the set of machines to recurse on since there are \( m/\lambda \)
sets of size $\lambda$ and we choose one machine from each. Applying this idea recursively, we get that

$$|I| = \prod_{\ell=0}^{p} \left( \frac{(m/\lambda^\ell)!}{(\lambda)!} \right)^{m/\lambda^\ell} \lambda^{m/\lambda^\ell}$$

At some loss, we upper bound this by taking the first term (since it’s the largest) in the product above to the $p$'th power.

$$|I| \leq \left( \frac{m!}{(\lambda)!} \right)^p \lambda^{m/\lambda}$$

We now use the fact that $m = \lambda^p$ to express everything in terms of only $\lambda$ and $p$.

$$|I| \leq \left( \frac{(\lambda^p)!}{(\lambda)!} \lambda^{\lambda^p-1} \right)^p$$

Using Sterling’s approximation for factorial we have that $(\lambda^p)! = O(\lambda^{p(\lambda^p+1)})$ and $\lambda! \geq \Omega(\lambda^\lambda)$. Now combining these two inequalities we have that

$$|I| \leq O \left( \lambda^{O(p^2 \lambda^p)} \right)$$

Now to get the lower bound we look at the first term in the product above and substitute $m = \lambda^p$.

$$|I| \geq \frac{m!}{(\lambda)!^{m/\lambda}} \lambda^{m/\lambda} = \frac{(\lambda^p)!}{(\lambda)!^{\lambda^p-1}} \lambda^{\lambda^p-1}$$

Again using Sterling’s approximation for factorial we have $(\lambda^p)! = \Omega(\lambda^{p\lambda^p})$ and $\lambda! = O(\lambda^{\lambda+1})$. Combining these yields

$$|I| \geq \Omega(\lambda^{\Omega(p^2 \lambda^p)})$$

completing the proof.

The above proposition implies that for any deterministic algorithm $A$, the probability that $A$ incurs makespan at least $\Omega(\log m / \log \log m)$ is $1/|I| \geq \Omega(1/\lambda^{O(p^2 \lambda^p)})$

### Boosting the Distribution

Since the above distribution on $m$ machines has a low probability of incurring a high makespan on some deterministic algorithm $A$, we need to boost this in order to conclude our lower bound. Let $k := |I|$ and set $M := mk$. We construct a distribution for instances on $M$ machines as follows. Partition the set of $M$ machines into $k$ groups of $m$ machines and on each group independently sample an instance from $I$.

Let $I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_k$ be the sampled instances on each group of machines. For any deterministic algorithm $A$ we have that group $s$ has makespan $\log m / \log \log m$ if $I_s = I_A$, which happens with probability at least $1/k$. Using this we can show the following lower bound on the expected makespan of algorithm $A$.
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Lemma 3.6.4. The expected makespan of any deterministic algorithm $A$ on the above distribution over instances on $M$ machines is at least $\Omega(\log m / \log \log m)$.

Proof. Algorithm $A$ has makespan $\Omega(\log m / \log \log m)$ if any group’s sampled instance is equal to $A$’s bad instance, $I_A$. This occurs with the following probability:

$$
\Pr[\bigvee_{s=1}^k (I_s = I_A)] = 1 - \Pr[\bigwedge_{s=1}^k (I_s \neq I_A)] \\
= 1 - \prod_{s=1}^k (1 - \Pr[I_s = I]) \\
\geq 1 - (1 - 1/k)^k \\
\geq 1 - 1/e = \Omega(1)
$$

So $A$’s expected makespan is $\Omega(\log m / \log \log m)$. $\square$

Finally, we just need to conclude that $\log \log M = O(\log m)$ and $\log \log \log M = \Omega(\log \log m)$ to finish the proof of the lower bound.

Lemma 3.6.5. For $M := mk$, we have $\log \log(M) = O(\log m)$ and $\log \log \log M = \Omega(\log \log m)$

Proof. Since $k = O\left(\lambda^O(\rho^2 \lambda \rho^p)\right)$ and $m = \lambda^p$, we have $M = O\left(\lambda^O(\rho^2 \lambda \rho^p)\right)$ as well. Thus we have $\log M = O(\rho^2 \lambda \rho^p \log \lambda)$ and

$$
\log \log M = O(\log p + \rho \log \lambda + \log \log \lambda) = O(p \log \lambda).
$$

Now using that $p = \log m / \log \log m$ and $\lambda = \log m$ we have that $\log \log M = O(\log m)$.

Similarly, since $k = \Omega(\lambda^O(\rho^2 \lambda \rho^p))$ and $m = \lambda^p$, we have $M = mk = \Omega(\lambda^O(\rho^2 \lambda \rho^p))$. Thus we have $\log M = \Omega(\rho \lambda p \log \lambda)$ and $\log \log M = \Omega(\log p + \rho \log \lambda + \log \log \lambda)$. Thus we have

$$
\log \log \log M = \Omega(\log p) = \Omega(\log \log m)
$$

since $p = \log m / \log \log m$. $\square$

Finally, we see that Lemmas 3.6.2, 3.6.4, and 3.6.5 imply Theorem 3.6.1.

3.6.3 Learning the Weights

We show that machine weights for makespan minimization are learnable from data in the following formal sense. There is an unknown distribution $\mathcal{D}$ over instances of the problem. A sample $S \sim \mathcal{D}$ consists of $n$ jobs, where job $j$ has size $p_j$ and neighborhood $N(j) \subseteq [m]$ of machines. For simplicity, we assume $\mathcal{D} = \prod_{j=1}^n \mathcal{D}_j$, i.e. each job is sampled independently from it’s own “private” distribution and that $p_j = 1$ for all jobs. Later we show how to generalize to different sizes. Let $\text{ALG}(w, S)$ be the fractional makespan on instance $S$ with weights $w$. We want to show that we can find weights $w$ given $s$ samples $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_s$ from $\mathcal{D}$ such that $E_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon))E[\text{OPT}(S)]$ with
high probability (i.e. probability at least $1 - \delta$ for $\delta > 0$. Here $\text{OPT}(S)$ is the optimal (fractional) makespan on job set $S$. Note that such a result also implies that these weights $w$ also satisfy $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \min_{w'} \mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{ALG}(w', S)]$ with high probability, i.e. they are comparable to the best set of weights for the distribution $\mathcal{D}$. Ideally, we want $s = \text{poly}(m, \frac{1}{\epsilon}, \frac{1}{\delta})$ number of samples, and lower is better.

**Preliminary Results on Proportional Weights**

We need the following prior results about the weights. Recall that given a set of jobs $S$ and weights $w \in \mathbb{R}_+^m$ we consider the following fractional assignment rule for job $j$ and $i \in N(j)$.

$$x_{ij}(w) := \frac{w_i}{\sum_{i' \in N(j)} w_{i'}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

For ease of notation we assume that $x_{ij} = 0$ whenever $i \notin N(j)$. We would like to find weights $w$ such that $x_{ij}(w)$ approximately solves the following LP.

$$\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_i \sum_j x_{ij} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_j x_{ij} \leq T_i \quad \forall i \in [m] \\
& \quad \sum_i x_{ij} \leq 1 \quad \forall j \in S \\
& \quad x \geq 0
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

Here, the right hand side values $T_i$ are inputs and can be thought as all being set to the optimal makespan. Given an assignment via the weights $x_{ij}(w)$ via weights $w$, we can always convert it to a feasible solution to LP (3.9) in the following way. For all $i \in [m]$ let $O_i = \max\{\sum_j x_{ij}(w)/T_i, 1\}$. It is easy to see that $x'$ is feasible for LP (3.9) and that the amount lost is exactly the overallocation $\sum_i \max\{\sum_j x_{ij}(w) - T_i, 0\}$. We can then take $x'_{ij} = x_{ij}(w)/O_i$ for all $i, j$. The following theorem is adapted from Agrawal et al.

**Theorem 3.6.6** (Theorem 1 in Agrawal et al.). For any $\delta \in (0, 1)$, there exists an algorithm which finds weights $w$ such that a downscaling of $x_{ij}(w)$ is a $1 - \delta$-approximation to LP (3.9). The algorithm operates in $R = O(\frac{1}{\delta^2} \log(m/\delta))$ iterations and produces weights of the form $w_i = (1 + \epsilon)^k$ for $k \in [0, R]$.

Using this theorem, we get the following result as simple corollary. Again let $S$ be set of $n$ jobs that we want to schedule on $m$ machines to minimize the makespan. Let $T$ be the makespan of an optimal schedule

**Corollary 3.6.7.** For any $\epsilon > 0$, there exists weights $w \in \mathbb{R}_+^m$ such that $x_{ij}(w)$ yields a fractional schedule with makespan at most $(1 + \epsilon)T$. The weights are computed by running for $R = O(m^2 \log(m/\epsilon)/\epsilon^2)$ iterations and produces weights of the form $w_i = (1 + \epsilon)^k$ for $k \in [0, R]$. 59
Proof. Consider running the algorithm of Theorem 3.6.6 with $\delta = \epsilon / m$ and $T_i = T$ for all $i$. The optimal value of (3.9) on this instance is exactly $n$ since $T$ is the optimal makespan and thus we are able to assign all the jobs. After scaling down to be feasible, the solution has value at least $(1 - \epsilon / m)n$. We only scaled down the assignment on machines for which its assignment was greater than $T$, and the amount we lost in this scaling down was at most $en / m$. Thus in the worst case, any machines assignment using the weights is at most $T + en / m \leq (1 + \epsilon)T$, since $T \geq n / m$. \hfill \Box

Learning the Weights by Stacking

Our learning algorithm will be to compute weights on a “stacked” instance, that is we will aggregate all of the instances together into a single large instance. Our goal for this section will be to show that this is a reasonable thing to do. Let’s set up some more notation. Let $\mathcal{W}(R)$ be the set of possible weights output by $R$ iterations of the proportional algorithm. Let $\text{OPT}(S)$ be the optimal fractional makespan on job set $S$. We are interested in the case when $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{OPT}(S)] = \Omega(\log m)$. Let $L_i(w, S)$ be the fractional load of machine $i$ on instance $S$ with weights $w$. Thus we have $\text{ALG}(w, S) = \max_i L_i(w, S)$. Note that $L_i(w, S) = \sum_{j \in S} x_{ij}(w)$. Our first lemma shows that $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \approx \max_i \mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[L_i(w, S)]$. When it is clear, we will suppress $S \sim \mathcal{D}$ for ease of notation.

Lemma 3.6.8. Let $\epsilon > 0$ be given. If $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq \frac{4 + 2\epsilon}{\epsilon^2} \log \left(\frac{m}{\epsilon}\right)$, then for all $R$ and all weights $w \in \mathcal{W}(R)$, we have $\mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + 2\epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}_{S \sim \mathcal{D}}[L_i(w, S)]$.

Proof. Fix any $R$ and $w \in \mathcal{W}(R)$. We have the following simply bound on $\text{ALG}(w, S)$. It can either be at most $(1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]$, or it is larger in which case it is at most $n$. Thus we have:

$$\mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]$$

$$+ n \Pr[\text{ALG}(w, S) > (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]]$$

$$\leq (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] + n \sum_i \Pr[L_i(w, S) \geq (1 + \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]]$$

Now we claim that for each $i$, $\Pr[L_i(w, S) \geq (1 + \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]] \leq \epsilon / m^2$. Indeed, if this is the case then we see that

$$\mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] + \frac{en}{m} \leq (1 + 2\epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]$$

since $\max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \geq n / m$, and thus proving the lemma. Thus we just need to show the claim. Recall that $L_i(w, S) = \sum_{j \in S} x_{ij}(w)$ and that each job $j$ is chosen to be part of $S$ independently from distribution $\mathcal{D}_j$. Thus $x_{ij}(w)$ is an independent random variable in the interval $[0, 1]$ for each $j$. Applying Theorem 3.2.1 to $L_i(w, S)$ with $\mu = \max_{i} \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]$, we see that since $\mu \geq \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq \frac{4 + 2\epsilon}{\epsilon^2} \log \left(\frac{m}{\epsilon}\right)$, we have

$$\Pr[L_i(w, S) > (1 + \epsilon) \mu] \leq \exp \left( -\frac{\epsilon^2}{2 + \epsilon} \mu \right) \leq \exp \left( -\frac{\epsilon^2}{2 + \epsilon} \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \right) \leq \frac{\epsilon}{m^2}$$

completing the proof of the claim. \hfill \Box
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Now that we have this lemma, we can show that computing the weights on a “stacked” instance suffices to find weights that generalize for the distribution. The result we want to prove is the following.

**Theorem 3.6.9.** Let \( \epsilon, \delta \in (0, 1) \) and \( R = O(\frac{m^2 \log(m)}{\epsilon^2}) \) be given and let \( D = \prod_{i=1}^n D_i \) be a distribution over \( n \)-job restricted assignment instances such that \( \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq \Omega(\frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \log(\frac{m}{\delta})) \). There exists an algorithm which finds weights \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \) such that \( \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \min_{w' \in \mathcal{W}(R)} \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{ALG}(w', S)] \) when given access to \( s = \text{poly}(m, \frac{1}{\epsilon}, \frac{1}{\delta}) \) independent samples \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_s \sim D \). The algorithm succeeds with probability at least \( 1 - O(\delta) \) over the random choice of samples.

We will show that uniform convergence occurs when we take \( s = \text{poly}(m, \frac{1}{\epsilon}, \frac{1}{\delta}) \) samples. This means that for all \( i \in [m] \) and all \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \) simultaneously, we have with probability \( 1 - \delta \) that \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{\alpha} L_i(w, S_\alpha) \approx \mathbb{E}_S[L_i(w, S)] \). Intuitively this should happen because the class of weights \( \mathcal{W}(R) \) is not too complex. Indeed we have that \( |\mathcal{W}(R)| = \Omega(m) \), and thus the pseudo-dimension is \( \log(|\mathcal{W}(R)|) = m \log(R) = O(m \log m) \) when \( R = O(m^2 \log m) \). Once we have established uniform convergence, setting up the algorithm and analyzing it will be quite simple. We start with some lemmas showing uniform convergence.

**Lemma 3.6.10.** Let \( \epsilon, \delta \in (0, 1) \) and \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_s \sim D \) be independent samples. If \( s \geq \frac{m^2 \log(2|\mathcal{W}(R)|m)}{\epsilon^2} \), then with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \) for all \( i \in [m] \) and \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \) we have

\[
\left| \frac{1}{s} \sum_{\alpha} L_i(w, S_\alpha) - \mathbb{E}_S[L_i(w, S)] \right| \leq \epsilon \max_{\nu} \mathbb{E}_S[L_{\nu}(w, S)]
\]

**Proof.** Fix a machine \( i \in [m] \) and \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \). We have that \( \frac{1}{s} L_i(w, S_\alpha) \) is an independent random variable in \([0, n/s]\) for each \( \alpha \in [s] \). Moreover we have that \( \mathbb{E}_s \left[ \frac{1}{s} \sum_{\alpha} L_i(w, S_\alpha) \right] = \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \). Applying Theorem 3.2.4 to \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{\alpha} L_i(w, S_\alpha) \) with \( t = \epsilon \max_{\nu} \mathbb{E}[L_{\nu}(w, S)] \), we have

\[
\Pr \left[ \left| \frac{1}{s} \sum_{\alpha} L_i(w, S_\alpha) - \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \right| \geq t \right] \leq 2 \exp \left( -\frac{s \epsilon^2 (\max_{\nu} \mathbb{E}[L_{\nu}(w, S)])^2}{n^2} \right)
\]

We claim that if \( s \geq \frac{m^2 \log(2|\mathcal{W}(R)|m)}{\epsilon^2} \), then this probability is at most \( \frac{\delta}{|\mathcal{W}(R)|m} \). Indeed, this claim follows if \( m \geq \frac{\delta n}{\max_{\nu} \mathbb{E}[L_{\nu}(w, S)]} \), which is true since \( \max_{\nu} \mathbb{E}[L_{\nu}(w, S)] \geq n/m \). Finally, the lemma follows by union bounding over all \( i \in [m] \) and \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \). \(\square\)

**Lemma 3.6.11.** Let \( \epsilon, \delta \in (0, 1) \) and \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_s \sim D \) be independent samples. For each \( \alpha \in [s] \) let \( T_\alpha = \text{OPT}(S_\alpha) \). If \( s \geq \frac{m^2 \log(2/\delta)}{\epsilon^2} \) then with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \) we have

\[
(1 - \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \leq \frac{1}{s} \sum_{\alpha} T_\alpha \leq (1 + \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)]
\]
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Proof. For each \( \alpha \in [s] \) we have \( \frac{1}{s} \sum T_\alpha \) is an independent random variable in \([0, n/s]\). Moreover, we have \( \mathbb{E}[\frac{1}{s} \sum T_\alpha] = \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \). Applying Theorem 3.2.4 to \( \frac{1}{s} \sum T_\alpha \) we have

\[
\Pr \left[ \left| \frac{1}{s} \sum T_\alpha - \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \right| \geq \epsilon \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \right] \leq 2 \exp \left( -s \frac{\epsilon^2 \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)]}{n^2} \right).
\]

Now since \( \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq n/m \) we have this probability is at most \( 2 \exp(-s \epsilon^2 / m^2) \). Thus whenever \( s \geq \frac{m^2}{\epsilon^2} \log(2/\delta) \), this probability becomes at most \( \delta \), completing the proof. \( \square \)

Analyzing the Learning Algorithm

We can now formally describe and analyze the algorithm. Set \( R = O(\frac{m^2}{\epsilon^2} \log(m/\epsilon)) \). We sample independent instances \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_s \sim \mathcal{D} \) for \( s \geq \frac{m^2}{\epsilon^2} \log(\frac{2n^2}{\delta m}) \). Next we set up a stacked instance consisting of all the jobs in these samples. Next we set \( T_\alpha = \text{OPT}(S_\alpha) \) and \( T = \sum T_\alpha \). We run the algorithm of Corollary 3.6.7 on the stacked instance with right hand side bounds \( T_i = T \) for all \( i \). The algorithm should run for \( R \) rounds and produce weights \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \) such that \( \sum L_i(w, S_\alpha) \leq (1 + \epsilon)T \) for all \( i \). We can now prove Theorem 3.6.9.

Proof of Theorem 3.6.9 Let \( w \in \mathcal{W}(R) \) be the weights output by the algorithm above. Now for a new randomly sampled instance \( S \sim \mathcal{D} \), by Lemma 3.6.8 we have that

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + 2\epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)].
\]

By Lemma 3.6.10 we have \( \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \max_i \frac{1}{s} \sum L_i(w, S_\alpha) \) with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \). By construction of our algorithm, we have \( \sum L_i(w, S_\alpha) \leq (1 + \epsilon)T = (1 + \epsilon) \sum T_\alpha \) for all \( i \). It thus follows that \( \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \frac{1}{s} \sum T_\alpha \) with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \). Next we have that \( \frac{1}{s} \sum T_\alpha \leq (1 + \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[^{\text{OPT}(S)}] \) with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \). Finally, with probability at least \( 1 - 2\delta \), by chaining these inequalities together we get

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \mathbb{E}[^\text{OPT}(S)] \leq (1 + O(\epsilon)) \mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w^*, S)]
\]

where \( w^* = \text{arg min}_{w \in \mathcal{W}(R)} \mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w^*, S)] \). Since \( R = O(\frac{m^2}{\epsilon^2} \log(\frac{m}{\delta})) \), we have that \( \log(|\mathcal{W}(R)|) = m \log(R) = O(m \log(m/\epsilon)) \). Thus we can take \( s = \text{poly}(m, \frac{1}{\epsilon}, \frac{1}{\delta}) \) to get the result. This completes the proof. \( \square \)

Handling Different Sizes

Now we give a sketch of how to handle the case when each job has an integer size \( p_j > 0 \). For this we need a slightly different version of Theorem 3.6.6 and Corollary 3.6.7. Consider the following variant of LP 3.9.
maximize \[ \sum_j p_j \sum_i x_{ij} \]
\[ \sum_j p_j x_{ij} \leq T_i \quad \forall i \in [m] \]
\[ \sum_i x_{ij} \leq 1 \quad \forall j \in S \]
\[ x \geq 0 \quad \text{(3.10)} \]

Again we simplify notation and assume \( x_{ij} = 0 \) whenever \( i \notin N(j) \). The following is a corollary of Theorem 3.6.6. Let \( T \) be the optimal makespan for a set of jobs

**Corollary 3.6.12.** For any \( \epsilon > 0 \), there exists weights \( w \in \mathbb{R}^m_+ \) such that \( x_{ij}(w) \) yields a fractional schedule with makespan at most \((1 + \epsilon)T\). The weights are computed by running a variant of the algorithm of Theorem 3.6.6 for \( R = O(m^2 \log(m/\epsilon)/\epsilon^2) \) iterations and produces weights of the form \( w_i = (1 + \epsilon)^k \) for \( k \in [-R, R] \).

**Proof.** Consider creating \( p_j \) unit-sized copies of each job \( j \). Note that this only needs to be done conceptually. It is easy to see that writing down LP 3.9 for this conceptual instance is a relaxation of LP 3.10. Consider running the Algorithm of Theorem 3.6.6 with \( \delta = \epsilon/m \), \( T_i = T \) for all \( i \in [m] \) and for \( R = O(\frac{1}{\delta^2} \log(fracm\delta)) \) iterations. Note that since \( T \) is the optimal makespan, there exists a solution with value \( \sum_j p_j \). Thus since the algorithm returns a \((1 - \delta)\)-approximation, we get a solution with value at least \((1 - \delta) \sum_j p_j \). The amount that we lose in the objective is exactly the total amount over-allocated in the solution given by the weights. Thus for all \( i \), since \( T \geq \sum_j p_j/m \), we have

\[ \sum_j p_j x_{ij}(w) \leq T + \delta \sum_j p_j = T + \epsilon \frac{\sum_j p_j}{m} \leq (1 + \epsilon)T. \]

\[ \square \]

Our learning algorithm will be the same as before, just the jobs will now have sizes. We go through each lemma above and prove an analogous version for when there are job sizes. For a job set \( S \) and weights \( w \in W(R) \) let \( L_i(w, S) = \sum_j p_j x_{ij}(w) \). Let \( p_{\text{max}} = \max_j p_j \) be the maximum job size. For this case our assumption becomes \( \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq \frac{4 + 2\epsilon}{\epsilon^2} p_{\text{max}} \log(\frac{m}{\sqrt{\epsilon}}) \).

**Lemma 3.6.13.** Let \( \epsilon > 0 \) be given. If \( \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{OPT}(S)] \geq \frac{4 + 2\epsilon}{\epsilon^2} p_{\text{max}} \log(\frac{m}{\sqrt{\epsilon}}) \), then for all \( R \) and all weights \( w \in W(R) \), we have \( \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + 2\epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}_{S \sim D}[L_i(w, S)] \).

**Proof.** Fix any \( R \) and \( w \in W(R) \). We have the following simply bound on \( \text{ALG}(w, S) \). It can either be at most \((1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \), or it is larger in which case it is at most
\[
\sum_j p_j. \text{ Thus we have:}
\]

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \\
+ \sum_j p_j \Pr[\text{ALG}(w, S) > (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]] \\
\leq (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] + \sum_j p_j \sum_i \Pr[L_i(w, S) \geq (1 + \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]]
\]

Now we claim that for each \(i\), \(\Pr[L_i(w, S) \geq (1 + \epsilon) \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]] \leq \epsilon/m^2\). Indeed, if this is the case then we see that

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{ALG}(w, S)] \leq (1 + \epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] + \frac{\epsilon \sum_j p_j}{m} \leq (1 + 2\epsilon) \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)]
\]

since \(\max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i(w, S)] \geq \sum_j p_j/m\), and thus proving the lemma. Thus we just need to show the claim. Recall that \(L_i(w, S) = \sum_{j \in S} p_j x_{ij}(w)\) and that each job \(j\) is chosen to be part of \(S\) independently from distribution \(D_j\). Thus \(p_j x_{ij}(w)\) is an independent random variable in the interval \([0, p_{\text{max}}]\) for each \(j\). Applying Theorem 3.2.1 to \(L_i(w, S)/p_{\text{max}}\) with \(\mu = \max_i \mathbb{E}[L_i'(w, S)]/p_{\text{max}}\), we see that since \(\mu \geq \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)]/p_{\text{max}} \geq \frac{4+2\epsilon}{\epsilon^2} \log(\frac{m}{\sqrt{\epsilon}})\), we have

\[
\Pr \left[ \frac{L_i(w, S)}{p_{\text{max}}} > (1 + \epsilon)\mu \right] \leq \exp \left( -\frac{\epsilon^2}{2} \mu \right) \leq \exp \left( -\frac{\epsilon^2}{2 + \epsilon} \mathbb{E}[\text{OPT}(S)] \right) \leq \frac{\epsilon}{m^2}
\]

which implies the claim. \(\square\)

Modifying the remaining lemmas is simple. We can do this by replacing most instances of \(n\) in the proofs with \(\sum_j p_j\).

3.7 Existence of Weights for a Near Optimal Fractional Assignment

We first establish that perhaps surprisingly there exists weights that result in a near optimal fractional assignment using the rule described in (3.1). We build on the recent work of Agrawal et al [5] which shows the existence of such weights for a related problem, and an efficient algorithm to construct the weights given an offline instance. We build upon this work for our objective of makespan minimization on unrelated machines. Their work is concerned with finding approximate solutions to the maximum cardinality bipartite \(b\)-matching problem, which is described below in (3.1).
We will refer to the first set of constraints as the makespan constraints. Agrawal et al show that there exist weights \( v \) such that the proportional assignment \( x_{ij}(v) \) is a \((1 - \delta)\)-approximation to the above problem for any \( \delta \in (0, 1) \). This is stated formally in the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.7.1** (Theorem 1 in [5]). For any constant \( \delta \in (0, 1) \) there exists an algorithm that computes weights \( v \in \mathbb{R}_m^+ \) such that an appropriately scaled down allocation given by (3.1) is feasible and a \((1 - \delta)\)-approximation for (3.11). The algorithm runs in \( \text{poly}(n, m, \frac{1}{\delta}) \) time.

Unfortunately, we cannot use this theorem to directly infer the existence of good weights for our problem. First, the above problem only captures the case of restricted assignment with unit size jobs, rather than more general sizes (although this will be easy to fix). Second, the theorem implicitly reduces the assignment of some jobs so that the constraint \( \sum_{i \in N(j)} x_{ij} \leq 1 \) is no longer tight, despite the fact that assigning via equation (3.1) maintains that this constraint is tight. This reduction is done to ensure strict feasibility for the matching problem, but causes issues for the makespan objective. Indeed, a key difference between the two problems is that for makespan minimization, all jobs must be assigned. Whereas, for approximate \( b \)-matchings some jobs that are difficult to assign can be dropped.

Consider the following modified problem that accounts for job sizes. We will consider the case where \( T_i := T \) for all \( i \in [m] \), since this corresponds to our makespan minimization problem.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i \in N(j)} x_{ij} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{j \in N(i)} x_{ij} \leq T_i \quad \forall i \in [m] \\
& \quad \sum_{i \in N(j)} x_{ij} \leq 1 \quad \forall j \in [n] \\
& \quad x \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

We extend the algorithm and analysis of Agrawal et al to this problem. Note that the objective is maximizing the number of assigned jobs and that the objective is \( n \) if all jobs can be feasibly assigned. Algorithm [9] describes the procedure for constructing the weights \( v \) and is a modification of the algorithm in [3]. The overall procedure is similar to the
Multiplicative Weights Update method [17]. This algorithm takes a parameter \( \epsilon \in (0, 1) \) as input. The algorithm starts by initializing all \( w_i \) to 1, then it updates the weights in successive rounds. In each round we compute the fractional load of each machine, \( L_i \). If \( L_i \) greatly violates its makespan constraint, then we should decrease \( w_i \). Similarly, if \( L_i \) is very slack for its makespan constraint then \( w_i \) should be increased. The increases and decreases are done in small amounts by multiplying or dividing by \( 1 + \epsilon \). Taking \( \epsilon = \delta/5 \) suffices to yield Theorem 3.7.1 as shown in [5].

**Algorithm 9** Proportional Allocation Algorithm

1. Input: \( \epsilon \in (0, 1) \), \( R \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \), sets \( N(i) \), \( N(j) \) for each \( i, j \), makespan bound \( T \)
2. for \( i = 1, \ldots, m \) do
3. \( w_i \leftarrow 1 \) \( \triangleright \) Initialization
4. end for
5. for \( r = 1, \ldots, R \) do
6. for \( i = 1, \ldots, m \) do
7. for \( j \in N(i) \) do
8. Compute \( x_{ij}(w) \) as in (3.1)
9. end for
10. Compute \( L_i = \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_j x_{ij} \)
11. if \( L_i \geq (1 + \epsilon)T \) then \( \triangleright \) Over-allocation
12. \( w_i' \leftarrow w_i/(1 + \epsilon) \)
13. else if \( L_i \leq T/(1 + \epsilon) \) then \( \triangleright \) Under-allocation
14. \( w_i' \leftarrow (1 + \epsilon)w_i \)
15. end if
16. end for
17. \( w \leftarrow w' \)
18. end for

**Theorem 3.7.2.** Consider an instance of (3.12) in which there exists an assignment that fully assigns all jobs and satisfies all makespan constraints. Let \( n' = \sum_j p_j \). Then the fractional makespan of the assignment output by Algorithm 9 with \( \epsilon = \delta/5 = \frac{c}{5m} \) is at most \((1 + c)T\) for any \( c > 0 \).

**Proof.** We start by noting that we can reduce the restricted assignment problem with job sizes to the unit size case in the following way. For each job \( j \) with size \( p_j \), release \( p_j \) unit size jobs all with neighborhood \( N(j) \). Any solution to (3.11) on the reduced instance translates to a solution to (3.12), in particular the solution generated by the machine weights translates between the problems. Under the assumption that \( p_j \leq \text{poly}(m, n) \) this reduction can be done in polynomial time. We note that the number of jobs in this reduced instance is \( n' = \sum_j p_j \).

Let OPT be the value of an optimal solution to (3.1) on the reduced instance. Since there is a way to assign all jobs and satisfy the makespan constraints, we have that \( OPT = n' \). Note that at the end of the algorithm if we assign the variables \( x_{ij} \) using (3.1)
the objective value is \( n' \) since every job is fully allocated. Now from Theorem 3.7.1 we know that the solution after scaling down has value at least \( (1 - \delta) \text{OPT} = (1 - \delta)n' \). The scaling down only occurs on machines for which the makespan constraint is violated. Thus the amount we lost in the objective after scaling is equal to the total amount we have over-assigned the machines. The amount lost is at most \( \delta n' \), so the total over-assignment across all machines is at most \( \delta n' \). In the worst case, this over-assignment occurs on a single machine. Thus our choice of \( \delta \) guarantees that the assignment on each machine (before scaling down) is at most

\[
T + \delta n' = T + \frac{cn'}{m} \leq (1 + c)T.
\]

The last inequality follows from the fact that there exists a feasible assignment with makespan \( T \) and the pigeonhole principle, so we have that \( \frac{n'}{m} \leq T \).

This establishes that for any offline instance of our problem, there exists \( w \in \mathbb{R}^m \) such that the allocation given by (3.1) completely assigns all jobs and is a \((1 + c)\)-approximation for the makespan for any \( c > 0 \).

### 3.8 Proof of Rounding Theorem

In this section we combine the results of the analysis in Section 3.5 to conclude Theorem 3.5.1. We recall the statement of this result here.

**Theorem 3.8.1** (Theorem 3.5.1 restated). Let \( x \) be a fractional assignment of restricted assignment jobs that is received online and let \( T \) be the fractional makespan of \( x \), i.e. \( T := \max_i \sum_{j \in N(i)} p_j x_{ij} \). There exists a randomized online algorithm that rounds a fractional assignment to an integer assignment such that the resulting makespan is at most \( O((\log \log m)^3 T) \) with high probability.

**Proof.** The result mostly follows from the lemmas in Section 3.5. The worst case for our algorithm is due to the large jobs with large support. In our algorithm there are \( O(\log \log m) \) classes of large jobs by Lemma 3.5.2. Within a fixed class of large jobs there are \( O(\log \log m) \) classes of large support jobs by Lemma 3.5.3. Finally, rounding a fixed class of large support jobs loses can be done with makespan \( O((\log \log m) T) \) due to Lemma 3.5.10. The other cases of our algorithm lose fewer factors of \( \log \log m \), and all cases of our algorithm succeed with high probability. Combining these losses we see that the makespan is at most \( O((\log \log m)^3 T) \) with high probability.

### 3.9 Removing Knowledge of \( T \)

Throughout this chapter, we described our algorithms and results as if we knew the optimal makespan \( T \). We now show how to remove this assumption.

We use the following claim which states that we can combine \( k \) fractional solutions into a single fractional solution online while remaining \( O(\log k) \)-competitive against the best single fractional solution.
Claim 3.9.1. Suppose that in addition to receiving each job $j$ online, we also receive $k$ fractional solutions $\{x_{ij}^s\}_{i \in [m], s \in [k]}$ which suggest how to assign job $j$. There is an online algorithm with fractional makespan at most $O(\log k) \cdot \left(\min_{s \in [k]} \max_{i \in [m]} p_{ij} x_{ij}^s\right)$.

We defer proving this claim here, but note that it is similar to results that have appeared before in the literature, e.g., that of Azar et al. [19].

Lemma 3.9.2. There exists a fractional online algorithm using weight predictions which is $O(\log \log \log(m) \log(\eta))$-competitive which does not need to know the value of the optimal makespan $T$.

Proof. The main idea is as follows. We apply the algorithm from Theorem 3.3.3 with $k = O(\log \log m)$ different guesses of $T$ at once in parallel. We do this because we do not know the exact value of the error $\eta$, and we do not know the correct makespan $T$. This will produce $k$ different fractional solutions, where ideally at least one of which will be $O(\log(\eta))$-competitive. Then we can apply Claim 3.9.1 to conclude the lemma.

For each $s \in [k]$, where $k = \Theta(\log \log m)$, let $T_s$ be the guess of $T$ in the $s$'th parallel copy of our fractional algorithm which knows $T$ i.e. copy $s$ runs the algorithm from Theorem 3.3.3 with value $T_s$. We will always maintain that $T_{s+1} = 2T_s$ for $s = 2, 3, \ldots, k - 1$. We will start with $T_1 = 1$, and double the value of $T_1$ whenever the optimal makespan of the jobs seen so far increases by a constant factor. Updating $T_1$ causes us to update the other values of $T_s$ by the logic above. Additionally, whenever we update the $T_s$ values we reset each algorithm and simulate it on the already seen jobs with its new value of $T_s$. This incurs only a constant factor loss to the makespan of each copy. As discussed above, we just need to show that there always exists some parallel copy of our algorithm which is $O(\log(\eta))$-competitive in order to conclude the lemma.

There are two cases. In the first case we have that $T_s \leq T/\log(m)$ for some $s \in [k]$. In this case, we use the fact that the fractional algorithm from Theorem 3.3.3 will not be worse than $O(\log m)T_s = O(T) = O(\log(\eta)T)$. In the other case, we have that for all $s \in [k]$, $T/\log(m) < T_s \leq T$. Since we spread the $T_s$ values out in powers of 2, and there are $\Theta(\log \log(m)) = \Theta(k)$ powers of 2 in this interval, we conclude that some $T_s = \Theta(T)$. Thus by Theorem 3.3.3 there is a parallel copy of our algorithm with makespan $O(\log(\eta)T)$.

Lemma 3.9.3. There exists an online rounding algorithm using predictions yielding the same competitiveness as the algorithm guaranteed by Theorem 3.5.1 that does not need to know the optimal makespan $T^*$ and succeeds with high probability.

Proof. We consider running our algorithm with varying guesses of $T$. A run of the algorithm consists of starting with zero load on all machines and then assigning jobs while the makespan in this run is at most $cT$, where $c = O(\text{poly}(\log \log m))$ is the competitive ratio guaranteed by our algorithm. The run ends if an assignment would cause the makespan to go above $cT$. This event can be caused by at most three other events, (1) the random assignment of our algorithm failed with low probability, (2) the guess of $T$ was wrong, or (3) the learned weights were wrong. Since bad random assignments happen with very low probability, we assume that this is not the case and in the end we union
bound over all runs to conclude that we succeed with high probability. Thus we need to
decide if the failure was caused by a wrong guess of $T$ or bad weights.

To decide this question, we recompute the near optimal weights using Algorithm 9
with $T$ as a guess of the makespan on the input received so far. If Algorithm 9 terminates
with weights such that the resulting makespan is $\Omega(T)$, then the guess of the makespan
was wrong and we start a new run with $T \leftarrow 2T$. Otherwise we start a new run with the
same guess of $T$, and we use updated predictions of the weights.

The initial run starts with $T = 1$. Let $T_f$ be the final guess of the makespan. Since
our algorithm succeeds with high probability once $T \geq T^*$, we have that $T_f \leq 2T^*$. Our
algorithm pays at most $2cT$ for each guess of $T$, since there might be one extra run where
the predictions were bad. Let $g$ be the number of guesses of $T$. Thus in total our algorithm
incurs makespan at most

$$2cT_f + cT_f/2 + cT_f/4 + \ldots + 2c$$

$$= 2cT_f(1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + \ldots + 1/2^g)$$

$$\leq 2cT^*(1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + \ldots)$$

$$= O(cT^*)$$

Say that a run is bad if the random assignment given by our rounding algorithm fails. The
probability that a run is bad is at most $1/\text{poly}(m)$. The number of runs is $O(\log(T^*)) =
O(\text{poly}(m))$, thus union bounding over all runs, we conclude that no run is bad with high
probability, and thus the makespan bound above is correct with high probability. □
Chapter 4

Speeding up the Hungarian Algorithm with Learned Duals

This chapter is based on “Faster Matchings via Learned Duals” [57], which appeared in the proceedings of Neural Information Processing Systems 2021 as an oral presentation. Collaborators on the project were Michael Dinitz, Sungjim Im, Benjamin Moseley, and Sergei Vassilvitskii.

4.1 Introduction

Classical algorithm analysis considers worst case performance of algorithms, capturing running times, approximation and competitive ratios, space complexities, and other notions of performance. Recently there has been a renewed interest in finding formal ways to go beyond worst case analysis [129], to better understand performance of algorithms observed in practice, and develop new methods tailored to typical inputs observed.

An emerging line of research dovetails this with progress in machine learning, and asks how algorithms can be augmented with machine-learned predictors to circumvent worst case lower bounds when the predictions are good, and approximately match them otherwise (see [116] for a survey). Naturally, a rich area of applications of this paradigm has been in online algorithms, where the additional information revealed by the predictions reduces the uncertainty about the future and can lead to better choices, and thus better competitive ratios. For instance, see the work by [108] [128] [85] on caching; [15] [62] on the classic secretary problem; [126] [100] on scheduling; [126] [11] on ski rental; and [31] on set cover.

However, the power of predictions is not limited to improving online algorithms. Indeed, the aim of the empirical paper that jump-started this area by [94] was to improve running times for basic indexing problems. The main goal and contribution of this work is to show that at least in one important setting (weighted bipartite matching), we can give formal justification for using machine learned predictions to improve running times: there are predictions which can provably be learned, and if these predictions are “good” then we have running times that outperform standard methods both in theory and empirically.
How can predictions help with running time? One intuitive approach, which has been used extensively in practice, is through the use of “warm-start” heuristics [151][70][71][119], where instead of starting with a blank slate, the algorithm begins with some starting state (which we call a warm-start “solution” or “seed”) which hopefully allows for faster completion. While it is a common technique, there is a dearth of analysis understanding what constitutes a good warm-start, when such an initialization is helpful, and how they can best be leveraged.

Thus we have a natural goal: put warm-start heuristics on firm theoretical footing by interpreting the warm-start solution as learned predictions. In this set up we are given a number of instances of the problem (the training set), and we can use them to compute a warm-start solution that will (hopefully) allow us to more quickly compute the optimal solution on future, test-time, instances. There are three challenges that we must address:

(i) **Feasibility.** The learned prediction (warm-start solution) might not even be *feasible* for the specific instance we care about! For example, the learned solution may be matching an edge that does not exist in the graph at testing time.

(ii) **Optimization.** If the warm-start solution is feasible and near-optimal then we want the algorithm to take advantage of it. In other words, we would like our running time to be a function of the quality of the learned solution.

(iii) **Learnability.** It is easy to design predictions that are enormously helpful but which cannot actually be learned (e.g., the “prediction” is the optimal solution). We need to ensure that a typical solution learned from a few instances of the problem generalizes well to new examples, and thus offers potential speedups.

If we can overcome these three challenges, we will have an *end-to-end* framework for speeding up algorithms via learned predictions: use the solution to challenge (iii) to learn the predictions from historical data, use the solution to challenge (i) to quickly turn the prediction into something feasible for the particular problem instance while preserving near-optimality, and then use this as a warm-start seed in the solution to challenge (ii).

### 4.1.1 Our Contributions

We focus on one of the fundamental primitives of combinatorial optimization: computing bipartite matchings. For the bipartite minimum-weight perfect matching (MWPM) problem, as well as its extension to \( b \)-matching, we show that the above three challenges can be solved.

A key conceptual question is finding a specification of the seed, and an algorithm to use it that satisfies the desiderata above. We have discussed warm-start “solutions”, so it is tempting to think that a good seed is a partial solution: a set of matched edges that can then be expanded to an optimal matching. After all, this is the structure we maintain in most classical matching algorithms. Moreover, any such solution is feasible (one can simply set non-existing edges to have very high weight), eschewing the need for the feasibility step. At the same time, as has been observed previously in the context of
online matchings \cite{54,145}, this primal solution is brittle, and a minor modification in the instance (e.g. an addition of a single edge) can completely change the set of optimal edges.

Instead, following the work of \cite{54,145}, we look at the dual problem; that is, the dual to the natural linear program. We quantify the “quality” of a prediction \( \hat{y} \) by its \( \ell_1 \)-distance from the true optimal dual \( y^* \), i.e., by \( ||\hat{y} - y^*||_1 \). The smaller quantities correspond to better predictions. Since the dual is a packing problem we must contend with feasibility: we give a simple linear time algorithm that converts the prediction \( \hat{y} \) into a feasible dual while increasing the \( \ell_1 \) distance by a factor of at most 3.

Next, we run the Hungarian method starting with the resulting feasible dual. Here, we show that the running time is in proportional to the \( \ell_1 \) distance of the feasible dual to the optimal dual (Theorem 4.3.11). Finally, we show via a pseudo-dimension argument that not many samples are needed before the empirically optimal seed is a good approximation of the true optimum (Theorem 4.3.12), and that this empirical optimum can be computed efficiently (Theorem 4.3.21). For the learning argument, we assume that matching instances are drawn from a fixed but unknown distribution \( D \).

Putting it all together gives us our main result.

**Theorem 4.1.1 (Informal).** There are three algorithms (feasibility, optimization, learning) with the following guarantees.

- Given a (possibly infeasible) dual \( \hat{y} \) from the learning algorithm, there exists an \( O(m + n) \) time algorithm that takes a problem instance \( c \), and outputs a feasible dual \( \hat{y}'(c) \) such that \( \|\hat{y}'(c) - y^*(c)\|_1 \leq 3\|\hat{y} - y^*(c)\|_1 \).

- The optimization algorithm takes as input feasible dual \( \hat{y}'(c) \) and outputs a minimum weight perfect matching, and runs in time \( \tilde{O}(m\sqrt{n} \cdot \min\{\|\hat{y}'(c) - y^*(c)\|_1, \sqrt{n}\}) \).

- After \( \tilde{O}(C^2n^3) \) samples from an unknown distribution \( D \) over problem instances, the learning algorithm produces duals \( \hat{y} \) so that \( E_{c \sim D} [\|\hat{y} - y^*(c)\|_1] \) is approximately minimum among all possible choices of \( \hat{y} \), where \( C \) is the maximum edge cost and \( y^*(c) \) is an optimal dual for instance \( c \).

Combining these gives a single algorithm that, with access to \( \tilde{O}(C^2n^3) \) problem instance samples from \( D \), has expected running time on future instances from \( D \) of only \( \tilde{O}(m\sqrt{n} \min\{\alpha, \sqrt{n}\}) \), where \( \alpha = \min_{c \sim D} E_{c \sim D} [\|y - y^*(c)\|_1] \).

We emphasize that the Hungarian method with \( \tilde{O}(mn) \) running time is the standard algorithm in practice. Although there are other theoretically faster exact algorithms for bipartite minimum-weight perfect matching, such as those due to \cite{123,68,66} and \cite{60} that run in time \( O(m\sqrt{n} \log(nC)) \), they are relatively complex (using various scaling techniques). Very recent breakthroughs based on interior point methods give algorithms of run time \( \tilde{O}((m + n^{1.5}) \log^2(C)) \) for the minimum-weight perfect matching problem and several interesting extensions \cite{144,143}. However, these breakthrough algorithms are highly complicated and their practical performance is yet to be demonstrated.

Note that our result shows that we can speed up the Hungarian method as long as the \( \ell_1 \)-norm error of the learned dual, i.e., \( \|\hat{y} - y^*(c)\|_1 \) is \( o(\sqrt{n}) \). Further, as the projection
step that converts the learned dual into a feasible dual takes only linear time, the overhead of our method is essentially negligible. Therefore, even if the prediction is of poor quality, our method has worst-case running time that is never worse than that of the Hungarian algorithm. Even our learning algorithm is simple, consisting of a straightforward empirical risk minimization algorithm (the analysis is more complex and involves bounding the “pseudo-dimension” of the loss functions).

We validate our theoretical results via experiments. For each dataset we first feed a small number of samples (fewer than our theoretical bounds) to our learning algorithm. We then compare the running time of our algorithm to that of the classical Hungarian algorithm on new instances.

Details of these experiments can be found in Section 4.4. At a high level they show that our algorithm is significantly faster in practice. Further, our experiment shows only very few samples are needed to achieve a notable speed-up. This confirms the power of our approach, giving a theoretically rigorous yet also practical method for warm-start primal-dual algorithms.

4.1.2 Related Work

Matchings and \( b \)-Matchings: Bipartite matchings are one of the most well studied problems in combinatorial optimization, with a long history of algorithmic improvements. We refer the interested reader to [59] for an overview. We highlight some particular results here. If edges have no weights and thus the goal is to find the maximum cardinality matching (see Section 4.2 for a formal definition), the fastest running time had long been \( O(m\sqrt{n}) \) [56, 91, 79] until the recent breakthrough with \( \tilde{O}(m + n^{1.5}) \) running time was discovered [144]. We are interested in the weighted versions of these problems and when all edge weights are integral. Let \( C \) be the maximum edge weight, \( n \) be the number of vertices, and \( m \) the number of edges. For finding exact solutions to the minimum weight perfect matching problem, the scaling technique leads to a running time of \( O(m\sqrt{n}\log(C)) \) [123, 68, 66, 60].

The minimum cost \( b \)-matching problem and its generalization, the minimum cost flow problem, have also been extensively studied. See [121] for a summary of classical results. More recently there has been improvements by applying interior point methods. The algorithm of [52] has running time \( \tilde{O}(m^{3/2}\log^2(C)) \) and it is improved by the algorithm of [104] which runs in time \( \tilde{O}(m\sqrt{n}\log^{O(1)}(C)) \). We note that the recent breakthrough of van den Brand et al. [144] solves the minimum cost flow problem in time \( \tilde{O}((m + n^{1.5})n^{o(1)}\log^2(BC)) \), where \( B \) is the maximum capacity and \( C \) is the maximum edge weight.

Large scale bipartite matchings have been studied extensively in the online setting, as they represent the basic problem in ad allocations [111]. While the ad allocation is inherently online, most of the methods precompute a dual based solution based on a sample of the input [54, 145], and then argue that this solution is approximately optimal on the full instance. In contrast, we strive to compute the exactly optimal solution, but use previous instances to improve the running time of the approach.
We refer the reader back to the introduction of this dissertation for an overview of recent work on algorithms with predictions and data-driven algorithm design.

### 4.1.3 Roadmap

We begin with preliminaries and background in Section 4.2. We then present our main theoretical results on min-cost perfect bipartite matching in Section 4.3. The experiments are presented in Section 4.4. Finally, the extension to $b$-matching is presented in Section 4.5.

### 4.2 Preliminaries

**Notation:** Let $G = (V, E)$ be an undirected graph. When $G$ is bipartite we will use $L$ and $R$ to refer to the two sides of the bipartition. We will let $N(i) := \{e \in E \mid i \in e\}$ be the set of edges adjacent to vertex $i$. Similarly if $G$ is directed, then we use $N^+(i)$ and $N^-(i)$ to be the set of edges leaving $i$ and the set of edges entering $i$, respectively. For a set $S \subseteq V$, let $\Gamma(S)$ be the vertex neighborhood of $S$. For a vector $y \in \mathbb{R}^n$, we let $\|y\|_1 = \sum_i |y_i|$ be its $\ell_1$-norm. Let $\langle x, y \rangle$ be the standard inner product on $\mathbb{R}^n$.

**Linear Programming and Complementary Slackness:** Here we recall optimality conditions for linear programming that are used to ensure the correctness of some algorithms we present. Consider the primal-dual pair of linear programs below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad c^\top x \\
Ax &= b \\
x &\geq 0
\end{align*} \quad (P)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad b^\top y \\
A^\top y &\leq c
\end{align*} \quad (D)
\]

A pair of solutions $x, y$ for $(P)$ and $(D)$, respectively, satisfy complementary slackness if $x^\top (c - A^\top y) = 0$. The following lemma is well-known.

**Lemma 4.2.1.** Let $x$ be a feasible solution for $(P)$ and $y$ be a feasible solution for $(D)$. If the pair $x, y$ satisfies complementary slackness, then $x$ and $y$ are optimal solutions for their respective problems.

**Maximum Cardinality Matching:** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a bipartite graph on $n$ vertices and $m$ edges. A matching $M \subseteq E$ is a collection of non-intersecting edges. The Hopcroft-Karp algorithm for finding a matching maximizing $|M|$ runs in time $O(\sqrt{n} \cdot m)$, which is still state-of-the-art for general bipartite graphs. For moderately dense graphs, a recent result by [141] gives a better running time of $O(m + n^{1.5})$ (where $\tilde{O}$ hides polylogarithmic factors).

**Minimum Weight Perfect Matching (MWPM):** Again, let $G = (V, E)$ be a bipartite graph on $n$ vertices and $m$ with costs $c \in \mathbb{Z}^+_E$ on the edges, and let $C$ be the maximum cost. A matching $M$ is perfect if every vertex is matched by $M$. The objective of this problem is to find a perfect matching $M$ minimizing the cost $c(M) := \sum_{e \in M} c_e$. 
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When looking for optimal solutions we can assume that $G$ is a complete graph by adding all possible edges not in $E$ with weight $Cn^2$. It is easy to see that any $o(n)$ approximate solution would not use any of these edges.

**Maximum Flow:** Now let $G = (V, E)$ be a directed graph on $n$ vertices and $m$ edges with a capacity vector $u \in \mathbb{R}^E_+$. Let $s$ and $t$ be distinct vertices of $G$. An $st$-flow is a vector $f \in \mathbb{R}^E_+$ satisfying $\sum_{e \in N^+(i)} f_e - \sum_{e \in N^-(i)} f_e = 0$ for all vertices $i \neq s, t$. An $st$-flow $f$ is maximum if it maximizes $\sum_{e \in N^+(s)} f_e = \sum_{e \in N^-(t)} f_e$. The algorithm due to Orlin [122] and King, Rao, and Tarjan [92] runs in time $O(nm)$.

### 4.3 Faster Min-Weight Perfect Matching

In this section we describe how predictions can be used to speed up the bipartite Minimum Weight Perfect Matching (MWPM) problem.

The MWPM problem can be modeled by the following linear program and its dual – the primal-dual view will be very useful for our algorithm and analysis. We will sometimes refer to a set of dual variables $y$ as dual *prices*. Both LPs are well-known to be integral, implying that there always exist integral optimal solutions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{e \in E} c_e x_e \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{e \in N(i)} x_e = 1 \quad \forall i \in V \\
& \quad \sum_{e \in E} x_e \geq 0 \quad \forall e \in E \\
\text{max} & \quad \sum_{i \in V} y_i \\
& \quad y_i + y_j \leq c_{ij} \quad \forall e = ij \in E
\end{align*}
\]

(MWPM-P) (MWPM-D)

Suppose we are given a prediction $\hat{y}$ of a dual solution. If $\hat{y}$ is feasible, then by complementary slackness we can check if $\hat{y}$ represents an optimal dual solution by running a maximum cardinality matching algorithm on the graph $G' = (V, E')$, where $E' = \{e = ij \in E \mid \hat{y}_i + \hat{y}_j = c_{ij}\}$ is the set of tight edges. If this matching is perfect, then its incidence vector $x$ satisfies complementary slackness with $\hat{y}$ and thus represents an optimal solution by Lemma 4.2.1.

We now consider the problem from another angle, factoring in learning aspects. Suppose the graph $G = (V, E)$ is fixed but the edge cost vector $c \in \mathbb{Z}^E_+$ varies (is drawn from some distribution $D$). If we are given an optimal dual $y^*$ as a prediction, then we can solve the problem by solving the max cardinality matching problem only once. However, the optimal dual can significantly change depending on edge cost $c$. Nevertheless, we will show how to learn “good” dual values and use them later to solve new MWPM instances faster. Specifically, we seek to design an end-to-end algorithm addressing all the aforementioned challenges:
1. **Feasibility** (Section 4.3.1). The learned dual \( \hat{y} \) may not be feasible for MWPM-D with some specific cost vector \( c \). We show how to quickly convert it to a feasible dual \( \hat{y}'(c) \) by appropriately decreasing the dual values (the more we decrease them, the further we move away from the optimum). Finding the feasible dual minimizing \( \| \hat{y} - \hat{y}'(c) \|_1 \) turns out to be a variant of the vertex cover problem, for which we give a simple 2-approximation running in \( O(m + n) \) time. As a result, we have \( \| \hat{y}'(c) - y^*(c) \|_1 \leq 3 \| \hat{y} - y^*(c) \|_1 \). See Theorem 4.3.5.

2. **Optimization** (Section 4.3.2). Now that we have a feasible solution \( \hat{y}'(c) \), we want to find an optimal solution starting with \( \hat{y}'(c) \) in time that depends on the quality of \( \hat{y}'(c) \). Fortunately, the Hungarian algorithm can be seeded with any feasible dual, so we can “warm-start” it with \( \hat{y}'(c) \). We show that its running time will be proportional to \( \| \hat{y}'(c) \|_1 - \| y^*(c) \|_1 \leq \| \hat{y}'(c) - y^*(c) \|_1 \). See Theorem 4.3.11. Our analysis does not depend on the details of the Hungarian algorithm, and so applies to a broader class of primal-dual algorithms.

3. **Learnability** (Section 4.3.3). The target dual we seek to learn is given by \( \arg \min_y \mathbb{E}_{c \sim \mathcal{D}}[\| y - y^*(c) \|_1] \), where \( y^*(c) \) is the optimal dual for MWPM-D with cost vector \( c \). We show we can efficiently learn \( \hat{y} \) that is arbitrarily close to the target vector after \( \tilde{O}(C^2 n^3) \) samples from \( \mathcal{D} \). See Theorem 4.3.12.

Combining all of these gives the following, which is a more formal version of Theorem 4.1.1. Let \( \mathcal{D} \) be an arbitrary distribution over edge costs where every vector in the support of \( \mathcal{D} \) has maximum cost \( C \). For any edge cost vector \( c \), let \( y^*(c) \) denote the optimal dual solution.

**Theorem 4.3.1.** For any \( p, \epsilon > 0 \), there is an algorithm which:

- After \( O \left( \left( \frac{nC}{\epsilon} \right)^2 (n \log n + \log (1/p)) \right) \) samples from \( \mathcal{D} \), returns dual values \( \hat{y} \) such that \( \mathbb{E}_{c \sim \mathcal{D}}[\| \hat{y} - y^*(c) \|_1] \leq \min_y \mathbb{E}_{c \sim \mathcal{D}}[\| y - y^*(c) \|_1] + \epsilon \) with probability at least \( 1 - p \).
- Using the learned dual \( \hat{y} \), given edge costs \( c \), computes a min-cost perfect matching in time \( O(m \sqrt{n} \cdot \min\{ \| \hat{y} - y^*(c) \|_1, \sqrt{n} \}) \).

In the rest of this section we detail our proof of this Theorem.

### 4.3.1 Recovering a Feasible Dual Solution (Feasibility)

Let \( \hat{y} \) be an infeasible set of (integral) dual prices – this should be thought of as the “good” dual obtained by our learning algorithm. Our goal in this section is to find a new feasible dual solution \( \hat{y}'(c) \) that is close to \( \hat{y} \), for a given MWPM-D instance with cost \( c \). In particular we seek to find the closest feasible dual under the \( \ell_1 \) norm, i.e. one minimizing \( \| \hat{y}'(c) - \hat{y} \|_1 \).

Looking at (MWPM-D), it is clear that we need to decrease the given dual values \( \hat{y} \) in order to make it feasible. More formally, we are looking for a vector of non-negative perturbations \( \delta \) such that \( \hat{y}' := \hat{y} - \delta \) is feasible. We model finding the best set of
perturbations, in terms of preserving $\hat{y}'$'s dual objective value, as a linear program. Let $F := \{ e = ij \in E \mid \hat{y}_i + \hat{y}_j > c_{ij} \}$ be the set of dual infeasible edges under $\hat{y}$. Define $r_e := \hat{y}_i + \hat{y}_j - c_e$ for each edge $e = ij \in F$. Asserting that $\hat{y} - \delta$ is feasible for (MWPM-D) while minimizing the amount lost in the dual objective leads to the following linear program:

$$\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{i \in V} \delta_i \\
\delta_i + \delta_j & \geq r_{ij} \quad \forall ij \in F \\
\delta_i & \geq 0 \quad \forall i \in V
\end{align*}$$

(4.1)

Note that this is a variant of the vertex cover problem—the problem becomes exactly the vertex cover problem if $r_{ij} = 1$ for all edges $ij$. We could directly solve this linear program, but we are interested in making this step efficient. To find a fast approximation for (4.1), we take a simple greedy approach.

**Algorithm 10** Fast Approx. for Distance to Feasibility

1: **procedure** FastApprox($G = (V, E), r$) 
2: \hspace{1em} $\forall i \in V$, $\delta_i \leftarrow 0$ 
3: \hspace{1em} **while** $E \neq \emptyset$ **do** 
4: \hspace{2em} Let $i$ be an arbitrary vertex of $G$ 
5: \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} **while** $i$ has a neighbor **do** 
6: \hspace{3em} $j \leftarrow \arg \max_{j' \in N(i)} r_{ij'}$ 
7: \hspace{3em} $\delta_i \leftarrow r_{ij}$ 
8: \hspace{3em} $\gamma_{ij} = 1/2$  
9: \hspace{3em} Delete $i$ and all its edges from $G$ 
10: \hspace{2em} $i \leftarrow j$ 
11: \hspace{1em} **end while** 
12: \hspace{1em} **end while** 
13: Return $\delta$ 
14: **end procedure**

Algorithm 10 is a modification of the algorithm of [58] which walks through the graph setting $\delta_i$ appropriately at each step to satisfy the covering constraints in (4.1). The analysis is based on interpreting the algorithm through the lens of primal-dual—the dual of (4.1) turns out to be a maximum weight matching problem with new edge weights $r_{ij}$.

The dual is the following:

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \sum_e r_e \gamma_e \\
\sum_{e \in N(i) \cap F} \gamma_e & \leq 1 \quad \forall i \in V \\
\gamma_e & \geq 0 \quad \forall e \in F
\end{align*}$$

(4.2)

First we show the algorithm is fast.
Lemma 4.3.2. Algorithm 10 runs in time $O(n + m)$.

Proof. This follows from the trivial observation that each vertex/edge is considered $O(1)$ times.

Next, we show that the algorithm constructs a feasible dual solution.

Lemma 4.3.3. The perturbations $\delta$ returned by Algorithm 10 is feasible for (4.1).

Proof. We want to show that $\delta_i + \delta_j \geq r_e$ for all edges $e = ij \in E$. We claim that this condition holds whenever the edge is deleted from $G$. Suppose that the algorithm is currently at $i$ and let $ij'$ be the edge selected by the algorithm in this step. By definition of the algorithm we have $\delta_i = r_{ij'} \geq r_{ij}$ so $\delta_i + \delta_j \geq r_{ij}$.

Finally, we address the objective.

Lemma 4.3.4. The perturbations $\delta$ returned by Algorithm 10 are a 2-approximation for (4.1).

Proof. In each iteration, the increase of the primal objective ($\delta_i = r_{ij}$ in Line 7) is exactly twice the increase of the dual objective ($r_{ij} \gamma_{ij} = r_{ij}/2$ in Line 8). Thus, due to weak duality, it suffices to show that the dual is feasible. This follows from the observation that $\{ij \mid \gamma_{ij} = 1/2\}$ forms a collection of vertex disjoint paths and cycles. Thus, for every $i \in V$, there are at most two edges $e$ adjacent to $i$ such that $\gamma_e > 0$, and for those edges $e$, $\gamma_e = 1/2$. Therefore, the dual is feasible.

This shows we can project the predicted dual prices $\hat{y}$ onto the set of feasible dual prices at approximately the minimum cost such way of doing so. The prior lemmas give the following theorem by noticing that $y^*(c)$ is a possible feasible solution. Note that integrality is immediate from the algorithm.

Theorem 4.3.5. There is a $O(m + n)$ time algorithm that takes an infeasible integer dual $\hat{y}$ and constructs a feasible integer dual $\hat{y}'(c)$ for MWPM-D with cost vector $c$ such that $\|\hat{y}'(c) - \hat{y}\|_1 \leq 2\|\hat{y} - y^*(c)\|_1$ where $y^*(c)$ is the optimal dual solution for MWPM-D with cost vector $c$. Thus by triangle inequality we have $\|\hat{y}'(c) - y^*(c)\|_1 \leq 3\|\hat{y} - y^*(c)\|_1$.

4.3.2 Seeding Hungarian with a Feasible Dual (Optimization)

In this section we assume that we are given a feasible integral dual $\hat{y}'(c)$ for an input with cost vector $c$ and the goal is to find an optimal solution. We want to analyze the running time in terms of $\|\hat{y}'(c) - y^*(c)\|_1$, the distance to optimality. We use a simple primal-dual schema to achieve this, which is given formally in Algorithm 11.
Algorithm 11 Simple Primal-Dual Scheme for MWPM

1: procedure MWPM-PD($G = (V, E), c, y$)
2: \hspace{1em} $E' \leftarrow \{ e \in E \mid y_i + y_j = c_{ij} \}$ \hspace{1em} \textgreater Set of tight edges in the dual
3: \hspace{1em} $G' \leftarrow (V, E')$ \hspace{1em} \textgreater $G$ containing only tight edges
4: \hspace{1em} $M \leftarrow$ Maximum cardinality matching in $G'$
5: \hspace{1em} while $M$ is not a perfect matching do
6: \hspace{2em} Find $S \subseteq L$ such that $|S| > |\Gamma(S)|$ in $G'$ \hspace{1em} \textgreater Exists by Hall’s Theorem
7: \hspace{2em} $\epsilon \leftarrow \min_{i \in S, j \in R \setminus \Gamma(S)} \{c_{ij} - y_i - y_j\}$ \hspace{1em} \textgreater Can be found in $O(m + n)$ time
8: \hspace{2em} $\forall i \in S$, $y_i \leftarrow y_i + \epsilon$
9: \hspace{2em} $\forall j \in \Gamma(S)$, $y_j \leftarrow y_j - \epsilon$
10: \hspace{2em} Update $E', G'$
11: \hspace{1em} $M \leftarrow$ Maximum cardinality matching in $G'$
12: \hspace{1em} end while
13: \hspace{1em} Return $M$
14: end procedure

To satisfy complementary slackness, we must only choose edges with $y_i + y_j = c_{ij}$. Let $E'$ be the set of such edges. We find a maximum cardinality matching in the graph $G' = (V, E')$. If the resulting matching $M$ is perfect then we are done by complementary slackness (Lemma 4.2.1). Otherwise, in steps 7-9 we modify the dual in a way that guarantees a strict increase in the dual objective. Since all parameters of the problem are integral, this strict increase then implies our desired bound on the number of iterations.

We now analyze Algorithm 11. Recall that $L$ and $R$ give the bipartition of $V$. First we show that the algorithm is correct. The main claim we need to establish is that if $y$ is initially dual feasible, then it remains dual feasible throughout the algorithm. First we check that the update defined in lines 6-10 is well defined, i.e. in line 6 such a set $S$ always exists and $\epsilon$ defined in line 7 is always strictly positive.

**Proposition 4.3.6.** If $M$ is not a perfect matching in $G'$, then there exists a set $S \subseteq L$ such that $|S| > |\Gamma(S)|$ in $G'$. Further, such $S$ can be found in $O(m + n)$ time.

**Proof.** The first claim follows directly from Hall’s Theorem applied to $G'$. It is well-known that the maximum matching size is equal to the minimum vertex cover size when the underlying graph is bipartite. Further, a minimum vertex cover $C$ can be derived from a maximum matching $M$ in time $O(m + n)$. We set $S = L \setminus C$. Then, we have $\Gamma(S) \subseteq C \cup R$ due to $C$ being a vertex cover, and $|C \cap L| + |C \cap R| = |C| < n$ as the minimum cover size is less than $n$; recall $M$ is not perfect. Thus, we have $|S| = n - |C \cap L| > |C \cap R| \geq |\Gamma(S)|$, as desired.

**Proposition 4.3.7.** Let $y$ be dual feasible and suppose that $S \subseteq L$ with $|S| > |\Gamma(S)|$ in $G'$. Let $\epsilon = \min_{i \in S, j \in R \setminus \Gamma(S)} c_{ij} - y_i - y_j$. Then as long as $c$ and $y$ are integer we have $\epsilon \geq 1$.

**Proof.** Every edge $ij$ considered in the definition of $\epsilon$ is not in $E'$ and thus must have $c_{ij} > y_i + y_j$. Thus for all such edges we have $c_{ij} - y_i - y_j \geq 1$ since $c$ and $y$ are integer, and so $\epsilon \geq 1$. 
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If no such edge exists, then we have a set $S \subseteq L$ such that $|S|$ is strictly larger than its neighborhood in $G$ (rather than $G'$) which shows that the problem is infeasible. This contradicts our assumption that the original problem is feasible. □

We now show the main claims we described above.

**Lemma 4.3.8.** If Algorithm 11 is given an initial dual feasible $y$, then $y$ remains dual feasible throughout its execution.

**Proof.** Inductively, it suffices to show that if $y$ is dual feasible then it remains so after the update steps defined in lines 6-10. To make the notation clear, let $y'$ be the result of applying the update rule to $y$. Consider an edge $ij \in E$. We want to show that $y'_i + y'_j \leq c_{ij}$ after the update step. There are 4 cases to check: (1) $i \in L \setminus S$, $j \in R \setminus \Gamma(S)$, (2) $i \in L \setminus S$, $j \in \Gamma(S)$, (3) $i \in S$, $j \in R \setminus \Gamma(S)$, and (4) $i \in S$, $j \in \Gamma(S)$.

In the first case, neither $y_i$ nor $y_j$ are modified, so we get $y'_i + y'_j = y_i + y_j \leq c_{ij}$ since $y$ was initially dual feasible. In the second case we have $y'_i + y'_j = y_i + y_j - \epsilon \leq c_{ij}$ since $\epsilon > 0$. In the third case we have $y'_i = y_i + \epsilon$ and so $y'_i + y'_j = y_i + \epsilon + y_j \leq c_{ij}$ since there was slack on these edges and $\epsilon$ was chosen to be the smallest such slack. Finally, in the last case we have $y'_i + y'_j = y_i + \epsilon + y_j - \epsilon \leq c_{ij}$. Thus we conclude that $y$ remains feasible throughout the execution of Algorithm 11. □

**Lemma 4.3.9.** Each iteration strictly increases the value of the dual solution.

**Proof.** Note that in each iteration $y_i$ increases by $\epsilon$ for all $i \in S$ and $y_j$ decreases by $\epsilon$ for all $j \in \Gamma(S)$; and all other dual variables remain unchanged. Thus, the dual objective increases by $\epsilon(|S| - |\Gamma(S)|) \geq \epsilon$. □

The above lemma allows us to analyze the running time of our algorithm in terms of the distance to optimality.

**Lemma 4.3.10.** Consider an arbitrary cost vector $c$. Suppose that $\hat{y}(c)$ is an integer dual feasible solution and $y^*(c)$ is an integer optimal dual solution. If Algorithm 11 is initialized with $\hat{y}(c)$, then the number of iterations is bounded by $\|\hat{y}(c) - y^*(c)\|_1$.

**Proof.** By Lemma 4.3.9, we have that the value of the dual solution increases by at least 1 in each iteration. Thus the number of iterations is at most $\sum_i y^*_i(c) - \sum_i \hat{y}_i(c) \leq \sum_i |y^*_i(c) - \hat{y}_i(c)| = \|y^*(c) - \hat{y}(c)\|_1$. □

Finally, we get the following theorem as a corollary of the lemmas above and the $O(m\sqrt{n})$ runtime of the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm for maximum cardinality matching [79]. More precisely, the above lemmas show that the algorithm performs at most $O(\|y^*(c) - \hat{y}(c)\|_1)$ iterations, each running in $O(m\sqrt{n})$ time. We can further improve this by ensuring the algorithm runs no longer than the standard Hungarian algorithm in the case that we have large error in the prediction, i.e., $\|y^*(c) - \hat{y}(c)\|_1$ is large. In particular, steps 6 and 11 do not precisely specify the choice of the set $S$ and the matching $M$. If we instantiate these steps appropriately (let $S = L \setminus C$ for step 6, where $C$ is a minimum vertex cover, and update $M$ along shortest-augmenting-paths for step 11) then we recover the Hungarian Algorithm and its $O(mn)$ running time.
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Theorem 4.3.11. Consider an arbitrary cost vector $c$. There exists an algorithm which takes as input a feasible integer dual solution $\hat{y}'(c)$ and finds a minimum weight perfect matching in $\tilde{O}(\min\{m\sqrt{n}\|y^*(c) - \hat{y}'(c)\|_1, mn\})$ time, where $y^*(c)$ is an optimal dual solution.

4.3.3 Learning Optimal Advice (Learning)

Now we want to formally instantiate the “learning” part of our framework: if there is a good starting dual solution for a given input distribution, we want to find it without seeing too many samples. The formal model we will use is derived from data driven algorithm design and PAC learning.

We imagine solving many problem instances drawn from the same distribution. To formally model this, we let $D$ be an unknown distribution over instances. For simplicity, we consider the graph $G = (V, E)$ to be fixed with varying costs. Thus $D$ is a distribution over cost vectors $c \in \mathbb{R}^E$. We assume that the costs in this distribution are bounded. Let $C := \max_{c \sim D} \max_{e \in E} c_e$ be finite and known to the algorithm. Our goal is to find the (not necessarily feasible) dual assignment that performs “best” in expectation over the distribution. Based on Theorems [4.3.5] and [4.3.11], we know that the “cost” of using dual values $y$ when the optimal dual is $y^*$ is bounded by $O(m\sqrt{n}\|y^* - y\|_1)$, and hence it is natural to define the “cost” of $y$ as $\|y^* - y\|_1$.

For every $c \in \mathbb{R}^E$ we will let $y^*(c)$ be a fixed optimal dual solution for $c$:

$$y^*(c) := \arg \max_y \left\{ \sum_i y_i \mid \forall ij \in E, y_i + y_j \leq c_{ij} \right\}.$$

Here we assume without loss of generality that $y^*(c)$ is integral as the underlying polytope is known to be integral. We will let the loss of a dual assignment $y$ be its $\ell_1$-distance from the optimal solution:

$$L(y, c) = \|y - y^*(c)\|_1.$$

Our goal is to learn dual values $\hat{y}$ which minimize $\mathbb{E}_{c \sim D}[L(y, c)]$. Let $y^*$ denote the vector minimizing this objective, $y^* = \arg \min_y \mathbb{E}_{c \sim D}[L(y, c)]$.

We will give PAC-style bounds, showing that we only need a small number of samples in order to have a good probability of learning an approximately-optimal solution $\hat{y}$. Our algorithm is conceptually quite simple: we minimize the empirical loss after an appropriate number of samples. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.12. There is an algorithm that after $s = O\left( \left( \frac{mC}{\epsilon} \right)^2 (n \log n + \log(1/p)) \right)$ samples returns dual values $\hat{y}$ such that $\mathbb{E}_{c \sim D}[L(\hat{y}, c)] \leq \mathbb{E}_{c \sim D}[L(y^*, c)] + \epsilon$ with probability at least $1 - p$. The algorithm runs in time polynomial in $n, m$ and $s$.

This theorem, together with Theorems [4.3.5] and [4.3.11], immediately implies Theorem [4.3.11].
Proof of Theorem 4.3.12

We now discuss the main tools we require from statistical learning theory in order to prove Theorem 4.3.12. For every dual assignment \( y \in \mathbb{R}^V \), we define a function \( g_y : \mathbb{R}^E \to \mathbb{R} \) by \( g_y(c) = L(y, c) = \| y^*(c) - y \|_1 \). Let \( \mathcal{H} = \{ g_y \mid y \in \mathbb{R}^V \} \) be the collection of all such functions. It turns out that in order to prove Theorem 4.3.12, we just need to bound the pseudo-dimension of this collection. Note that the notion of shattering and pseudo-dimension in the following is a generalization to real-valued functions of the classical notion of VC-dimension for Boolean-valued functions (classifiers).

Definition 4.3.13 ([124, 13]). Let \( \mathcal{F} \) be a class of functions \( f : X \to \mathbb{R} \). Let \( S = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_s \} \subset X \). We say that that \( S \) is shattered by \( \mathcal{F} \) if there exist real numbers \( r_1, \ldots, r_s \) so that for all \( S' \subseteq S \), there is a function \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) such that \( f(x_i) \leq r_i \iff x_i \in S' \) for all \( i \in [s] \). The pseudo-dimension of \( \mathcal{F} \) is the largest \( s \) such that there exists an \( S \subseteq X \) with \( |S| = s \) that is shattered by \( \mathcal{F} \).

The connection between pseudo-dimension and learning is given by the following uniform convergence result.

Theorem 4.3.14 ([124, 13]). Let \( \mathcal{D} \) be a distribution over a domain \( X \) and \( \mathcal{F} \) be a class of functions \( f : X \to [0, H] \) with pseudo-dimension \( d_F \). Consider \( s \) independent samples \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_s \) from \( \mathcal{D} \). There is a universal constant \( c_0 \), such that for any \( \epsilon > 0 \) and \( p \in (0, 1) \), if \( s \geq c_0 \left( \frac{H}{\epsilon} \right)^2 (d_F + \ln(1/p)) \) then we have

\[
\left| \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} f(x_i) - \mathbb{E}_{x \sim \mathcal{D}}[f(x)] \right| \leq \epsilon
\]

for all \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) with probability at least \( 1 - p \).

Intuitively, this theorem says that the sample average \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} f(x_i) \) is close to its expected value for every function \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) simultaneously with high probability so long as the sample size \( s \) is large enough. This theorem can be utilized to give a learning algorithm for our problem by considering an algorithm which minimizes the empirical loss. In general, the “best” function is the one which minimizes the expected value over \( \mathcal{D} \), i.e. \( f^* = \arg \min_{f \in \mathcal{F}} \mathbb{E}_{x \sim \mathcal{D}}[f(x)] \). We have the following simple corollary for learning and approximately best function \( \hat{h} \).

Corollary 4.3.15. Consider a set of \( s \) independent samples \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_s \) from \( \mathcal{D} \) and let \( \hat{f} \) be a function in \( \mathcal{F} \) which minimizes \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \hat{f}(x_i) \). If \( s \) is chosen as in Theorem 4.3.14, then with probability \( 1 - p \) we have

\[
\mathbb{E}_{x \sim \mathcal{D}}[\hat{f}(x)] \leq \mathbb{E}_{x \sim \mathcal{D}}[f^*(x)] + 2\epsilon
\]

Thus based on the above Theorem and Corollary, to prove Theorem 4.3.12 we must accomplish the following tasks. First and foremost, we must bound the pseudo-dimension of our class of functions \( \mathcal{H} \). Next, we need to check that the functions are bounded on the domain we consider, and finally we need to give an algorithm minimizing the empirical risk. The latter two tasks are simple. By assumption the edge costs are bounded by \( C \).
If we restrict $\mathcal{H}$ to be within a suitable bounding box, then one can verify that we can take $H = O(nC)$ to satisfy the conditions for Theorem 4.3.14. Additionally, the task of finding a function to minimize the loss on the sample can be done via linear programming. We formally verify these details in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.3. This leaves bounding the pseudo-dimension of the class $\mathcal{H}$, which we focus on now.

To bound the pseudo-dimension of $\mathcal{H}$, we will actually consider a different class of functions $\mathcal{H}_n$: for every $y \in \mathbb{R}^n$ we define a function $f_y: \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ by $f_y(x) = \|y - x\|_1$, and we let $\mathcal{H}_n = \{f_y \mid y \in \mathbb{R}^n\}$. It is not hard to argue that it is sufficient to bound the pseudo-dimension of this class.

**Lemma 4.3.16.** If the pseudo-dimension of $\mathcal{H}_n$ is at most $k$, then the pseudo-dimension of $\mathcal{H}$ is at most $k$.

**Proof.** We prove the contrapositive: we start with a set of size $s$ which is shattered by $\mathcal{H}$, and use it to find a set of size $s$ which is shattered by $\mathcal{H}_n$. Let $S = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_s\}$ with each $c_i \in \mathbb{R}^k$ be a set which is shattered by $\mathcal{H}$. Then there are real numbers $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_s$ so that for all $S' \subseteq [s]$, there is a function $g \in \mathcal{H}$ where $g(c_i) \leq r_i \iff i \in S'$. By definition of $\mathcal{H}$, this $g$ is $g_{y_{S'}}$ for some $y_{S'} \in \mathbb{R}^s$, and so $\|y_{S'} - y^*(c_i)\|_1 \leq r_i \iff i \in S'$. Let $\hat{S} = \{y^*(c_1), y^*(c_2), \ldots, y^*(c_s)\}$. We claim that $\hat{S}$ is shattered by $\mathcal{H}_n$. To see this, consider the same real numbers $r_1, \ldots, r_s$ and some $S' \subseteq [s]$. Then $f_{y_{S'}}(y^*(c_i)) = \|y_{S'} - y^*(c_i)\|_1 = g_{y_{S'}}(c_i)$ and hence $f_{y_{S'}}(y^*(c_i)) \leq r_i \iff g_{y_{S'}}(c_i) \leq r_i \iff i \in S'$. Thus $\hat{S}$ is shattered by $\mathcal{H}_n$.

So now our goal is to prove the following bound, which (with Lemma 4.3.16 and Theorem 4.3.14) implies Theorem 4.3.12.

**Theorem 4.3.17.** The pseudo-dimension of $\mathcal{H}_n$ is at most $O(n \log n)$.

Let $k$ be the pseudo-dimension of $\mathcal{H}_n$. Then by the definition of pseudo-dimension there is a set $P = \{x^1, x^2, \ldots, x^k\}$ which is shattered by $\mathcal{H}_n$, so there are values $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ so that for all $S \subseteq P$ there is an $f \in \mathcal{H}_n$ such that $f(x^i) \leq r_i \iff x^i \in S$. By our definition of $\mathcal{H}_n$, this means that there is a $y_S \in \mathbb{R}^n$ so that $\|y_S - x^i\|_1 \leq r_i \iff x^i \in S$.

For each $S \subseteq P$, define the region of $S$ (denoted by $r(S)$) to be

$$r(S) = \{y \in \mathbb{R}^n : \|y - x^i\|_1 \leq r_i \iff x^i \in S\},$$

i.e., the set of points that are at $\ell_1$-distance at most $r_i$ from $x^i$ for precisely the $x^i$’s that are in $S$. Clearly each $r(S)$ is nonempty for every $S \subseteq P$ due to the existence of $y_S$. Let $m = 2^k$ be the number of nonempty regions.

To upper bound the pseudo-dimension $k$ we will prove that there cannot be too many nonempty regions (i.e., $m$ is small). This is somewhat complex since the $\ell_1$-balls have complex structure (in particular, they have $2^n$ facets), so we will do this by partitioning $\mathbb{R}^n$ into cells in which the $\ell_1$ balls are simpler. For each $x^i \in P$ and $j \in [n]$, let $Q_j^i$ be the hyperplane in $\mathbb{R}^n$ that passes through $y_i$ and is perpendicular to the axis $e_j$ (i.e., $Q_j^i = \{y \in \mathbb{R}^n : \langle y - x^i, e_j \rangle = 0\}$). Clearly there are $kn$ of these hyperplanes. Define a cell to be a maximal set of points in $\mathbb{R}^n$ which are the same side of every hyperplane. Note
that there are \((k+1)^n\) of these cells, they partition \(\mathbb{R}^n\), and every cell which is bounded is a hypercube.

**Lemma 4.3.18.** Let \(C\) be a cell and \(x^i \in P\). There is a halfspace \(H\) such that \(B_1(x^i, r_i) \cap C = H \cap C\).

**Proof.** If \(B_1(x^i, r_i) \cap C = \emptyset\) then we are done. So suppose that \(B_1(x^i, r_i) \cap C \neq \emptyset\). By definition, \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\) is the set of points \(y \in \mathbb{R}^n\) such that \(\sum_{j=1}^n |x^i_j - y_j| \leq r_i\). Hence \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\) is defined by the intersection of \(2^n\) halfspaces:

\[
B_1(x^i, r_i) = \left\{ y \in \mathbb{R}^n \mid \sum_{j=1}^n a_j (x^i_j - y_j) \leq r_i \forall a \in \{-1, +1\}^n \right\}
\]

If the intersection of the boundary of \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\) with \(C\) is one of these hyperplanes, then we are finished. Otherwise, there are at least two of these hyperplanes \(H_1 = (a_1, \ldots, a_n)\) and \(H_2 = (a'_1, \ldots, a'_n)\) such that \(B_1(x^i, r_i) \cap C\) contains a point \(y \in H_1 \setminus H_2\) and a point \(y' \in H_2 \setminus H_1\), both of which are also on the boundary of \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\). Let \(j \in [n]\) such that \(a_j = -a'_j\). Then \(y_j - x^i_j\) has a different sign than \(y'_j - x^i_j\), since the fact that \(y\) and \(y'\) are on the boundary of \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\) but on different facets implies that \(x^i_j - y_j\) has sign \(a_j\) while \(x^i_j - y'_j\) has sign \(a'_j\). But this contradicts the definition of \(C\), since it means that \(y\) and \(y'\) are on different sides of \(Q^i\) and hence not in the same cell.

This lemma allows us to analyze the number of regions that intersect any cell.

**Lemma 4.3.19.** Let \(C\) be a cell. The number of regions that intersect \(C\) is at most \(2^{O(n)} k^n\).

**Proof.** For every \(S \subseteq P\), the region \(r(S)\) is the set of points that are in \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\) for all \(x_i \in S\) and are not in \(B_1(x^i, r_i)\) for all \(x_i \notin S\). By Lemma 4.3.18, \(r(S) \cap C\) is the intersection of \(C\) with \(k\) halfspaces (one for each \(x^i \in P\)). It is well-known that \(k\) halfspaces can divide \(\mathbb{R}^n\) into at most \(\sum_{i=0}^n \binom{k}{i} = O(n)k^n\) regions, and hence the same bound holds for \(C\).

Now some standard calculations imply Theorem 4.3.17 and hence Theorem 4.3.12.

**Proof of Theorem 4.3.17.** Lemma 4.3.19 together with the fact that there are at most \((k+1)^n\) cells, implies that the number of nonempty regions \(m\) is at most \(O(n)k^n \cdot (k+1)^n \leq O(n)(k+1)^{2n}\). Since \(m = 2^k\), this implies that \(2^k \leq O(n)(k+1)^{2n}\). Taking logarithms of both sides yields that

\[
k \leq \log(k+1) \cdot O(n),
\]

and then taking another logarithm and rearranging yields that \(\log n \geq \Omega(\log k - \log \log k) = \Omega(\log k)\) and hence \(\log(k+1) \leq O(\log n)\). Plugging this into (4.3) implies Theorem 4.3.17.
Bounding the Range

In this section we verify the condition for Theorem 4.3.14 that every function in \( \mathcal{H} \) has its range in \([0, H]\) for \( H = O(nC) \). This is actually not quite true as defined, but it is easy enough to ensure: we just consider a restricted class of functions \( \mathcal{H}' = \{ g_y \mid g_y \in \mathcal{H}, y \in [-C, C]^V \} \). Note that for any fixed set of costs \( c \) the class \( \mathcal{H}' \) contains \( y^*(c) \), so without loss of generality we can just use \( \mathcal{H}' \) instead of \( \mathcal{H} \). From the definition of pseudo-dimension and \( \mathcal{H}' \subseteq \mathcal{H} \), it immediately follows that the pseudo-dimension of \( \mathcal{H}' \) is at most that of \( \mathcal{H} \). Thus, we just need to ensure that the range of the restricted functions are bounded.

Lemma 4.3.20. Each function \( g_y \in \mathcal{H}' \) has its range in \([0, H]\) for \( H = O(nC) \).

Proof. Let’s bound the range by considering the maximum value \( g_y \) can take on a set of costs \( c \). Recall that \( g_y(c) = \| y - y^*(c) \|_1 \). Each coordinate can contribute at most \( O(C) \) to the sum since \( y^*_i(c) \in [-C, C] \) and \( y_i \in [-C, C] \). Summing over the \( n \) coordinates gives \( H = O(nC) \).

Minimizing the Empirical Loss

Now we give an algorithm to minimize the empirical loss on a collection of sample instances. Let \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_s \) be a collection of samples from \( \mathcal{D} \). Our goal is to find dual prices \( y \) minimizing \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} g_y(c_i) = \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \| y - y^*(c_i) \|_1 \). Let \( x^i = y^*(c_i) \). Then the problem amounts to minimizing \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \| y - x^i \|_1 \) over \( y \in [-C, C]^V \). Then, for each coordinate \( j \) it suffices to find \( y_j \) minimizing \( \sum_{i=1}^{s} \| y_j - x^i_j \|_1 \), where \( y_j \) and \( x^i_j \) denote the \( j \)-th coordinate of \( y \) and \( x^i \), respectively. Further, it is easy to see that \( \sum_{i=1}^{s} \| y_j - x^i_j \|_1 \) is a continuous piece-wise linear function in \( y_j \) where the slope can change only at \( \{ x^i_j \}_{i \in [s]} \).

Recalling that we can assume wlog that \( x^i = y^*(c_i) \) is an integer vector, we only need to consider setting \( y_j \) to each value in \( \{ x^i_j \}_{i \in [s]} \), which is a set of integers. This leads to the following result.

Theorem 4.3.21. Given \( s \) samples \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_s \), there exists a polynomial time algorithm which finds integer dual prices \( y \) minimizing \( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \| y - y^*(c_i) \|_1 \).

We remark that minimizing this empirical loss can be efficiently implemented by taking the coordinate-wise median of each optimal dual, i.e. taking \( y_j = \text{median}(x^1_j, x^2_j, \ldots, x^s_j) \) for each \( j \in V \).

4.4 Experiments

In this section we present experimental results on both synthetic and real data sets. Our goal is to validate the two main hypotheses in this work. First we show that warm-starting the Hungarian algorithm with learned duals provides an empirical speedup. Next, we show that the sample complexity of learning good duals is small, ensuring that our approach is viable in practice.

Experiment Setup: All of our experiments were run on Google Cloud Platform [73] e2-standard-2 virtual machines with 2 virtual CPU’s and 8 GB of memory.
We consider two different setups for learning dual variables and evaluating our algorithms.

- **Batch**: In this setup, we receive \( s \) samples \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_s \) from the distribution of problem instances, learn the appropriate dual variables, and then test on new instances drawn from the distribution.

- **Online**: A natural use case for our approach is an online setting, where instance graphs \( G_1, G_2, \ldots \) arrive one at a time. When deciding on the best warm start solution for \( G_t \), we can use all of the data from \( G_1, \ldots, G_{t-1} \). This is a standard scenario in industrial applications like ad matching, where a new ad allocation plan may need to be computed daily or hourly.

**Datasets**: To study the effect of the different algorithm parameters, we first run a study on synthetic data. Let \( n \) be the number of nodes on one side of the bipartition and let \( \ell, v \) be two parameters we set later. First, we divide the \( n \) nodes on each side of the graph into \( \ell \) groups of equal size. The weight of all edges going from the \( i \)'th group on the left side and the \( j \)'th group on the right side is initialized to some value \( W_{i,j} \) drawn from a geometric distribution with mean 250. Then to generate a particular graph instance, we perturb each edge weight with independent random noise according to a binomial distribution, shifted and scaled so that it has mean 0 and variance \( v \). We refer to this as the type model (each type consists of a group of nodes). We use \( n = 500, \ell \in \{50, 100\} \) and vary \( v \) from 0 to 2.20.

We use the following model of generating instances from real data. Let \( X \) be a set of \( n \) points in \( \mathbb{R}^d \), and fix a parameter \( k \). We first divide \( X \) randomly into two sets, \( X_L \) and \( X_R \) and compute a \( k \)-means clustering on each partition. To generate an instance \( G = (L \cup R, E) \), we sample one point from each cluster on each side, generating \( 2k \) points in total. The points sampled from \( X_L \) (resp. \( X_R \)) form the vertices in \( L \) (resp. \( R \)). The weight of an \((i, j)\) edge is the Euclidean distance between these two points. Changing \( k \) allows us to control the size of the instance.

We use several datasets from the UCI Machine Learning repository. See Table 4.1 for a summary. For the KDD and Skin datasets we used a sub-sample of the original data (sizes given in Table 4.1).

**Implemented Algorithms and Metrics**: We implemented the Hungarian Algorithm (a particular instantiation of Algorithm 11 as discussed in Section 4.3.2) allowing for arbitrary seeding of a feasible integral dual. We experimented with having initial dual of 0 (giving the standard Hungarian Algorithm) as the baseline and having the initial duals come from our learning algorithm followed by Algorithm 10 to ensure feasibility (which we refer to as “Learned Duals”). We also added the following “tightening” heuristic, which
is used in all standard implementations of the Hungarian algorithm: given any feasible dual solution $y$, set $y_i \leftarrow y_i + \min_{j \in N(i)} \{c_{ij} - y_i - y_j\}$ for all nodes $i$ on one side of the bipartition. This can be quickly carried out in $O(n + m)$ time, and guarantees that each node on that side has at least one edge in $E'$. We compare the runtime and number of primal-dual iterations, reporting mean values and error bars denoting 95% confidence intervals. Running time results can also be found below.

To learn initial duals we use a small number of independent samples of each instance type. We compute an optimal dual solution for each instance in the sample. To combine these together into a single dual solution, we compute the median value for each node’s set of dual values. This is an efficient implementation of the empirical risk minimization algorithm from Section 4.3.3.

**Results:** First, we examine the performance of Learned Duals in the batch setting described above. For these experiments, we used 20 training instances to learn the initial duals and then tested those on 10 new instances. For the type model, we used $\ell = 50$ and considered varying the variance parameter $v$. The left plot in Figure 4.1 shows the results as we increase $v$ from 0 to 300. We see a moderate improvement in this case, even when the noise variance is larger than the mean value of an edge weight. Going further, in the middle plot of Figure 4.1 we consider increasing the noise variance in powers of two geometrically. Note that even when the noise significantly dominates the original signal from the mean weights (and hence the training instances should not help on the test instances), our method is comparable to the Hungarian method.

Continuing with the Batch setting, the right plot in Figure 4.1 summarizes our results for the clustering derived instances on all datasets with $k = 500$ (similar results hold for other values of $k$; see Figure 4.4). We see an improvement across all datasets, and a greater than 2x improvement on all but the Covertype dataset.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 display our results in the online setting. We aim to show that not too many samples are needed to learn effective duals. From left to right, the plots in Figure 4.2 show the performance averaged over 20 repetitions of the experiment with 20 time points on the type model with $\ell = 100$, $v = 200$, and the clustering derived instances on the KDD and Covertype datasets with $k = 500$, respectively. We see that only a few iterations are needed to see a significant separation between the run time of our method with learned duals and the standard Hungarian method, with further steady improvement as we see more instances.

We see similar trends in both the real and synthetic data sets. We conclude the following.

- The theory is predictive of practice. Empirically, learning dual variables can lead to significant speed-up. This speed-up is achieved in both the batch and online settings.

- As the distribution is more concentrated, the learning algorithm performs better (as one would suspect).

- When the distribution is not concentrated and there is little to learn, then the algorithm has performance similar to the widely used Hungarian algorithm.
All together, these results demonstrate the strong potential for improvements in algorithm run time using machine-learned predictions for the weighted matching problem.

Figure 4.1: Iteration count results for the Batch setting. The left figure gives the iteration count for the type model (synthetic data) versus linearly increasing $v$, while the middle geometrically increases $v$. The right figure summarizes the results for clustering based instances (real data) in the batch setting.

Figure 4.2: Iteration count results for the Online setting. The left figure is for the type model (synthetic data), while the middle and right are for the clustering based instances (real data) in the batch setting.

Figure 4.3: More iteration count results for the Online setting. From left to right, we have the results for the clustering based instances on Blog Feedback, Shuttle, and Skin, all with $k = 500$. 
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Figure 4.4: Iteration count results for clustering derived instances in the Batch setting on other values of $k$. Here we give the results for each $k$ in \{100 \cdot i \mid 1 \leq i \leq 10\} \setminus \{500\}.

4.4.1 Running Time

Now we present our running time results (as opposed to number of primal dual iterations). We observe that there is a significant improvement for our method with respect to this metric over the standard initialization for the Hungarian algorithm.

Figure 4.5 gives running time results for the batch setting, while Figure 4.6 give the results for the online setting. Finally, Figure 4.7 looks at the clustering derived instances for other values of $k$. We see similar performance improvements for Learned Duals against the standard Hungarian algorithm, showing that the impact of running Algorithm 10 to make the predicted duals feasible is minimal.

4.5 Extending to $b$-Matching

We now extend the results from Section 4.3 to the minimum weight perfect $b$-matching problem on bipartite graphs. In the extension we are given a bipartite graph $G = (V, E)$,
Figure 4.5: Running time results (in seconds) for the Batch setting. The left figure gives the iteration count for the type model (synthetic data) versus linearly increasing $v$, while the middle geometrically increases $v$. The right figure summarizes the results for clustering based instances (real data) in the batch setting.

Figure 4.6: Running time results for the Online setting. The top left figure is for the type model (synthetic data). The rest, in order, are KDD and Coverttype, Blog Feedback, Shuttle, and Skin. All use $k = 500$. 

where $V = L \cup R$, a weight vector $c \in \mathbb{Z}^E$ and a demand vector $b \in \mathbb{Z}^N$. As before, we assume that the primal is feasible for the remainder of this section. Note that the feasibility of the primal can be checked with a single call to a maximum flow algorithm.

The problem is modeled by the following linear program and its dual linear program.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{e \in E} c_e x_e \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{e \in E} x_e = 1, \\
& \quad x_e \geq 0, \\
& \quad e \in E.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \sum_{e \in E} b_e y_e \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{e \in E} y_e c_e = 1, \\
& \quad y_e \geq 0, \\
& \quad e \in E.
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 4.7: Running time results (in seconds) for clustering derived instances in the Batch setting on other values of $k$. Here we give the results for each $k$ in $\{100 \cdot i \mid 1 \leq i \leq 10\} \setminus \{500\}$.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{e \in E} c_e x_e \\
\sum_{e \in \delta(i)} x_e & = b_i \quad \forall i \in V \\
& \quad \forall i \in V \quad x_e \geq 0 \quad \forall e \in E \\
\max & \quad \sum_{i \in V} b_i y_i \\
& \quad y_i + y_j \leq c_{ij} \quad \forall i, j \in E
\end{align*}
\]

(\text{MWBM-P})

(\text{MWBM-D})

First we show how to project an infeasible dual onto the set of feasible solutions, then we give a simple primal dual scheme for moving to an optimal solution. The end goal of this section is proving the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5.1. There exists an algorithm which takes as input a (not necessarily feasible) dual assignment $y$ and finds a minimum weight perfect $b$-matching in $O(mn\|y^* - y\|_1)$ time, where $y^*$ is an optimal dual solution and $\|y^* - y\|_{b,1} := \sum_i b_i |y_i^* - y_i|$.

4.5.1 Recovering a Feasible Dual Solution for $b$-Matching

As in Section 4.3, our goal now is to find non-negative perturbations $\delta$ such that $\hat{y}' := \hat{y} - \delta$ is feasible for (MWPM-D). We would like these perturbations to preserve as much of the dual objective value as possible. Again we define $r_{e} := \hat{y}_i + \hat{y}_j - c_{e}$ for each edge $e = ij \in E$. Following the same steps as before, this leads to the following linear program and its dual.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{i \in V} b_i \delta_i \\
& \quad \delta_i + \delta_j \geq r_{e} \quad \forall e = ij \in E \\
& \quad \delta_i \geq 0 \quad \forall i \in V \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \sum_{e \in E} r_{e} \gamma_{e} \\
& \quad \sum_{e \in N(i)} \gamma_{e} \leq b_i \quad \forall i \in V \\
& \quad \gamma_{e} \geq 0 \quad \forall e \in E \\
\end{align*}
\] (4.4) (4.5)

Again we are interested in finding a fast approximate solution to this problem. We develop a new algorithm different than that used in the prior section and show it is a 2 approximation to (4.4). To do so, consider the dual LP above. This is an instance of the weighted $b$-matching problem where edges can be selected any number of times. We will first develop a 2 approximation to this LP in $O(m \log m + n)$ time. The analysis will be done via a dual fitting analysis. This analysis will give us the corresponding 2-approximate fractional primal solution that will be used to construct $\hat{y}'$.

Consider the following algorithm for the dual problem. Sort the edges $e$ in decreasing order of $r_{e}$. When considering an edge $e' = i'j'$ in this order set $\gamma_{e'}$ as large as possible such that $\sum_{e \in N(i')} \gamma_{e} \leq b_{i'}$ and $\sum_{e \in N(j')} \gamma_{e} \leq b_{j'}$. Notice the running time of the algorithm is bounded by $O(m \log m + n)$.

When the algorithm terminates we construct a corresponding primal solutions. For each $i \in V$, set $\delta_i = \frac{\sum_{e \in N(i')} \gamma_{e} r_{e}}{b_i}$. That is, $\delta_i$ is the summation of the weights $r$ of the adjacent edges divided by the $b$-matching constraint value $b_i$. We will show that $\delta$ is a feasible primal solution. Moreover that the primal and dual objectives are within a factor two of each other.

Lemma 4.5.2. The solution $\delta$ is feasible for LP (4.4) and $\gamma$ is feasible for the dual LP (4.5).

Proof. The feasibility for the dual is by construction, so consider the primal. Consider any edge $e' = i'j'$. Our goal is to show that $\delta_i + \delta_j \geq r_{e'}$. Let $A_{e'}$ be the set of edges considered by the algorithm up to edge $e'$ including the edge itself. These edges have weight at least as large $e'$. We claim that either $\sum_{e \in N(i') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_{e} = b_{i'}$ or $\sum_{e \in N(j') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_{e} = b_{j'}$. Indeed,
otherwise we would increase $\gamma_{e'}$ until this is true. Without loss of generality say that $\sum_{e \in N(v') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_e = b_{v'}$. We will argue that $\delta_{v'} \geq r_{e'}$. Knowing that $\delta_{v'}$ is non-negative, this will complete the proof.

Consider the value of $\delta_{v'}$. This is $\frac{\sum_{e \in N(v') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_e r_e}{b_{v'}} = \frac{\sum_{e \in N(v') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_e r_e}{b_{v'}}$. We know from the above that $\sum_{e \in N(v') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_e = b_{v'}$ and every edge in $A_{e'}$ has weight greater than $e'$. Thus, $\frac{\sum_{e \in N(v') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_e r_e}{b_{v'}} \geq r_{e'} \frac{\sum_{e \in N(v') \cap A_{e'}} \gamma_e}{b_{v'}} = r_{e'}$.

Next we bound the objective of the primal as a function of the dual.

**Lemma 4.5.3.** The primal objective is exactly twice the dual objective.

**Proof.** It suffices to show each edge $e = ij$ contributes twice as much to the primal objective as it does to the dual objective. First, $e$’s contribution to the dual objective is clearly $r_e \gamma_e$. For the dual, edge $e$ contributes to the summation for both end points. That is, $e$ contributes to $\delta_i$ by $\gamma_e r_e / b_i$ and to $\delta_j$ by $\gamma_e r_e / b_j$. Thus, edge $e$’s contribution to the primal objective is $b_i \frac{\gamma_e r_e}{b_i} + b_j \frac{\gamma_e r_e}{b_j} = 2 \gamma_e r_e$, as desired.

Thus, we have found a 2-approximate solution to the primal LP (4.4). However, the solution is not necessarily integral. Thus, to make it integral, we do the following simple rounding:

$$\delta_i \leftarrow \begin{cases} \lfloor 2 \delta_i \rfloor & \text{if } \delta_i \geq 0.5 \\ 0 & \text{if } \delta_i \in [0, 0.5) \end{cases}$$

Clearly this update can double the cost in the worst case. Hence we only need to check that every constraint remains satisfied. To see this consider an edge $e = ij$ and let $\delta_i$ and $\delta_j$ be the dual values before the update. Note that $r_e$ is an integer assuming that we are given integer dual values $\hat{y}$. Assume $r_e \geq 1$ since otherwise the constraint trivially holds true. It is an easy exercise to see that $\lfloor 2x \rfloor \geq x$ for all $x \geq 0.5$. Thus, if $\delta_i, \delta_j \geq 0.5$, then the update only increases the value of $\delta_i$ and $\delta_j$, keeping the constraint satisfied. Further, as $r_e \geq 1$, it must be the case that $\delta_i \geq 0.5$ or $\delta_j \geq 0.5$. So, we only need to consider the case either $\delta_i \geq 0.5$ and $\delta_j < 0.5$; or $\delta_i < 0.5$ and $\delta_j \geq 0.5$. Assume wlog that the latter is the case. Since $\delta_i \leq \delta_j$, if $\delta_i + \delta_j \geq r_e$, we have $2 \delta_j \geq r_e$. Then, we have $\lfloor 2 \delta_j \rfloor \geq r_e$ as $r_e$ is an integer. Again, the constraint is satisfied.

Thus, we obtain the following which is analogous to Theorem 4.3.5

**Theorem 4.5.4.** There is a $O(m \log m + n)$ time algorithm that takes an infeasible integer dual $\hat{y}$ and constructs a feasible integer dual $y'$ such that $\|y - y'\|_{b,1} \leq 4\|y^* - \hat{y}\|_{b,1}$ where $y^*$ is the optimal dual solution. Thus, we have $\|\hat{y} - y^*\|_{b,1} \leq 5\|\hat{y} - y^*\|_{b,1}$.

### 4.5.2 Converting a Feasible Dual Solution to an Optimal Primal Solution

Now we consider taking a feasible dual $y$ and moving to an optimal solution for the $b$-matching problem. The algorithm we use is a simple primal-dual scheme that generalizes
Algorithm 11. See Algorithm 12 for details. Below we give a brief analysis of this algorithm. The objective is to establish a running time in terms of the following distance $\|y^* - y\|_{b,1} := \sum_i b_i|y^*_i - y_i|$. One can view this distance as the $\ell_1$ norm distance where each coordinate axis is given a different level of importance by the $b_i$ values.

Algorithm 12 Simple Primal-Dual Scheme for MWBM

1: procedure MWBM-PrimalDual($G = (V, E), c, y$)
2: $E' \leftarrow \{ij \in E \mid y_i + y_j = c_{ij}\}$ \hspace{1cm} $\triangleright$ Set of tight edges in the dual
3: $G' \leftarrow (L \cup R \cup \{s, t\}, E' \cup \{si \mid i \in L\} \cup \{jt \mid j \in R\})$ \hspace{1cm} $\triangleright$ Network of tight edges
4: $\forall e \in E(G')$ s.t. $e = si$ or $e = it$, $u_e \leftarrow b_i$
5: $\forall e \in E(G')$ do
6: $f \leftarrow$ Maximum $s-t$ flow in $G'$ with capacities $u$
7: while Value of $f$ is $< \sum_{i \in L} b_i$ do
8: $\epsilon \leftarrow \min_{i \in S, j \in R \setminus \Gamma(S)} \{c_{ij} - y_i - y_j\}$ \hspace{1cm} $\triangleright$ Exists by Lemma 4.5.5
9: $\forall i \in S$, $y_i \leftarrow y_i + \epsilon$
10: $\forall j \in \Gamma(S)$, $y_j \leftarrow y_j - \epsilon$
11: Update $E', G', u$
12: $f \leftarrow$ Maximum $s-t$ flow in $G'$ with capacities $u$
13: end while
14: $x \leftarrow f$ restricted to edges of $G$
15: Return $x$
16: end procedure

First we consider the correctness of the algorithm. As before, we need to show that the update rule is well defined. The following is a well known generalization of Hall’s theorem, showing that line 8 is well defined. Further, the step can be implemented efficiently given $f$. The proof closely follows that of Proposition 4.3.6 – the only difference is factoring $b$ in the matching size and vertex cover size.

**Proposition 4.5.5.** Let $G'$ be the flow network defined in Algorithm 12 with capacities $\rho$ and let $f$ be the maximum $s-t$ flow in $G'$ if the value of $f$ is less than $\sum_{i \in L} b_i$ then there exists $S \subseteq L$ such that $\sum_{i \in S} b_i > \sum_{j \in \Gamma(S)} b_j$. Further, such $S$ can be found in $O(m + n)$ time.

The following is analogous to Proposition 4.3.7 in Section 4.3.

**Proposition 4.5.6.** Let $y$ be dual feasible and suppose that $S \subseteq L$ with $\sum_{i \in S} b_i > \sum_{j \in \Gamma(S)} b_j$ in $G'$. Let $\epsilon = \min_{i \in S, j \in R \setminus \Gamma(S)} \{c_{ij} - y_i - y_j\}$. Then as long as $c$ and $y$ are integers we have $\epsilon \geq 1$.

Additionally, we need to establish that $y$ remains feasible throughout the execution of the algorithm. This is nearly identical to the corresponding lemma in Section 4.3 so we state it as the following lemma without proof.
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Lemma 4.5.7. If Algorithm 12 is given an initial dual feasible $y$, then $y$ remains dual feasible throughout its execution.

The above statements can be combined to give the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5.8. There exists an algorithm for minimum weight perfect $b$-matching in bipartite graphs which runs in time $O(nm \|y^* - y\|_{b,1})$, where $y^*$ is an optimal dual solution and $y$ is the initial dual feasible solution passed to the algorithm.

Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is implied by Lemma 4.5.7 and the fact that the flow network $G'$ ensures that the resulting solution $x$ that it finds satisfies complementary slackness with $y$. Thus we just need to establish the running time.

Note that it suffices to bound the number of iterations in terms of $O(\|y^* - y\|_{b,1})$ since the most costly step of each iteration is finding the maximum flow in the network $G'$, which can be done in time $O(nm)$. The two propositions above state that the net increase in the dual objective is always at least 1, and so the number of iterations is at most $P_{i} b_{i} y_{i}^{*} - P_{i} b_{i} y_{i} \leq P_{i} b_{i} \|y^* - y\|_{b,1}$.

This theorem, combined with Theorem 4.5.4, gives Theorem 4.5.1, as desired.

4.5.3 Learning the Dual Prices

In this section we extend the results from Section 4.3.3 to the case of $b$-matching. As before, we consider a graph with fixed demands $b$ and an unknown distribution $D$ over the edge costs $c$. We are interested in learning a fixed set of prices $y$ which is in some sense best for this distribution. Since the running time of the algorithms we consider depends on $\|y^* - y\|_{b,1}$ it is natural to choose this as our loss function with respect to the learning task. Thus we define $L_{b}(y, c) = \|y - y^*(c)\|_{b,1}$, where again $y^*(c)$ is a fixed optimal dual vector for costs $c$. Our goal is to perform well against the best choice for the distribution. Formally, let $y^* := \arg \min_{y} E_{c \sim D}[L_{b}(y, c)]$. Additionally, let $C$ be a bound on the edge costs and $B = \max_{i \in V} b_{i}$ be a bound on the demands. We have the following result which is analogous to Theorem 4.3.12.

Theorem 4.5.9. There is an algorithm that after $s = O \left( \left( \frac{ncB}{\epsilon} \right)^{2} (n \log n + \log(1/\rho)) \right)$ samples returns integer dual values $\hat{y}$ such that $E_{c \sim D}[L_{b}(\hat{y}, c)] \leq E_{c \sim D}[L(y^*, c)] + \epsilon$ with probability at least $1 - \rho$. The algorithm runs in time polynomial in $n, m$ and $s$.

At a high level, we can prove this theorem by again applying Theorem 4.3.14 and Corollary 4.3.15. To do this we define the following family of functions $\mathcal{H}_{b} = \{ g_{y} \mid y \in \mathbb{R}^{V} \}$ where $g_{y} = \|y - y^*(c)\|_{b,1}$. We need to verify the following: (1) the range of these functions are bounded in $[0, H]$ for some $H = O(nCB)$, (2) minimizing the empirical loss can be done efficiently, and (3) the pseudo-dimension of $\mathcal{H}_{b}$ is bounded by $O(n \log n)$. Applying similar arguments as in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.3 give us the first two points. Here we focus on the last point, bounding the pseudo-dimension.

Note that for $b \in \mathbb{R}^{n}_{+}$, $\cdot \|_{b,1}$ is a norm. Intuitively, the geometry induced by $\cdot \|_{b,1}$ is the same as the geometry induced by $\cdot \|_{1}$ except some axes are stretched by an appropriate
amount. This should imply that the functions in $H_b$ should not be more complicated than the functions in $H$. We make this intuition more formal by arguing that we can map from one setting to the other while preserving membership in the respective balls induced by these norms. The following key lemma will imply that the pseudo-dimension of $H_b$ is no larger than the pseudo-dimension of $H$

**Lemma 4.5.10.** Let $B_{b,1}(x,r) = \{ y \mid \| x - y \|_{b,1} \leq r \}$ and $B_1(x,r) = \{ y \mid \| x - y \|_1 \leq r \}$ be the balls of radius $r$ under each norm, respectively. There is a mapping $\phi : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n$ such that $y \in B_{b,1}(x,r)$ if and only if $\phi(y) \in B_1(\phi(x),r)$.

**Proof.** Define $\phi(y)_i = b_i y_i$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$. Now we have the following which implies the lemma.

$$
\| x - y \|_{b,1} = \sum_i b_i | x_i - y_i | = \sum_i | b_i x_i - b_i y_i | = \| \phi(x) - \phi(y) \|_1
$$

Thus one of these is at most $r$ if and only if the other is. \qed

Now define the family of functions $H_{b,n} = \{ f_y : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \mid y \in \mathbb{R}^n, f_y(x) = \| y - x \|_{b,1} \}$, we have the following which is analogous to Lemma 4.3.16.

**Lemma 4.5.11.** The pseudo-dimension of $H_b$ is at most the pseudo-dimension of $H_{b,n}$

**Proof.** Nearly identical to that of Lemma 4.3.16 but with $\| \cdot \|_1$ replaced with $\| \cdot \|_{b,1}$. \qed

We can now prove that the pseudo-dimension of $H_b$ is bounded by $O(n \log n)$.

**Lemma 4.5.12.** The pseudo-dimension of $H_b$ is at most $O(n \log n)$.

**Proof.** By Lemma 4.5.11 we have that the pseudo-dimension of $H_b$ is at most $H_{b,n}$. We now show that the pseudo-dimension of $H_{b,n}$ is at most the pseudo-dimension of $H_n$ using Lemma 4.5.10. Let $x^1, \ldots, x^k \in \mathbb{R}^n$ be given. Now consider $y^j = \phi(x^j)$ for $j = 1, \ldots, k$. By Lemma 4.5.10 we can see that $x^1, \ldots, x^k$ are shattered by $H_{b,n}$ if and only if $y^1, \ldots, y^k$ are shattered by $H_n$. Thus the pseudo-dimension of $H_{b,n}$ is at most $H_n$ and then the lemma follows by Theorem 4.3.17. \qed

### 4.6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we showed how to use learned predictions to warm-start primal-dual algorithms for weighted matching problems to improve their running times. We identified three key challenges of feasibility, learnability and optimization, for any such scheme, and showed that by working in the dual space we could give rigorous performance guarantees for each. Finally, we showed that our proposed methods are not only simpler, but also more efficient in practice.

An immediate avenue for future work is to extend these results to other combinatorial optimization problems. The key ingredient is identifying an appropriate intermediate representation: it must be simple enough to be learnable with small sample complexity, yet sophisticated enough to capture the underlying structure of the problem at hand.
Conclusion

This dissertation considered problems under the themes of scalability via parallel and distributed algorithms and algorithms with predictions.

In Chapters 1 and 2 we used approximation to give efficient parallel and distributed algorithms for weighted longest common subsequence and divisive hierarchical clustering, respectively. These are two widely used data analysis tasks for which there is a need to scale to larger inputs and standard methods are difficult to parallelize. At a high level, the use of approximations allowed us to overcome these difficulties.

In Chapters 3 and 4 we considered online makespan minimization with restricted assignment and minimum cost bipartite matchings in the setting of algorithms with predictions. In the former chapter, we define a prediction which consists of a positive weight for each machine which implicitly defines a fractional assignment which can be computed online. The fractional assignment gives a near optimal solution if the prediction is accurate, going beyond worst-case lower bounds for the problem.

Potential Future Work

In terms of parallel and distributed algorithms, there is a potential to develop a better understanding of efficient distributed algorithms for hierarchical clustering. Much of the interest in hierarchical clustering in recent years has been due to the development of objective functions which try to capture properties of a “good” hierarchical clustering [53, 146, 49, 147]. It is natural to aim for scalable algorithms which approximate these objectives. Indeed for some objectives such as those in [49] and [146], this can be done as it is known that the average-linkage algorithm gives an $O(1)$-approximation for these objectives and there are efficient, approximate implementations of average-linkage [3, 102].

Thus a relevant question is to develop scalable algorithms which approximate these other objectives. In particular, is there an $O(\text{poly}(\log n))$ round MPC algorithm which approximates the objective due to Dasgupta [53]? Standard sequential methods for this problem are based on reductions to sparsest cut or convex programming relaxations, which are difficult to adapt to the MPC setting.

In terms of algorithms with predictions, there are many possible directions to consider. One direction concerns the types of predictions that we learn. In some sense, this dissertation proposes learning a single “one size fits all” prediction from past problem instances which is then used to help solve new instances of the problem. A more practical, and potentially more effective approach might be to learn a mapping $F$, which takes in
some instance specific features and outputs a prediction that is more instance-specific. This mapping would allow us to learn more complicated behaviour in the distribution over inputs. Indeed, this is what machine learning models for supervised learning problems attempt to do.

This direction may be challenging from both a theoretical and practical perspective, so a natural starting point is to restrict the types of mappings. One such restriction is to learn $k$ different predictions from the past problem instances instead of a single prediction, then apply the best of these to the new problem instance. Of course, we may not immediately know which of the $k$ predictions is the best for the new instance (in the online setting, for example), so there will be some trade-off between the quality of the $k$ predictions and the performance of our algorithm as $k$ increases. This question has been studied in the data-driven algorithm design literature [29], which has studied the sample complexity of learning $k$ different predictions in several settings, but there are also interesting algorithmic questions for incorporating multiple predictions into the design of an algorithm and efficiently constructing the $k$ different predictions from past problem instances. For example, given $k$ different predicted weight vectors for online makespan minimization (as in Chapter 3), how do we aggregate the solutions given by these different predictions online in order to be competitive with the best one in hindsight?
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